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ABSTRACT 

Many methods have been proposed to allocate capacity related costs to the vario$s 
customer classes in an electric power system. These methods are mainly determinis • 
Deterministic techniques do not consider the stochastic nature of system components which actuary 
affect the cost behaviour of the system. An important consideration in the process of colt 
allocation is to ensure that the method used follows the cost behaviour of the system studied. The 
cost behaviour is basically dependent on the methods and criteria used in system planning and 
operation. The criterion and planning method used drives the development of the system which 
further drives the cost of the future investment in the system. It is therefore highly desirable, 
the case of cost of service allocation, to use a similar method and criterion and to include 
same variables which are considered in the system adequacy evaluation. 

All Canadian utilities now use probabilistic techniques in their generation system pl 
The most commonly used planning techniques are the Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) and t e 
Loss of Energy Expectation (LOEE) methods. It therefore follows that probabilistic techniques 
should also be used in the cost of service allocation process. There is increasingly greater emph is 
on the use of energy based indices in system planning. A probabilistic technique using an ener 
index, Loss of Energy Expectation, is proposed in this thesis. The technique considers t e 
important factors which actually affect the system cost behaviour. There is also increasingly utility 
interest in the use of composite system reliability evaluation techniques in system planning. It is 
expected that utilities will be using composite system reliability evaluation in the future as th it 
basic system planning technique. It therefore follows that a comprehensive cost of service allocati n 
technique which utilizes a similar approach should also be used. The Loss of Energy Expectati n 
method proposed in this thesis is modified and extended for use in composite generation d 
transmission cost of service allocation. The response of the proposed techniques to different syste 
parameters and configurations is presented in this thesis. These studies clearly demonstrate t e 
superiority of the proposed probabilistic methods over the deterministic methods. 
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The proposed techniques have been applied to two test systems using new load database 
developed in this research project. The results demonstrate the sensitivities of these methods 
various system parameters which are not now considered by the popular deterministic method
The results clearly show that the composite system method is the best overall technique as 
responds to many variables that are not considered by other methods. A strategy for the selecti 
of an appropriate method for cost of service allocation is proposed in this thesis. This strategy 
designed to ensure that the cost of service allocation method is compatible with the method use 
in system planning and operation which ensures that the cost behaviour of the system is followe 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Cost of Service Allocation 

The basic function of a modern electric power system is to satisfy the system lo d 

requirement with a reasonable assurance of continuity and quality. The system must also exp d 

in order to accommodate forecast increases in system load, and additional generation facili es 

and/or possibly transmission facilities may be needed to accommodate this increase in custo er 

demand. Additional equipment involves extra costs to the utility and these additional costs, together 

with other costs such as system operation and maintenance costs, administration costs etc. are 

eventually passed on to and paid for by the consumers of electric energy. 

Consumers of electric energy can be grouped into many classes according to their energy 

usage. Customers can be broadly categorized into classes such as Large Industrial customers, Small 

Industrial customers, Residential customers, etc. Each class has its own unique load dema0 

pattern. The large industrial load, for example, is generally a firm or relatively constant load 

throughout the day, while the residential load normally has a low demand and peaks around lunch 

and supper hours. Each class, because of its own unique demand pattern, will have a different 

impact on the system. It is therefore not justifiable to pass on the cost of providing electri 

energy equally to all classes of customers. The cost must be allocated to the customer classes in 

a reasonable and justifiable manner. 

1.1.1. Types of cost of service studies 

The costs considered in cost of service studies are usually not the absolute costs that are 

involved in providing the product. The most common type of cost analysis used is the marginal 
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cost of service. The marginal cost approach which is often suggested by economists, however, is 

not generally applicable in the case of a power system, and other modified methods have been 

suggested. There are, in general, three types of cost of service analysis, namely, 

1. marginal cost of service studies, 

2. long-run incremental cost of service studies, and 

3. fully distributed or allocated cost of service studies. 

These can be briefly described as follows. 

1.1.1.1. Marginal cost of service studies 

The marginal cost of service is the rate of change of the total cost of service. The changes 

must be measurable in order to be analyzed. The relationship between the cost change and usa 

change is also assumed to be at least piece-wise continuous. In the case of an electric power 

system, these changes are not readily measurable and a continuous cost function cannot be 

obtained. The marginal cost of service is also considered on a short-run time basis and, therefore, 

a large investment involved in expanding the power system will significantly distort the analysis and 

will not provide a full picture of what is happening. 

1.1.1.2. Long-run incremental cost of service studies 

The transition from marginal cost theory to the measurement of marginal costs requires 

the use of a methodology that will develop marginal costs that are distributed smoothly over the 

planning period. Since investments are not made in increments small enough to form a smoOth 

total cost function, measurement of marginal costs is difficult. Moreover, in the case of utiliti s, 

increments to generation and transmission capabilities may be added in advance of demands. The 
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inclusion, therefore, of the entire amount of investment at a given time could overstate the marginal 

costs. Long run incremental cost (LRIC) has been used in some studies rather than marginal cost. 

The planning schedule for additions to generation and transmission capacity provides a basis ft•r 

defining the investments and expenses to be included in a LRIC analysis. The planning pericld 

should allow the development of long run incremental costs that reflect an optimal mix of 

generation and transmission capacity. 

Time-Differentiated Long Run Incremental Cost (TDLRIC) Analysis is a cost of servi 

procedure in which the incremental costs that the power system incurs is depicted on a season 

daily, and hourly basis for new generation and transmission load. The analysis identifies the 

projected costs to be incurred to meet load growth due to increased customer demand. This 

analysis differs from a marginal cost of service analysis that reflects the book cost that the power 

system is required to recover based on accounting and repayment practices. 

The foundation of an incremental cost analysis is the principle of cost causation []. 

Incremental load growth in different time periods results in different incremental costs. Tine 

d_fferentiation addresses these variations in incremental costs within the framework of a pricilig 

structure. TDLRIC Analysis, therefore, develops time-differentiated incremental costs that provide 

a basis for developing rates from an economic efficiency criterion. 

1.1.1.3. Fully distributed or allocated cost of service studies 

Both marginal cost analysis and long run incremental cost analysis are primarily concerned 

with future costs. A fully distributed cost of service analysis deals with the attribution of historic 

or projected costs for a specified period to various rate classes. The research described in this

thesis is concerned with the fully distributed cost of service to various classes of customers. 

approach is amplified in the following sections. 
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1.1.2. Cost allocation procedures 

The fully distributed or allocated cost of service is the apportionment of the total fixed 

variable costs of service according to a pre-determined methodology. 

The fixed cost includes the capital cost of the system, as well as the working capital 

various other items. The variable cost is the cost of service within the study period including 

operating and maintenance costs, administrative expenses, depredation, fuel expenses and inter st 

expense etc. Items to be apportioned can be generally divided into three categories as folio 

1 Investment or cost that can be directly assigned to a particular class of customers because 

it is used only by that customer class, 

2. Costs which cannot be directly assigned but which can be apportioned among the differel'nt 

customer classes, and 

3. Expenses that cannot be directly identified for allocation. 

The general cost allocation process usually consists of three basic steps. These steps 

1. Functionalization, 

2. Classification, and 

3. Allocation of Costs. 

There are many possible modifications to these steps. The Bonneville Po er 

Administration, for example, includes the seasonal differentiation of embedded costs [2] and 

segmentation of transmission costs [3] in the process to identify more closely the transmission costs 

with services provided to the various customer classes and to reflect the seasonal cost variation in 

the allocation process. 
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1.1.2.1. Functionalization 

The initial step in the allocation process is to identify the fixed and the variable co is 

within the study period with the functions performed by the power system. Those functions 

generally defined as generation, transmission, distribution, etc. 

1.1.2.2. Classification 

The functionalized costs are classified based on the principle of cost causation. These are 

usually classified into three categories as follows. 

1. customer related, 

2. energy related, and 

3. demand or capacity related. 

Customer related costs are those costs which vary according to the number of customers 

served, e.g. the cost of owning and maintaining meters and services. Generation costs are generally 

classified between generation capacity and generation energy while transmission costs are normally 

classified entirely to capacity. Classification of costs are not dealt with in this thesis. 

1.1.2.3. Allocation of costs 

The final step in the cost of service allocation process, after the costs have ben 

functionalized, classified, segmented and seasonally differentiated, is to allocate these costs to varicius 

customer classes. The allocation process requires the development of allocation factors, which are 

typically some measures of the use of the power system by each customer class. Separte 

allocation factors are developed for customer related costs, energy related costs and capacity related 

costs. 
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1. Customer related costs 

These costs are generally allocated to customer classes in proportion to the number 

customers served in each class with appropriate weighting for scale of service and adjustments f 

peculiarities which arise in providing for each rate class. 

2. Energy related costs 

Energy related costs are normally allocated to customer classes in direct proportion to tot 

energy demands placed on the system by all customer classes. Transmission losses are added lo 

the classes to reflect the amount of power required at the generation point to serve these loads. 

3. Demand or capacity related costs 

Unlike the customer and energy related costs which have limited alternatives, many meth 

have been proposed for the allocation of demand related costs. These methods can be gener 

into two categories as follows. 

1. deterministic methods, and 

2. probabilistic methods. 

d 

The difference between these two categories is that the deterministic methods do nOt 

consider the probabilistic or stochastic nature of system behaviour, customer demands or componeit 

failures in the system. A detailed description of these methods are discussed in Chapter 3. 

This research deals only with the third step, the allocation of capacity cost of services. 
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1.2. Premise of the Research 

It has been assumed in this research work that an important consideration in a cost 

allocation process is to make sure that the method used follows the cost behaviour of the system 

studied. There may be situations in which the cost behaviour of the system is driven by socie 

or political forces. These considerations are not within the scope of this research activity. It 

therefore been assumed that the cost behaviour is generally dependent on the methods used 

system planning and operation. The planning and/or operating criteria drive the development 

the system and the development of the system further drives the cost of the system. A suggest 

general block diagram for cost of service allocation is shown in Figure 1.1. 

al 

in 

of 

d 

Power system expansion must be planned well ahead of the actual load demand due to 

regulatory time delay and the actual required construction time. 

All utilities use selected planning and operating techniques and criteria in system adeq cy 

evaluation in order to develop their expansion plans. These techniques are either deterministic or 

probabilistic. Deterministic techniques do not consider the stochastic nature of those factors w h 

actually affect the performance of the system. Depending on the nature of these techniques, the 

input requirements differ from one method to another. The input data generally required are tie 

current system configuration, the load model, the generation model, and the transmission model. 

These are shown in Figure 1.1 as boxes 1.1 to 1.4 respectively. These inputs, however, may of 

all be necessary in a given system adequacy evaluation depending on the technique and criterion 

used. 
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Deterministic techniques, e.g. the percentage reserve method, require only information n 

the system load. Other techniques may require all the noted inputs. A set of adequacy indices 

is produced using the particular evaluation technique selected by the utility. This set of indices is 

compared with the system adequacy requirements. If the criterion is not satisfied, the system 

expansion scheme or the system operating scheme or both have to be modified and an adequacy 

evaluation performed again. This procedure is repeated until the adequacy criterion is satisfied. 

The newly developed expansion and/or operating scheme is then used in future development 

the power system. This modified configuration will require new investment, which includes bo 

fixed and variable costs, to be made in the planning period and hence drives the cost behavio 

of the system. 

f 

It can be observed from the above procedure that the criterion and planning method used, 

which also includes the different variables considered in the method, drives the development of 

system which further drives the cost of the future investment in the system. It is therefore hi y 

desirable, in the case of cost of service allocation, to use a similar method and criterion and 

include the same variables which are considered in the system adequacy evaluation. 

to 

An index selected from the set of indices obtained in the system adequacy evaluation 4n 

therefore be used in the cost allocation process and allocation factors obtained for different class - s 

of customers. 

The above approach suggests a general way which integrates the system adequacy evaluatin 

and the cost of service allocation into a single framework. This approach, however, is not usually 

followed by utilities in their cost allocation procedures. The system adequacy evaluation and tie 

cost of allocation process are very often quite unrelated. One obvious reason for the separate 

consideration of these two processes is because the studies are usually done by differ nt 
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departments. While it is certainly true that the two studies should be integrated to improve tie 

efficiency and coherency of these studies, it may be technically difficult or outside the jurisdiction 

of one department to perform the duties of another department. The procedures can be modified 

to alleviate this difficulty. A modified flow diagram for capacity cost allocation is shown in F 

L2. 

The system adequacy evaluation procedures are the same as shown in Figure 1.1. 

difference lies in the cost of service allocation procedures. The newly developed system expansi n 

and/or operation scheme, together with the load model, the generation model and the transmissi n 

model are utilind in the cost allocation process using an adequacy evaluation methodology 

is the same as that used in the development of this new scheme. A specified index, selected &dm 

the set of indices determined in the evaluation program, is used in the cost of service allocatian 

process to obtain allocation factors for different classes of customers. 

e 

One important point that needs to be clearly emphasized is that the evaluation meth 

used in the cost of service allocation process and the different variables considered in the evaluation 

should be the same as those used in the system adequacy evaluation which produces the new 

expansion and/or operating schemes. 

As noted previously, one of the important consideration in the cost allocation process is 

to make sure that the method used follows the cost behaviour of the system studied. Virtually all 

Canadian utilities now use a probabilistic approach to system capacity planning [4]. This suggeats 

that a probabilistic approach should also be used in the cost of service allocation process. The 

most commonly used reliability planning techniques are methods such as the loss of load 

expectation (LOLE), and the loss of energy expectation (LOEE). 
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1.3. Basic Power System Reliability Concepts 

The term reliability has a very wide range of meaning and cannot be associated with 

single specific definition. It is therefore necessary to recognize its extreme generality and to 

it to indicate, in a general rather than a specific sense, the overall ability of the system to perfoi 

its function [5]. It is related, in general terms, to the ability of the system, under both static 

dynamic conditions, to satisfy the customer demand with an acceptable assurance of continuity 

quality. 

Reliability criteria can be broadly divided into two categories: 

1. Deterministic criteria, and 

2. Probabilistic criteria. 

a 

Deterministic criteria [6] indicate concern regarding certain properties of the power netwok 

and use discrete measures such as the number of generating units, transmission lines, and 

transformers etc. that must fail before it is considered impossible for the system to satisfy the load 

demand at a particular load point. Deterministic criteria such as the percentage reserve approah 

were used by many power utilities for many years and are still used by a small group bf 

companies. The deterministic criteria are slowly being replaced by more realistic probabilistic 

criteria which are concerned with the probability, and other relevant indices, that a power network 

can supply the required load within an acceptable range of quality to its customers. The 

probabilistic indices are computed using mathematical models [7] which represent the state of a 

network under various outage conditions. These indices reflect the response of various parametbrs 

Which actually affect the system reliability. This feature provides a more realistic picture of 

performance of a system. 
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Reliability assessment of an overall electric power system can be divided into sub-tasks 

which utilize the various functional segments of the system. The most suitable functional zones ai-e 

those associated with generation, transmission and distribution. One or more of these zones can 

be combined to form hierarchical levels. The generation facilities considered as an entity fo 

hierarchical level I (HLI) and together with the transmission facilities form hierarchical level II 

(HLII). Hierarchical level III is composed of all the three functional zones. Figure 1.3 shows the 

hierarchical levels in reliability evaluation. Quantitative reliability evaluation is quite extensive at 

the HLI level but becomes mostly qualitative at the HLII and HLIII levels. 

1.3.1. Hierarchical level I (HLI) evaluation 

The transmission system and its ability to transport generated energy to the customer 14d 

points are ignored in HLI studies. The main concern is the ability of the generating capacity 

meet the system load demand. The generation facilities and the total system load are consider 

to be concentrated at one location. The risk indices are evaluated by convolution of the capac 

to 

d 

ty 

and load models. Some of the established probability techniques which are used quite extensively 

by power utilities are the loss of load expectation (LOLE) [6] method and the loss of energy 

expectation [6] method. These methods have also been utilized to study the benefits resulting fro m 

multi-area interconnections [6, 8]. 

A survey conducted by the Power System Reliability Subsection of the Canadian Electrical 

Association [4] indicates that all Canadian utilities now use one or more probabilistic techniqUes 

in HLI evaluation. 
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Figure 13: Hierarchical Levels in Reliability Evaluation. 

1.3.2. Hierarchical level II (HLII) evaluation 

The simple generation-load model is extended to include bulk transmission in HLII studi s. 

Adequacy analysis at this level is usually termed composite system or bulk transmission system 

evaluation. Unlike HLI evaluation, most power utilities are still using deterministic criteria 

opposed to probabilistic criteria for conducting adequacy studies at HLII. 

The Canadian Electrical Association (CEA) Power System Planning and Operating Secti 

has conducted a number of surveys on criteria used for reliability evaluation of composi 

n 
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generation and transmission systems. Canadian utility practice in this area is to use fixed 

contingency techniques to assess adequacy. The CEA Power System Reliability Subsection has 

completed a comparison study of digital computer techniques available for the prediction of 

adequacy indices. Quantitative probabilistic evaluation is sometimes performed in the transmissi n 

functional zone without including generation facilities. 

A survey [9] in 1985 of power utilities, research organizations, and universities on the sta e 

of the art of the adequacy evaluation at HLII indicates that there was no consensus amongst the 

as to either the application of a standard solution technique for adequacy studies or the calculati n 

of a standard set of adequacy indices. This appears to be a most promising area of activity fer 

both research work and utility application. 

13.3. Hierarchical level III (HLIII) evaluation 

HLIII evaluation involves all three functional zones, starting at the generating points d 

terminating at the individual consumer load points. The distribution functional zone is usualy 

analyzed as a separate entity because of the overall complexity of HLIII evaluation. The HLIII 

indices can generally be evaluated, however, by using the HLII load-point indices as the input 

values at the sources of the distribution functional zone being analyzed. 

The objective of a HLIII study is to obtain suitable adequacy indices at the actual 

consumer load points. The analytical methods [10] for evaluating indices for HLIII studies are 

highly developed. The usual techniques are based on the minimal-cut-set method or failure-modes 

analysis in conjunction with sets of analytical equations which can include all the realistic failure 

and restoration processes. 
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There have been many specific applications of quantitative evaluation in the distribution 

functional zone but there is little or no continuous activity. 

1.4. Objective of Research 

The objective of the research described in this thesis was to examine the allocation of c st 

of service concepts used for generation and transmission facilities and to develop probabilis 

techniques for cost of service allocation which are sensitive to the factors that actually affect 

cost behaviour of the system. 

15. Research Stages 

The research has been divided into four stages. These stages are: 

1. Preparation of system load and class load data to provide the standard load database to 

be used throughout the studies. 

2. Cost of Service Allocation using the conventional methods and the newly developed standard 

load databases. 

3. Cost of Service Allocation at HLI using the existing and proposed probabilistic meth 

and the newly developed standard load databases. 

4. Cost of Service. Allocation at HLII using the proposed probabilistic method and the neWly 

developed standard load databases. 

The four stages can tie briefly described as follows. 
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1.5.1. Preparation of standard load databases 

One of the difficulties in applying probabilistic methods in the area of cost of service 

allocation is that these methods require extensive load information for each load class considered. 

These data are not usually available. The increased popularity of stochastic methods in syste 

reliability evaluation has created a demand for the collection of outage data and other relev 

information. Detailed load consumption and demand information is, however, still not gener 

available. 

The application of probabilistic methods in the area of cost of service to different classes 

of customers requires detailed knowledge of each customer load. In the absence of this 

information, it was therefore necessary to create a database using some real available data and 

series of realistic assumptions. 

a 

The developed system load and class load databases can be considered as an extension o 

the IEEE Reliability Test System proposed by the IEEE Reliability Test System Task Force of the 

Application of Probability Methods Subcommittee [11] Their report describes a load model, 

generation system, and transmission network which has been widely used to test or compare 

methods for reliability analysis of power systems. The load model gives hourly loads for one yetr 

on a per unit basis, expressed in chronological fashion so that daily, weekly and seasonal patte 

can be modeled. The total system load is completely described by the data presented in the IEE 

RTS report. The load data for each class of customer, and the customer class divisions art, 

however, not provided. The absence of this data prompted the need to create a standard databaSe 

which includes the total system load and the different class loads. 
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1 5.2. Conventional deterministic and probabilistic methods 

The conventional deterministic and probabilistic methods for cost of service allocation we: 

a plied to the different systems using the developed load databases. These studies provide 

g neral understanding as to the response these cost allocation methods yield and where the.

thods fail to provide logical cost of service allocation. These studies also serve as a basis f 

mparison with the results obtained by probabilistic methods. 

15.3. HLI evaluation 

e 

a 

Probabilistic techniques for system planning have become increasingly popular in electric 

p wer system utilities. The use of a probabilistic technique in system planning suggests that a 

s ilar probabilistic technique should also be used in the cost of service allocation in order to make 

s e that the cost of allocation follows the cost behaviour of the system. 

( 

e Probability Peak [12]. The former is similar to the loss of load expectation and the latter 

b ed on historical load information. There is, however, an increasing interest in using ener 

b ed methods [4] as a planning criterion. 

Methods such as the loss of load expectation (LOLE) and the loss of energy expectati4n 

OEE) are currently very commonly used by utilities. Two probabilistic methods for the cost Of 

rvice allocation have been proposed, namely the Probability of Negative Margin (PONM) [12] and 

is 

In this research program, both PONM and a newly developed method which used an 

e i ergy based technique have been applied to two systems, the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) 

d the IEEE Reliability Test System (IEEE-RTS), using the new standard load databases 

d veloped. Many studies were performed to investigate the impacts of different factors, whiCh 
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affect the cost behaviour of the system, on the allocation indices and comparisons with tie 

conventional methods are made to demonstrate the superiority of the probabilistic techniques. 

1.5.4. HLII evaluation 

Although composite reliability techniques are not currently used as official planning t is 

for power system utilities, there is, however, increasing emphasis being placed on the use of these 

techniques in system planning and operation. It is expected that utilities will in the future be using 

composite reliability evaluation as their basic system planning technique. It therefore follows 

a composite HLII technique in cost of service allocation will also be required. The existing PONM 

technique cannot be used in HLII evaluation because the method is based on the }ILI 

representation where only generation and load are considered. The newly developed energy based 

method has been modified and extended for HLII evaluation and provides a more consisaint 

method for both HLI and HLII studies. The developed technique has been applied to both tl.e 

RBTS and the IEEE-RTS. The effects of different factors on the allocation indices have ben 

studied and are compared in this thesis to those obtained from the conventional methods. 

1.6. Outline of the Thesis 

Research work has been conducted on capacity cost of service allocation for different 

classes of customers and a basic method using an energy based approach has been developed. This 

technique has many advantages over the use of the PONM technique including the ability 

extension into both the generation and transmission system areas. 

Chapter 2 presents a detailed description of the preparation of the set of standard lOad 

databases which were used throughout the research. The foundation on which the new load 

databases are established are described in this chapter. The procedures used in reducing and 
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forming the respective class load data are also described. The reduction of the load models aid 

the distribution of different class loads in the two networks are also discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents an overview of the existing deterministic methods and probabilistic 

methods for cost of service allocation. The newly developed energy based method is also present d 

in this chapter. A comparison of the existing methods is illustrated using the RBTS and a sim le 

load model. 

Chapter 4 presents the probabilistic methods applied in HLI evaluation. The calculation 

procedures and the required inputs and outputs are described fully in this chapter. These methods 

are applied to the RBTS and the IEEE-RTS. The impacts of different parameters on the indices 

are also presented. 

Chapter 5 presents the extension of the newly developed energy based technique to HL II 

evaluation. The calculation procedures and the required data and results are described in detail 

in this chapter. This method is then applied to both the RBTS and the IEEE-RTS and the 

impacts of different parameters on the indices are presented. 

Chapter 6 presents a summary of all the methods and some applications of the composite 

technique are suggested. This chapter concludes the thesis. 

The cost allocation phase is only the initial step in a rate making process. It provides a 

consistent basis for allocating the fundamental costs. Other factors such as societal and politi4a1 

implications must be considered in the actual rate making phase. 
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2. PREPARATION OF SYSTEM AND CLASS LOAD DATABASES 

2.1. Introduction 

Lane of the difficulties in applying probabilistic methods in the area of cost of service 

allocation is that these methods require extensive load information for each load class, considere 

These data are usually not available. The increased popularity of applying stochastic methods 

system reliability evaluation has created a demand for the collection of outage data and oth r 

relevant information. Detailed load consumption and demand information is, however, still n t 

available.

The application of probabilistic methods in the area of cost of service to different classes 

of customers requires detailed knowledge of each customer load. In the absence of tllis

information, it was therefore necessary to create a database or databases which contain the relevant 

2. 
information. This was accomplished using Some available data and a series of realistic assumptio 

This chapter presents the detailed procedure and the assumptions used to create two sets 

of load data for different load classes. This load information will be used as standard databases 

in future studies. The distribution of different class loads for both the Roy Billinton Test System 

(RBTS) and the IEEE Reliability Test System (IEEE-RTS) are presented. 

2.2. IEEE Reliability Test System (IEEE-RTS) Load Model 

The most readily available load model for overall system load is that proposed in the IEEE 

Reliability Test System [11]. This reliability test system was published in 1979 by the IEEE 

Subcommittee on the Application of Probability Methods (APM). system is designed to 

provide a consistent and generally acceptable set of data that can be used in generation capacity 
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and composite system reliability evaluation [10]. The test system also provides a basis for 

comparison of results obtained using different methods. The creation of the IEEE-RTS 

provides a starting point in collecting relevant data required in reliability studies. The IEEE-R S 

has been used extensively, since it was proposed in 1979, in various reliability studies conducted tfq 

reliability engineers and experts in power industries and universities [5,13]. 

r The report by the IEEE Reliability Test System Task Force describes a load mod 

generation system, and transmission network. The information on the load model can be used 

calculate hourly loads for one year on a per unit basis, expressed in chronological fashion so th t 
A 

daily, weekly and seasonal patterns can be developed. 

1,

2.3. Description of the IEEE Reliability Test System Load Model 

The annual peak load for the test system is 2850 MW. The load is described by sp 

the weekly peak loads in percent of the annual peak load, the daily peak load in percent of 

weekly peak load and the hourly peak load in percent of the daily peak load.' Table 2.1 shows the 

daily peak load in percent of the weekly peak load, Table 22 shows the weekly peak load In 

percent of the annual peak load and Table 2.3 shows the hourly peak load in percent of the daily 

peak load. 

1—The system load is completely described by these relationships. Individual hourly loads can 

be derived by knowing the annual system peak. The IEEE-RTS daily load was computed using 

the annual system peak of 2850 MW. These results are shown in Appendix A.1. The results were 

sorted in descending order and are shown in Appendix A.2. The sorted daily load was then 

normali7Pd by dividing the daily peak by the annual system peak and the results are shown 

Appendix A.3. This load data which has been sorted and normali7Pd is called the Daily Peak Lo 

Variation Curve and is plotted and shown in Figure 2.1. 



Table 2.1: IEEE-RTS Daily Peak Load in Percent of the Weekly Peak Load. 

Day # Peak in % Type of Day 

1 93.0 Weekday 
2 100.0 Weekday 
3 98.0 Weekday 
4 96.0 Weekday 
5 94.0 Weekday 
6 77.0 Weekend 
7 75.0 Weekend 

Table 2 2: IEEE-RTS Weekly Peak Load in Percent of the Annual Peak. 

Month Week Season Peak in :4 
of annual 

Month Week Season Peak in % 
of annual 

Jan 1 Winter 86.2 Jul 27 Sumner 75.5 
2* 90.0 28 81.6 
3 87.8 29 80.1 
4 83.4 30* 88.0 

Feb- 5* 88.0 Aug- 31 Fall 72.2 
6 84.1 32 77.6 
7 83.2 33 80.0 
8 80.6 34 72.9 

Mar- 9* Spring 74.0 Sep- 35 72.6 
10 73.7 36 70.5 
11 71.5 37* 78.0 
12 72.7 38 69.5 
13 70.4 39 72.4 

Apr 14 75.0 Oct 40 72.4 
15 72.1 41 74.3 
16* 80.0 42 74.4 
17 75.4 43* 80.0 

May 18 Sumner 83.7 Nov 44. Winter 88.1 
19 87.0 45 88.5 
20* 88.0 46 90.9 
21 85.6 47* 94.0 

Jun- 22 81.1 Dec- 48 89.0 
23* 90.0 49 94.2 
24 88.7 50 97.0 
25 89.6 51* 100.0 
26 86.1 52 95.2 
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Table 2.3: IEEE-RTS Hourly Peak Load in Percent of the Daily Peak. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Winter Summer Spring/Fall 

Hour Hour # Weekday Weekend Weekday Weekend Weekday Weekend 

12- 1 a.m. 1 67.0 78.0 64.0 74.0 63.0 75.0 
- 2 2 63.0 72.0 60.0 70.0 62.0 73.0 

2- 3 3 60.0 68.0 58.0 66.0 60.0 69.0 
3- 4 4 59.0 66.0 56.0 65.0 58.0 66.0 
4- 5 5 59.0 64.0 56.0 64.0 59.0 65.0 
5- 6 6 60.0 65.0 58.0 62.0 65.0 65.0 
6- 7 7 74.0 66.0 64.0 62.0 72.0 68.0 
'- 8 8 86.0 70.0 76.0 66.0 85.0 74.0 
8- 9 9 95.0 80.0 87.0 81.0 95.0 83.0 
9-10 10 96.0 88.0 95.0 86.0 99.0 89.0 
10-11 11 96.0 90.0 99.0 91.0 100.0 92.0 
11-12 12 95.0 91.0 100.0 93.0 99.0 94.0 
12- 1 p.m. 13 95.0 90.0 99.0 93.0 93.0 91.0 

- 2 14 95.0 88.0 100.0 92.0 92.0 90.0 
2- 3 15 93.0 87.0 100.0 91.0 90.0 90.0 
3- 4 16 94.0 87.0 97.0 91.0 88.0 86.0 
4- 5 17 99.0 91.0 96.0 92.0 90.0 85.0 
5- 6 18 100.0 100.0 96.0 94.0 92.0 88.0 
6- 7 19 100.0 99.0 93.0 95.0 96.0 92.0 
'- 8 20 96.0 97.0 92.0 95.0 98.0 100.0 
8- 9 21 91.0 94.0 92.0 100.0 96.0 97.0 
9-10 22 83.0 92.0 93.0 93.0 90.0 95.0 
10-11 23 73.0 87.0 87.0 88.0 80.0 90.0 
11-12 24 63.0 81.0 72.0 80.0 70.0 85.0 

The asterisk (*) beside the week number in Table 2.2 denotes where the peak in the 

month occurs. The dash beside the month simply indicates that the starting of the month occurs 

somewhere in the middle of the week. Those months that have no dash beside them indicate that 

the beginning of the month occurs either near the beginning or near the end of the week. 
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Figure 2.1: IEEE-RTS Annual Load Duration Curve. 

2.4. Saskatchewan Power Corporation 1987 Load Forecast 

007 

The load model suggested by the IEEE Subcommittee, as shown from the previons 

description, is quite detailed and is sufficient for most system reliability studies such as a loss of 

load expectation (LOLE) study. The information, however, is inadequate for a cost of service 

study which requires additional information for each customer class. The IEEE-RTS load data is 

specified as total system demand and does not indicate how individual customer class loads shoUld 

vary during the period concerned. It is therefore necessary to allocate the total system load to the 

different customer classes. 

This task can be achieved by creating some hypothetical class data and adjusting them so 

that the sum of these class loads match the total IEEE-RTS system load. Since the IEEE-RTS 
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is a purely hypothetical system, the class loads will be more realistic if they are modeled on those 

of a real-life system. Complete information is not currently available, but fortunately, some partil 

class load information can be obtained. The Saskatchewan Power Corporation (SPC) 1987 Loal 

Forecast Data [14], submitted by the Saskatchewan Power Corporation to the Public Utility Reviev 

Commission, was used as a basis for the development of these load models. Some of the necessay 

information, however, is still missing. For example, there is no information on residential custome s 

due to the lack of metering on this class of customer. Several techniques were used to obtain 

necessary data from other available information. These techniques are discussed in the next section 

2.5. Discussion on the SPC 1987 Load Demand Forecast 

The SPC system load was divided into thirteen customer classes and each class is AO 

composed of other sub-classes. These classes and sub-classes are as follows. 

1. Residential 

- City 
- Town 
- Rural 

2. Farms 

- Small 
- Large 
- Irrigation a seasonal load 

3. GS II (General Service) 

Urban and Rural 
270 Urban and Rural 
272 Urban and Rural 
274 Urban and Rural 

the first digit indicates General Service number. 
the second digit indicates whether it is general service non-demand 
customer (0-50kVA), general service demand customer (50-2000kVA) 
power customer (>2000kVA). 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

the third digit indicates the types of services. 
- "0" denotes Corporation owned transformation. 
- "1" denotes 25kV service rather than Corporation 

transformation. 
"2" same as above except for 72kV service. 
"3" same as above except for 138kV service. 

GS III 

- 3X0 Urban and Rural 
- 3X1 Urban and Rural 
- 320 Urban and Rural 
- 340 Urban and Rural - seasonal load 

refer to GS II for the interpretation of the numbers. 

GS IV 

- 4X0 Urban and Rural 
- 4X1 Urban and Rural 
- 4X2 Urban and Rural 

refer to GS II for the interpretation of the numbers. - 

Oilfields 

- 407 Urban and Rural 
- 487 Urban and Rural 

refer to GS II for the interpretation of the numbers. 

GS V 

- 5X0 Urban and Rural 
- 5X1 Urban and Rural 
- 5X2 Urban and Rural 
- 5X3 Urban and Rural 
- 561 Urban and Rural 
- 562 Urban and Rural 
- 563 Urban and Rural 

refer to GS II for the interpretation of the numbers. 

GS VI 

- 6X1 
- 6X2 
- 6X3 
- 612 
- 622 
- 632 
- 633 
- 643 

Streetlights 

refer to GS II for the interpretation of the numbers. 

owne 
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10. Saskatoon Bulk 

- 72kVA 
- 138kVA 

11. Swift Current Bulk 

12. North Saskatchewan Electric Limited (N.S.E.L.) Bulk 

13. SPC 

- Internal 
- Coal 
- Intersystem 

The monthly peaks for each class were given in the forecast report. However, forecas 

for some of the classes were absent and were estimated as zero demand because of the lack f 

metering. The monthly forecasts for these classes were estimated from other available information. 

The estimated monthly loads, which were normali7P,d, were plotted and are shown in Figures 2t2 

to 2.4 for 10 of the 13 classes. The Residential, Streetlights and the SPC loads were not plotted 

because there was no forecast for these classes due to the absence of metering on these customers. 

The breakdown of the magnitudes of each class using the Non-Coincident Peaks is also shown In 

Figure 23. 

From the information given in another report submitted to the Public Utility Revielw 

Commission by SPC [15], it is clear that within some of the customer classes, there are similar 

consumption characteristics. Some of these classes can actually be combined to form a joint clads. 

This is important from a research point of view because the simpler the model, the leSs 

computation will be required in the proposed method. 



igure 22: SPC Oilfields and Farm Demand Forecast. 
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Figure 23: SPC General Services Demand Forecast. 
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Figure 2.4: SPC Bulk Power Demand Forecast. 
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Figure 2.5: SPC Demand Breakdown According to Non-Coincident Peaks. 
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2.6. Reduction of Some Customer Load Classes 

It was decided that the previously noted customer classes should be reduced to the 

following classes: 

1. Large Industrial, 
2. Small Industrial, 
3. Residential, 
4. Commercial, 
5. Rural, 
6. Bulk, 
7. Streetlights, and 
8. Seasonal. 

The above classification by no means represents all the possible loads that may be prese t 

in a power system. This classification was used to provide a variety of load characteristics for study 

purposes. The Saskatchewan Power Corporation load forecast was only used to provide some 

real-life load characteristics and no attempt was made to use the actual SPC load data to form the 

class load models. With the information obtained from References 14 and 15, the different class 

defined in the SPC Forecast were grouped into the simplified classes as follows. 

1. Large Industrial - Power (> 2000kVA) 

- GS V (561, 562, 563 Urban and Rural), 
- GS VI (6X1, 6X2, 6X3, 612, 622, 632, 633 and 643). 

2. Small Industrial - General Service Demand (50 - 2000kVA) 

GS IV, 
GS V (5X0, 5X1, 5X2, 5X3 Urban and Rural only), 
Oilfields (487 and 407). 

3. Residential 

Urban Residential including City and Town. 

4. Commercial - General Service Non-Demand (0 - 50kVA) 

- GS II, 
- GS III (3X0, 3X1, 320 Urban and Rural only). 
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5. Rural 

- Rural Residential, 
- Small and Large Farms. 

6. Bulk 

Saskatoon (72kVA and 138kVA), 
Swift Current, 
North Saskatchewan Electric Limited (N.S.E.L.). 

7. Streetlights 

8. Seasonal 

- Load information is not available. 

Farm irrigation and GS III 340 Urban and Rural loads have not been included. These 

are seasonal loads and if added to the regular loads will drastically affect the general shape of the 

load. Seasonal loads are loads which only exist for a period of time. Load information for this 

class was not determined initially and the load values for the seasonal load were introduced and 

used to balance the load later on. 

Some of the load demand information such as that of the Residential, Rural, GS II 270 

and 274 Urban and Rural customers were not available in the report. It is therefore necessary tn 

estimate the demands for these classes. The following methods were used to estimate these cla4s 

loads. 

2.6.1. Residential and rural loads 

The average monthly demands rather than the monthly peak demands were calculated 

because only the monthly energy data were available in the report. 

Monthly Energy Forecast (MW.H) 
Average Monthly Demand = 

Number of Days in the Month x 24 hours/day 

The average monthly demand was then normalized into a percentage of annual class peak. 
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2.6.2. GSII 270 and 274 urban and rural loads 

The revenue received from these classes and the cost for each class were given in 

forecast. It is possible to deduce the forecast demand for these classes from the given informatio 

Class GS II 272 is charged on the number of units only (customer related costs) and is excluded 

Average Monthly Demand = 

2.6.3. Streetlights 

The number of customers served by each type of streetlight (in MW) were given in the 

forecast. It is therefore possible to estimate the demand using the following formula. 

Monthly Forecast Revenue ($) 

Cost ($/MW) 

MW Rating of 
Average Monthly Demand of = This Type of X Number of Customers 
Each Type of Lighting Lighting in the Month 

Average Monthly Demand = Sum of Average Monthly Demand for Each Type 

The worksheet for computing the normalized loads for each class is shown in Appen 

A.4 and a summary of the normalized monthly load pattern is also shown at the bottom of t* 

sheet. 

2.7. Discussion on the Class Load Curves 

The monthly peak curves for each class together with the total system load were plotted. 

A breakdown of the size of each class according to Non-Coincident Peak is shown in Figure 2.0. 
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Figure 2.6: Demand Breakdown According to Non-Coincident Peaks. 

It can be observed that the Large Industrial load constitutes the major part of the system 

load and is approximately 35% of the system peak. This is followed by the Small Industrial, 21%, 

Residential and Commercial, 15.3%, Bulk, 11.5%, Rural, 4% and Streetlights, 0.6%. The seasonal

load is not determined at this point. 

The general load shapes of the classes are also quite unique. These load shapes are shoVfn 

in Figure 2.7 to Figure 2.11. ll'he Residential class has a peak in the winter and gradually reduces 

its consumption to approximately 50% of its class peak in the summer month then rises up again. 

,The Commercial customer class has similar characteristics except that it only drops to approximate 

75% of its class peak• The Rural customer exhibits the same characteristics except that there 

y 

is 

a secondary peak in the summer months. This secondary peak is probably due to the Farm 

customers. 
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Figure 2.7: Rural and Residential Monthly Demand Curves. 
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Figure 2.9: Streetlights and Large Industrial Monthly Demand Curves. 
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Figure 2.11: IEEE-RTS and the Combined System Monthly Load Curves. 

The Small Industrial class, however, has quite an unusual pattern. It cycles through the 

year with secondary peaks occurring around March, July and October. The Bulk Power load 

follows the system load quite closely. The Large Industrial class has a relatively flat demand excet 

the two winter months during which demand rises by approximately one third of the normal 

months. The Streetlights class is a more or less constant demand throughout the year. 

As shown from the load curves, it is quite clear that each of these classes exhibits a uniqile 

lo ad consumption pattern. The described classes are considered to be sufficient to represent the 

total system load. 
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2.8. Estimating Weekly Load Patterns for Each Customer Class 

Once the monthly load consumption patterns have been established for each class, it is th 

possible to reconstruct the weekly load patterns based on these monthly peak curves. The objective 

in this exercise is to reconstruct the weekly load curves for each class which when added will crea e 

the system load pattern of the IEEE-RTS. Two methods were used to estimate or reconstrut 

the weekly peak curves, namely using linear interpolation and using the TRE-RTS load variations 

as a guide to estimate the loads. 

2.8.1. Using linear interpolation 

The monthly peak is assumed to occur in the week within the month having the highest 

demand as given by the IEEE-RTS weekly peak load information. For example, the second week 

in January has the highest demand which is 90% of the system peak, therefore the monthly pe 

for January obtained from the SPC forecast is assumed to fall on the second week of this month 

Once the positions of the monthly peaks have been decided, the weekly peaks between any 

two monthly peaks are interpolated linearly. These results are shown in Appendix A.S. 

The asterisk (*) beside the week number denotes where the peak in the month occurs. 

The dash beside the month simply indicates that the starting of the month occurs somewhere 

the middle of the week. Those months that have no dash beside them indicate that the be 

of the month occurs either near the beginning or near the end of the week. 

The Weekly Load Patterns estimated using linear interpolation for each class were plotted 

and are shown in Figures 2.12 to 2.14. The curves have the same general shapes as the monthly 

patterns. The calculated system load curve is also plotted against the IEEE-RTS load model. This 
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is shown in Figure 2.15. The computed difference is also shown in Appendix A.5. It is obviou 

that although the general shape of the calculated system total follows the IEEE-RTS load mode 

there is more variation in the RTS model. In some weeks, the difference can be as high as 15%. 

An attempt was made to adjust the class load pattern to reconstruct the same system load curve. 

This is shown in Appendix A.6. It is obvious that although it is possible to use linear interpolati4 

to adjust the class load patterns to recreate a similar system load curve, the loss in terms of 

general load shape is very high and the class load patterns no longer resemble their original shape 

It is therefore not appropriate to reconstruct the system load using only a linear interpolatio 

method as it cannot be done without greatly affecting the load shape of each class. 
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Figure 2.12: Large Industrial and Small Industrial Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.13: Residential and Commercial Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.15: IEEE-RTS and the System Weekly Load Curves. 

System 

It can be observed that the IEEE-RTS system load increases in the summer while most 

of the SPC loads decrease in the summer. This makes it impossible to adjust the class loads to 

fit the IEEE-RTS load without significantly changing the load shapes of the classes. This proble 

occurs only during the month of April to August. This difficulty can be rectified by adding another 

class called the Seasonal Load. This class of load is present in the SPC Forecast Load Classes. 

The magnitude of this load component has not been previously allocated. This can be used to 

balance the total load requirement and the resulting load patterns are shown in Appendix A.7. 

Each class load curve was also plotted and these curves are shown in Figures 2.16 to 2.20. It can 

be seen that each load class retains its original general shape. The breakdown of the contributiOn 

of each class is also shown in Figure 2.21 in the form of Non-Coincident Peaks as a percent ef 

the system peak. 
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Figure 2.16: IEEE-RTS and System Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.17: Modified Large Industrial and Small Industrial Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.18: Modified Residential and Commercial Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.20: Modified Seasonal and Streetlights Weekly Load Curves. 
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2.8.2. Using the IEEE-RTS weekly load variation as a key for interpolation 

The IEEE-RTS system load contains many fluctuations. This can be easily observed front 

the curves plotted and from the weekly peak in percent of the annual peak. This variation in load 

from week to week reflects the variation present in the individual class load or the combine 

variations of one or more class loads. Another attempt to reconstruct the class load shapes w 

made by assuming that each class load within the month varies in the same way as the IEEE 

RTS load. 

The weekly class load within the month, other than the week when the monthly peak 

occurs, is calculated using the following formula. 

IEEE Weekly Peak 
Weekly Class Load = Class Monthly Peak X  
(Not Monthly Peak) IEEE Monthly Peak 

This makes the adjustment a lot easier because once the monthly class peak is obtained,

all the other weekly peaks can be calculated accordingly. There is a problem, however, for the 

Large Industrial class which is supposedly a constant load for most of the period. This cl 

has the most impact on the system because it contributes approximately 40 percent of the syste 

load. This load must therefore be used to do most of the adjustment. It was found that by doin 

so the load shape will no longer be flat and has a very large variation between weeks. Anothe 

restriction must therefore be posted on this load and it was assumed that the load will not drop 

farther than 50% of its annual class peak and will not rise beyond 70% (its normal consumption) 

of the annual peak except in the winter months when it rises to its peak in December. 

As in the linear interpolation case, another class of load must be created to accommodat 

the big difference in the summer months. This addition again solves the problem and the resulting 
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load patterns are shown in Appendix A.8. Each class load curve is also plotted together with th, 

system total and are shown in Figures 2.22 to 2.25. It can be seen that each load class retains it 

original shape while at the same time the variation is also incorporated. The breakdown of th 

contribution of each class is also shown in Figure 2.26 in the form of Non-Coincident Peaks as 

percent of the system peak. 

2.9. Creating the Daily Load Patterns for Each Load Class 

The techniques discussed in the previous section also help to recreate the daily load for 

each load class. Using the linear interpolation method, each number in each load class must bC 

adjusted manually. This becomes more and more difficult as the number of points increases from 

52 (number of weeks in a year) to 364 (number of days in a year defined by the IEEE-RTS 

The daily class loads can be recreated much more easily using the daily peak information given 

the IEEE Subcommittee paper. 
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Figure 2.22: Modified Large Industrial and Small Industrial Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.23: Modified Residential and Commercial Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.24: Modified Bulk Power and Rural Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.25: Modified Streetlights and Seasonal Weekly Load Curves. 
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Figure 2.26: Breakdown According to the Non-Coincident Peaks. 
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Another difficulty which arises is that the daily load magnitudes drop quite drastically 

during the weekends and a large variation in the Large Industrial class is not desirable. It is 

therefore necessary to recreate the daily load curve for the Large Industrial class with a minim 

variation and to adjust the other load shapes to match the total system load. Table 2.4 shows th 

assumptions used. 

This procedure works quite well. The partial results for the load model developed for the 

IFFE-RTS using weekly data as a guide for interpolation are shown in Appendix A.9. Th 

percentages shown in the table are the daily peaks in percentage of the weekly peak. Thes 

percentages are used by all the classes including the seasonal load, except the Large Industrial, tO 

yield daily class loads. The Large Industrial load followed the modified pattern during days 6 and 

7. The load information at this point is sufficient to perform reliability studies such as the loses 

of load expectation (LOLE) which generally uses daily peak load in the calculation. It is also 

necessary to develop the hourly loads, however, for energy based methods such as the loss cf 

energy expectation (LOEE). The development of the hourly load models is discussed in the next 

section. 

2.10. Hourly Load Consideration 

It is very difficult to reconstruct the hourly load shapes for each class without significant 

changing the load shape. It is difficult to adjust the other load shapes while keeping the Larg 

Industrial load within a certain range of variation particularly during some hours when the hourly 

load can drop significantly. For example, the system hourly load drops to as low as 56% of the 

daily peak during summer weekdays at around three to five o'clock in the morning. Additional 

range limits may have to be put on the Large Industrial load class and/or other classes such as 

the Small Industrial and Commercial classes. 
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Tzble 2.4: Modified Daily Peak in Percent of Weekly Peak. 

Applied to All Classes (See Exception) 

Day # Peak in % Type of Day Exception 

1 93.0 Weekday 
2 100.0 Weekday 
3 98.0 Weekday 
4 96.0 Weekday 
5 94.0 Weekday 
6 70.0* Weekend Exclude Large Industrial 
7 67.0* Weekend Exclude Large Industrial 

* Values different from the IEEE RTS Load Model 

Exception for the Large Industrial: 

Day Peak in % Applicable Period 

6 and 7 93.0% For Weeks 1 - 27 
91.0% For Weeks 31 - 43 
87.5% For Weeks 44 - 52 

The construction of the hourly load, however, is required to perform loss of energy 

expectation (LOEE) studies which utili7e, the hourly load pattern of the system and class load. 

This would not be a difficult procedure had the development of the models followed what would 

be considered as the normal procedure. The hourly load shapes of each class should be defined 

first and then summed to form the total system load. This is, however, not possible in this case 

because the total system load, which is the system load of the IEEE-RTS, has already been defined. 

The total system load must therefore be divided into different class loads while maintaining a 

unique usage characteristic for each load class involved. This poses a severe constraint on the 

development of the class load models. 
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This difficulty was resolved by making a compromise. It was assumed that the contributioi 

of each load class to the system hourly load is the same as their respective daily peak contribution. 

By doing this, it is not necessary to calculate the hourly load for each class except that of the totl 

system load which can be directly calculated from the given data. 

2.11. Further Reduction of Load Models 

The load models are now fully defined. If the study period is one year, 8736 (364 da 

x 24 hours/day) system hourly loads must be considered. This representation, depending on th 

size of the system, is time consuming and requires considerable computation and the load model 

may have to be reduced. 

The reduction was done by first of all sorting the hourly loads into different load level . 

The resulting load curve is called the Load Duration Curve. The load level increments are 

ar itrary and should be sufficiently small to include sharp changes in the curve. This is particularly 

important at high load levels. The step size used in this research is 0.01 per unit of the systern 

peak. The contribution from each class at each load level are summed respectively according tb 

their daily contribution at that particular load level. The contributions from each class at each levUl 

are then normalized. The normalized contributions for each class are used for allocation at eaci 

particular load level. 

The two load models were sorted into 68-step and 67-step load curves respectively. There 

are similarities and differences between these two models. The contributions of each class at each 

load level are shown in Appendices A.10 and A.11 for both load models. The cumulative 

probabilities for both load models are shown in Appendices A.12 and A.13. A summary of the 

load statistics are also given in Appendices A.14 and A.15 for both load models. 
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The reduced load models are now sufficiently small to conduct efficient HLI studies. I 

is, however, still very time consuming to conduct HLII studies using these load models. It 

therefore necessary to reduce the load model to a even smaller model in order to decre e 

computation time. The model which uses the IFFF,-RTS variation curve as a guide f r 

interpolation was reduced. The reduced load duration curve has nine load steps. The number f 

load steps is not chosen arbitrarily but by manually examining the characteristics of the original loa 

duation curve. 

Upon examining the original load curve, it was observed that the curve has many linear 

segments and several breakpoints could be determined. The segments between each pair of 

successive breakpoints were relatively linear. The total load at each load bus was also examined 

and it was found that linear segments also existed and that most of the breakpoints present in each 

bts load curve coincided with each other. It was also observed that nine breakpoints covered 

the breakpoints that were present in the original system load and bus load curves. The to 

levels at which these breakpoints occur are levels 1, 10, 15, 27, 34, 45, 54, 61 and 67 which 

correspond to 1.00, 0.91, 0.86, 0.74, 0.67, 0.56, 0.47, 0.40 and 0.34 per unit of the system peak load. 

The individual probability of occurrence of each reduced load step and the class load 

contributions at each load step were also determined at this point. The next step was to calculate 

the total load at each load bus for each load level. This was done by summing all the class loads 

that are connected to a particular load point. The class load distribution must be known in order 

to calculate these bus loads. This is discussed in the next section. The reduced load model .s 

shown in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5: The Reduced 9-Step Load Model. 

Level Load Ind. Prob. L.I. S.I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

1 1.0000 0.00000000 0.4002 0.1829 0.1256 0.1363 0.1000 0.0500 0.0050 0.0000 
2 0.9100 0.00973000 0.4004 0.1828 0.1251 0.1367 0.0998 0.0500 0.0052 0.0000 
3 0.8600 0.03033400 0.3762 0.1831 0.1202 0.1401 0.0963 0.0489 0.0055 0.0297 
4 0.7400 0.18337900 0.3405 0.1894 0.1225 0.1450 0.0942 0.0475 0.0060 0.0550 
5 0.6700 0.13038000 0.3430 0.2096 0.1192 0.1468 0.0965 0.0468 0.0066 0.0314 
6 0.5600 0.24805400 0.3639 0.1983 0.1180 0.1435 0.0936 0.0459 0.0070 0.0298 
7 0.4700 0.22184100 0.3656 0.1952 0.1178 0.1424 0.0927 0.0457 0.0070 0.0336 
8 0.4000 0.14182700 0.3579 0.2046 0.1142 0.1430 0.0927 0.0447 0.0073 0.0357 
9 0.3400 0.03445500 0.3922 0.2041 0.1082 0.1402 0.0896 0.0420 0.0088 0.0148 

2.12. Distributions of Class Loads 

iy Both the generation and transmission facilities are considered in composite system reliabili 

evaluation. The locations of the generation equipment and the layout of the transmission netwo k 

must be defined. The distributions of each load class in the system must also be known in ord r 

to carry out the composite system studies. This creates the need to define the distributions of each 

load class in the network. 

Two system networks were used in this research. These are the Roy Billinton Test Systein 

(RBTS) and the IEEE Reliability Test System (IEEE-RTS). Each system and its respective load 

distributions are discussed in the following sections. 

2.12.1. Load distributions in the Roy Billinton test system (RBTS) 

Unlike the IEEE Reliability Test System (IEEE-RTS), the Roy Billinton Test Systein 

(RBTS) is a very small system. The IEEE-RTS is a relatively large power network created f:or 

reliability studies. It is too large to be used in an educational environment without the use of a 
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computer and the development of suitable large digital computer programs. The large number of 

assumptions that are normally required in the reliability modelling and calculation process make 

it .mpossible to easily check and compare the results. The IEEE-RTS is large enough to provide 

a realistic system for testing and comparison, but it is too large for students to mentally perceive 

what is happening in the various calculation and modelling processes. The RBTS is designed t 

provide a relatively simple, yet complete system to be used in an educational environment b 

students studying power system reliability. The system is small enough to be used in performing 

a arge number of reliability studies in a relatively short time but detailed enough to reflect the 

complexities involved in a reliability analysis. The system is used extensively by the Power SysteM 

Reliability Research Group at the University of Saskatchewan. 

The single line diagram, together with the load distribution, of the test system is shown 

Figure 2.27. The system has 2 generator buses, 4 load buses, 9 transmission lines and 

generating units. The minimum and the maximum ratings of the generating units are 5 MW an4 

40 MW respectively. The total system load is 185 MW and the total generation is 240 MW. A► 

de tailed description of the system is given in Reference 16. The suggested distribution of each load 

class is given in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6: Class Load Distributions for the RBTS. 

Num. Bus # L.I. S.I. Resid. Corn. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

1 2 0.0000 0.1000 0.1570 0.2168 0.4000 0.0000 0.1100 0.0000 
2 3 1.0000 0.0577 0.1000 0.1000 0.2000 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 
3 4 0.0000 0.6500 0.1755 0.2498 0.4000 0.0000 0.2500 0.0000 
4 5 0.0000 0.0000 0.5305 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1200 0.0000 
5 6 0.0000 0.1923 0.0370 0.1334 0.0000 1.0000 0.0200 1.0000 
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Figure 2.27: Single Line Diagram of the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS). 
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The Large Industrial load is located at bus 3 only, while both the Rural and Seasonal loads 

are located at bus 6. Bulk Power is present only at buses 2 to 4. All other classes are present 

at every load point except at bus 5 where there is no Small Industrial load. 

2.12.2. Load distributions in the IEEE reliability test system (IEEE-RTS) 

As noted earlier, the IEEE-RTS was developed in order to create a consistent an:1 

generally acceptable system and data set that could be used in both generation capacity an 

composite system reliability evaluation. This section extends the IEEE-RTS by including the 

load distributions at each load bus. Figure 2.28 shows the single line diagram, together with the 

load distribution for each class, of the test system. 

The annual system peak load for the IEEE-RTS is 2850 MW and the installed capacity 

is 3405 MW. There are 10 generation buses, 38 transmission lines, 17 load buses and 3 

generating units. The minimum and maximum generation capacity are 12 MW and 400 

respectively. A detailed description of the system is given in Reference 11. Table 2.7 shows the 

load distributions of each load class at each load point. 

The Large Industrial load is located mainly in the northern part of the system while the 

Bulk Power, Rural and Seasonal loads are located mainly in the southern part of the system. 

Residential, Commercial and Streetlights are assumed to be present at every load bus. 
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Figure 2.28: Single Line Diagram of the IEEE Reliability Test System. 
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Table 2.7: Class Load Distributions for the IEEE-RTS. 

Num. Bus # L.I. S.I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

1 1 0.0000 0.1000 0.0379 0.0500 0.0784 0.0000 0.0379 0.0000 
2 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0501 0.0833 0.1622 0.0000 0.0340 0.0000 
3 3 0.0000 0.1500 0.0974 0.0167 0.1590 0.1000 0.0632 0.1000 
4 4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0264 0.0833 0.1116 0.0000 0.0260 0.0000 
5 5 0.0000 0.0500 0.0380 0.0167 0.0859 0.0000 0.0249 0.0000 
6 6 0.0000 0.1000 0.0698 0.0333 0.1088 0.1000 0.0477 0.1000 

7 0.0000 0.1000 0.0496 0.0167 0.0684 0.2000 0.0439 0.2000 
8 8 0.0054 0.0500 0.0971 0.1000 0.2257 0.0000 0.0600 0.0000 
9 9 0.0871 0.0000 0.0424 0.0433 0.0000 0.3000 0.0614 0.3000 

10 10 0.0737 0.1000 0.0836 0.0167 0.0000 0.1500 0.0684 0.1500 
11 13 0.0670 0.1500 0.0823 0.1500 0.0000 0.1500 0.0930 0.1500 
12 14 0.1009 0.1000 0.0649 0.0067 0.0000 0.0000 0.0681 0.0000 
13 15 0.2168 0.0000 0.0566 0.1233 0.0000 0.0000 0.1112 0.0000 
14 16 0.0618 0.0000 0.0267 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0351 0.0000 
15 18 0.1758 0.1000 0.0642 0.1433 0.0000 0.0000 0.1168 0.0000 
16 19 0.1342 0.0000 0.0574 0.0167 0.0000 0.0000 0.0635 0.0000 
17 20 0.0772 0.0000 0.0556 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0449 0.0000 

2.13. Conclusion 

This chapter presents the method and the assumptions used to create the weekly and daily 

load curves for different customer classes. These classes are Large Industrial, Small Industrial, 

Residential, Commercial, Bulk, Rural, Seasonal and Streetlights. 

An attempt has been made to match the combined SPC forecast class load patterns to the 

IEEE-RTS load model. Two load models were created using a Linear Interpolation Method and 

using the IEEE-RTS Load Model as a guide to reconstruct the weekly and daily load curves. The 

various load shapes are relatively the same as those derived from the SPC data. 

As observed from the load curves, each load class has unique load consumption 

characteristics. It is believed that the proposed load classes cover the wide range of possible load 
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classes which are available in an actual system. The hourly load patterns and the hourly loaf 

duration curves have also been developed. The contributions from each class to a particular loa 

level have also been computed. The two systems which have been used extensively in this researc 

are described and the distribution of class loads in these systems are presented. 

These sets of class load data are used as standard databases in the development of 

probabilistic techniques for cost of service allocation. Two sets of load models are obtained 

order to compare the impact of different class load shapes on the cost of service allocation. 

The newly developed class load databases can be considered as useful extensions to t 

load models of the IEEE-RTS and the RBTS. 
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3. METHODOLOGIES 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of the basic deterministic and probabilistic methods f r 

capacity cost of service allocation. The calculation procedures for the basic methods and the 

respective advantages and disadvantages are discussed. A proposed probabilistic method 

introduced and fmally, some of the methods, which are more popularly used, are illustrated us' g 

a simple load model and the RBTS. 

ill 

3.2. An Overview of Methodologies 

Many methods have been proposed in the past for the allocation of demand related costs. 

These techniques can be genera ll7Pd into two categories: 

1. Deterministic methods, and 

2. Probabilistic methods. 

The difference between these two categories is that deterministic methods do not consider 

the probabilistic or stochastic nature of system behaviour, of customer demands or of component 

failures in the system. 

33. Deterministic Methods for the Allocation of Capacity Related Costs 

There are over forty different methods which have been proposed for the allocation of 

capacity related costs. It is, therefore, difficult, if not impossible, to discuss these methods 

individually. Fortunately, most of these methods are either a modification of a basic method •zr 
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a combination of two or more basic methods. These methods can be generalized into fo, 

categories [17] as follows. 

1. methods using peak period only, 

2. method recognizing annual load factor, 

3. methods interrelating functionalization and allocation, and 

4. methods recognizing load patterns. 

3.3.1. Methods using peak period only 

This category includes the Coincident Peak (CP) and the Non-Coincident Peak (NCP) 

methods. Both methods are based on the demand for a single period. Neither of these methods 

recognize the load factor nor the load shape of the class loads. 

3.3.1.1. Coincident peak (CP) method 

The Coincident Peak method was probably the earliest proposed method for the allocation 

of capacity costs. This method allocates the system capacity cost to each class according to the 

contribution of that class to the system demand at the time of the system peak. This method 

assumes that the class peaks coincide with each other. The allocation factor for each class is the 

simple ratio of the respective class load at the system peak to the system peak load. This is shov, 

in the following equation. 

Class Load at System Peak 
Allocation Factor of a Class = 

System Peak Load 
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The advantage of this method is its extreme simplicity and the requirement for relativel; 

little knowledge of the chronological variation of the class loads. The procedure requires only the 

knowledge of each class of load at the time of system peak. 

The assumption that class peaks coincide with each other is usually not true because ea 

load class has its own unique usage pattern and is normally non-coincident. Another drawback o 

this method is that a class which has a high contribution to the system peak bears most cos 

despite the fact that it may have a very low consumption at other times. The reverse is also tru 

that a class which has a relatively heavy load consumption during the off-peak periods but a ve 

low consumption during the peak period does not incur a heavy capacity charge for its heavy usage 

during off-peak periods. 

Major changes in class allocation factors may occur from one year to the next because of 

changes in class peaks, which require the charges to different classes to be revised. One approa 

to smooth out the changes is to use both the winter and summer peaks and weight the result 

accordingly. 

3.3.1.2. Non-coincident peak (NCP) method 

This method allocates capacity costs based on the ratio of the class peak, whenever It 

occurs within the period of study, to the sum of all the class peaks which are similarly determined. 

Class Peak 
Allocation Factor of Each Class = 

Sum of All Class Peaks 

This method recognizes the non-coincidence of class peaks and therefore is more realistic 

than the coincident peak method. This method, however, fails to recognize the load characteristics 

of the various classes. It simply assumes that various classes do not jointly use the facilities, and 
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therefore it does not recognize the benefits of the reduction in total demand requirement becausl 

of this joint use. 

The other drawback of this method is that there is a heavy penalty on classes with high 

peaks regardless of where the system peak occurs. A class such as a seasonal load, which may 

have a peak in the summer and no demand during the system winter peak, will be required to pay 

a share based on the ratio of its peak load to the system peak load, despite the fact that it ma; 

not contribute any demand at all during the peak load period. 

3.3.2. Method recognizing annual load factor 

The capacity cost can be allocated using both the average and excess demands using a 

procedure known as the Average and Excess Demand method. This technique was originall3' 

proposed by WJ. Greene and was called the Consumption and Demand method. There are many 

versions of the Average and Excess Demand method each of which yield different results. The 

basic technique [17] is as follows. 

33.2.1. Average and excess demand (AED) method 

The excess demand of a class is the difference between the class non-coincident peak and 

class average demands. 

Average Demand Factor (ADF) of a Class 

Excess Demand Factor (EDF) of a Class 

Average Demand of That Class 

Average System Demand 

Excess Demand of That Class 

Total Excess Demand 

Allocation Factor = ADF x System Load Factor + EDF x (1 - System Load Factor 
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The advantage of this method is that it recognizes the system load factor which the 

pr vious methods do not. This method, however, assumes a linear relationship between load factor 

d peak coincidence, a condition which has not been confirmed. Another drawback of thi

l

s 

m thod is that it does not properly reflect the gferent load shapes in different classes. Criti 

of this method found that it is possible for a class to reduce its non-coincident peak and t 

in» ease its contribution to the system peak demand and have a lower demand allocation. Th 

o -peak customers are charged the same capacity cost allocation as the on-peak customers. This 

advantage is common for all non-coincident peak methods. 

3 c .3. Methods interrelating functionalization and allocation 

This category includes the Base, Intermediate Peaking (BIP) method and the Composite 

P aking Plant (CPP) method. These methods are not used by Canadian utilities. These techniques 

ar discussed in the following sections but are not included in the numerical illustrations in th s 

pter. 

3.c.3.1. Base, intermediate peaking (BIP) method [18] 

This method was proposed by Ebasco Services, Inc. as a methodology for developing time-

erentiated cost of service. This method functionalizes the production plant in terms of is 

p aking, intermediate and base capacity, giving attention to the nature of the installed capacity and 

annual capacity factor. An example of this functionali7ation process is shown in the follo 

tale. 

Peaking Secondary Peaking Off-Peak 
Pe =k Load Cost 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
In ermediate Load Cost 50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 
Ba e Load Cost 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 
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The peaking capacity cost is allocated on the basis of the system peak, e.g. the winter 

peak. The secondary peaking capacity cost is allocated on the basis of the secondary peak, e.g. 

the summer peak and the off-peak capacity cost is allocated on the basis of the system average 

demand. 

The advantage of this method is that it avoids a free ride for off-peak customers an 

distinguishes between single and dual peaks. Critics of this method, using an analysis based upo 

a hypothetical example, concluded that this method provides benefits to customers below averag 

system load factor and penalizes customers with a high load factor. It was acknowledged 

Ebasco that this method is based on equity, not economics or mathematics [19]. 

3.3.3.2. Composite peaking plant (CPP) method 

This method functionali7es the fixed plant investment between "peaking plants" and "base 

and intermediate" load plant. Costs are indexed to obtain appropriate relative costs. 

Cost of That Item at Any Stated Time 
Index for Any Period of an Item = 

Cost of That Item at a Base Period 

Peaking plant costs are treated as demand related and assigned to seasons based on 

relative unserved energy in each season. The demand related cost associated with each season 

are then allocated to load classes using the non-coincident peak method. The investment and 

expenses are classified as energy related and are allocated on the basis of class energy use. 

The disadvantage of this method is that the peaking plant concept is a mixture of 

marginal and fully distributed cost concepts, and is difficult to justify. The marginal cost of servi e 

deals with the rate of change of the total cost. It is concerned primarily with future costs. T e 

fully distributed cost of service is concerned with attributing the historic or projected costs, for a 
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specific period, to different load classes. The use of non-coincident peak, as discussed previously 

in the NCP method, does not properly reflect the cost behaviour of the system. 

33.4. Method recognizing load patterns 

The basic method in this case is the Partial Plant approach. This procedure is also not

employed by any Canadian utilities and is therefore not included in the numerical illustrations in 

this chapter. 

33.4.1. Partial plant (PP) method 

This method was first proposed in 1902 by Lauriol, who reasoned that the difference in 

capacity requirement from one time period to the next can be considered as being served from a 

partial plant having the required amount of capacity. This method allocates the annual cost of that 

partial plant to the time period utilizing the respective partial plant. 

Two steps are involved in this method, namely primary allocation and secondary allocation. 

Primary allocation allots the cost of each partial plant to the respective time period. The secondar' 

allocation involves weighting the primary allocation in each time period by the class load in each 

period to obtain the allocated capacity. The resulting allocations are then normalized to obtain the 

allocation factor for each class in each period. 

; This method is attractive because only those rate classes which utilize the capacity in a tim 

period are asked to pay for it. It may be incorrect, however, to assume that each partial plant • 

equivalent in cost. 
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. Probabilistic Methods 

The methods previously discussed in this chapter are all deterministically based 

terministic methods are procedures which do not consider the stochastic nature of those factor 

ch actually affect the cost behaviour of the system. 

Power system reliability evaluation has become an important aspect of power syste 

131 g and operation. Quantitative techniques, such as loss of load expectation (LOLE), and loss 

of energy expectation (LOEE) are basic elements in system planning and evaluation at HLI 

se methods recognize the behaviour of the system components and the characteristics of the 

s 'tem load. Deterministic methods for capacity adequacy assessment and cost allocation ignore 

the statistical performance of system components and only partially recognize the characteristics 14 

c.1 loads. 

As discussed previously, the method and criteria used to evaluate the adequacy of a 

pr posed system expansion are an important factor in the cost behaviour of a system. A basic 

behaviour of the system. The utilization of an appropriate and acceptable 

ideration in the allocation of capacity cost should be to ensure that the procedure used 

se itive to the cost 

co 

pr ibabilistic method in system planning clearly suggests that a similar probabilistic method should 

be used in the allocation of costs. 

3. . . Existing probabilistic methods 

Two methods involving probability technique have been proposed. These are: 

Probability of Negative Margin (PONM), and 

2. Probability Peak. 
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3.4.1.1. Probability of negative margin (PONM) method 

The probability of negative margin (PONM) is first calculated for each period of the year 

This is the probability of having an outage equal to or greater than the difference between th 

available system capacity and the load. The probability for each period is then normalized by the 

tot al probability of negative margin to form the weighting factor for each period. The weighting 

factor is then used in the following equation to give the allocation factor for a class in a pen 

The annual allocation factor is then the sum of the period allocation factors. 

Loss Adjusted Class 
Allocation Factor Load in the Period 

for a Class = Weighting x  
in a Period Factor System Load in the Same Period 

Allocation Factor = Sum of Allocation Factors for all period 
for a Class 

This method can be used to allocate generation capacity cost to each rate class on 4 

time-differentiated basis, that is both seasonal and diurnal. It determines the weighting factor folr 

each period for each class using the probability of negative margin (PONM). Only those periods 

in which there is a probability of being unable to meet the load demand are given weight in 

allocating the capacity cost of service. 

This method is responsive to generating unit sizes and forced outage rates, scheduled 

maintenance of generating units and load characteristics. As noted previously, probabilistic 

techniques at HLI are commonly used in system planning and the techniques and criteria used are 

important factors in the cost behaviour of a system. The cost allocation obtained using this method 

therefore corresponds to the cost behaviour and is therefore more economically efficient. 
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The major drawback of this method is that it requires a knowledge of each class load for 

each period considered which may be very difficult to reali7P because of the lack of detailed load 

data. 

3.4.1.2. Probability peak method 

This method utilizes the probability of the load in each hour of the year being the pea 

demand. A statistical analysis of the percentage of the system peak in each corresponding timb 

period, e.g. the past 10 years, is required. This method has been suggested for use in allocating 

transmission and distribution costs on a time differentiated basis. 

The load in a particular hour j as a percentage of system peak in year i is first calculated, 

where ; = load in percent of system peak in year i at hour j, 

= load in year i, and hour j, in kilowatts, and 

Lpi = peak load in year i in kilowatts. 

= / m = average percent load for hour j 
i=1 

where Xi = average percent load for each hour, 

m = number of years. 

m 
s = [ 3 -92 / ( m 4)11/2 

i=1 

where s = standard deviation of Xi for each hour. 
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Prob(L3 > = L. a) = Prob(L3 > = 1.0) 

= Prob (z > = zi) in standard form = P3

where Li = load at hour j, 

LA = peak load at hour j, and 

zi . (1.0000 - 5C3) / s 

1.1 of Rate Class 
Rate Class Responsibility = P3 x  

in hour j I1 of System 

8760 Pi Li of Rate Class 
Rate Class Responsibility = Z ( 

for the year j= 1 8760 
E P3 Li of System 

j = 1

This method recognizes the potential for each hour to be the peak and is consistent with 

the probability of future cost. It also permits the allocation of cost on a time-differentiated basis. 

The basic problem with this method is that it requires the information concerning the percentage 

of substation and transmission line capability subject to a winter or a summer peak, and the 

difference in capability in addition to the historical hourly load data. This information is very often 

not available. This method, because of the lack of historical or statistical data on system peak 

loads, has not been included in the illustration in this chapter. 

3.5. Numerical Illustrations of the Allocation Methods Using a Simple Load 
Model 

A study on the RBTS using a very simple, arbitrary load was performed in order tO 

illutrate the conventional and probabilistic methods and the effects of the load and generation 

parameters. This study also illustrates the benefits of using probabilistic methods. It is very 

difficult, if not impossible, to easily appreciate the response and sensitivity of the various methodi 
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when a more complicated load model is used. The detailed generation information of this systeni 

is given in Reference 16. The methods described previously with the exception of the procedure 

interrelating functionalization and allocation, partial plant and the probability peak method ar 

demonstrated using the RBTS and a very simple load model. A procedure using the average loa 

demand for cost allocation is also included for the sake of comparison. The simple load modal 

used in these studies is presented in the next section. 

3.5.1. A simple load model 

There are four classes of load in this simple model and each class has a uni u 

consumption pattern. The load shapes are shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.5. 

There are five intervals within the period of study. Class 1 has a peak of 0375 per unit 

at period 3; class 2 has a peak of 0.625 at period 2; class 3 has a peak of 0.25 per unit at period 

1 and class 4 is a seasonal load existing between period 3 to 5 inclusive. The system peak occuis 

at period 2. Classes 1, 2 and 3 have the same average demand of 030303 per unit and class 4 

has an average demand of 0.09091. The class loads in per unit at the system peak are 0.125, 0.625, 

0.25 and 0.0 for classes 1 to 4 respectively. Table 3.1 shows a summary of this load model. 

Table 3.1: Summary of a Simple Load Model. 

NCP CP 

Classes p.u. Per. p.u. Per. Average Load Factor 

1 0.375 3 0.125 2 0.30303 0.6667 
2 0.625 2 0.625 2 0.30303 0.4000 
3 0.250 1 0.250 2 030303 1.0000 
4 0.125 3 0.000 2 0.09091 0.6000 



Figure 3.1: Load Curve for Class 1. 

Figure 3.2: Load Curve for Class 2. 
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Figure 3.3: Load Curve for Class 3. 

Figure 3.4: Load Curve for Class 4. 
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Figure 3.5: Load Curve for the Total System Load. 

3.5.2. Allocation of cost of service by intuition 

Since this is a very elementary system with simple load characteristics, the following 

O Class 4 

■ Class 3 

■ Class 2 

■ Class 1 

observations can be determined intuitively. 

Class 2 should be responsible for most of the capacity cost because in period 2, 62.5 

percent of the load in that period is due to Class 2. 

Class 1 and Class 3 have similar characteristics, yet Class 3 contributes more to the syste 

peak load, therefore, Class 3 should be more responsible than Class 1. 
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3. Although Class 4 does not contribute to the system peak load, it does have consumptio 

from period 3 to period 5, so it should be responsible for some of the capacity cost, eve 

though it may be small compared to the rest of the classes. 

4. Class 3 is a base load of 0.25 per unit and provides 25% of the load at the peak peri 

and therefore the cost responsibility should reflect this situation. 

3.5.3. Allocation by deterministic and probabilistic methods 

The capacity cost of service allocation using both deterministic and probabilistic methodS 

is shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Allocation Factors Summaries for All Methods. 

Class Names Ave Dem CP NCP AED PONM 

Class 1 0.30303 0.12500 0.27273 0.28977 0.13925 
Class 2 0.30303 0.62500 0.45455 0.36932 0.59957 
Class 3 0.30303 0.25000 0.18182 0.25000 0.25236 
Class 4 0.09091 0.00000 0.09091 0.09091 0.00882 

The following observations can be made from the results shown in Table 3.2 

1. In the case of the Average Demand method, Classes 1, 2, and 3 all have the same cost 

responsibility. This is obviously unacceptable to Class 1 and 3 because the capacity utilized 

by Class 2 is the major reason for the existence of the system peak. 

2. In the case of the Coincident Peak method, Class 2 is responsible for most of the total 

cost, that is, 62.5%, which is to be expected. Class 3 is also more responsible for the cost 

than Class 1 which is also to be expected. Class 4, however, is not responsible for any 
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cost at all, simply because it does not utili7e, any capacity in the peak period. As a resubl, 

any loads not using power in the peak period but utilising large capacity at off-peak 

enjoy free power. Class 3, however, is responsible for 25% of the cost and the allocation 

reflects the correct proportion. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

In the case of the Non-Coincident method, Class 1 is more responsible for the cost th 

Class 3. Class 2 is, however, only twice more responsible than Class 1 while the peak 

Class 2 is five times more than that of Class 1 in the peak period. 

In the case of the Average and Excess Demand method, Classes 1 and 3 are penalized 

more by sharing the cost which should have been charged to Class 2. Class 1 is also 

more responsible for the cost than Class 3. The ratio of the Class 3 peak load to the 

total system peak load is also correctly reflected by this method. 

The probability of negative margin method seems to give the best cost allocation for 4 

classes. Class 2 is properly penalized for its high load in the peak period. Class 3 is more 

responsible than Class 1 and Class 4 does not have free utilization. This method 

sensitive to the unit sizes, forced outage rates, scheduled maintenance, and load shape etc4. 

These are the basic attributes of an acceptable technique for generating capacity adequacif 

assessment. The basic application of probability techniques in capacity adequacy assessment 

have been outlined in many reliability articles and texts and are not discussed in this thesiS. 

The comparison of the methods clearly indicates that probability methods are superior to 

de terministic techniques in the allocation of capacity costs. A capacity cost of service allocation 

using a probabilistic method has the potential to more closely follow the cost behaviour of a 

system. The probability of negative margin (PONM) method is a very basic technique and ha$ 
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se 

ex 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

veral fundamental limitations which can be alleviated by using a probabilistic calculation of tle 

ected energy not supplied. 

The probability of negative margin method apportions the probability according to the ratilo 

of the class load to the system load in the same period. It thus assumes that 

probability of negative margin has a linear relationship with the load. It can be sho 

quite easily that this is not true, therefore using the ratio of class load peak to system lo d 

for the period concerned is not quite correct. This, however, is not a drawback in 

energy based approach such as the loss of energy expectation (LOEE) techniques us 

in capacity adequacy assessment. The LOEE includes the impact of capacity curtailment 

rather than the single cut-off used for the PONM. 

As noted previously, the system cost behaviour is closely related to the acceptable adequay 

level and therefore to the technique used to assess adequacy. There is a rising interet 

in energy based methods for HLI adequacy assessment [41 and it is expected that the4e 

techniques will receive considerable attention in the future. 

Composite system reliability evaluation is becoming more accepted and considers both tbe 

generation and transmission networks. The PONM method can only be used in HLI, 

whereas expected energy not served indices are available in both HLI and HLII studies. 

The PONM method uses class daily load and the LOEE method uses the class hourly 

loads. The use of a daily load curve yields a more pessimistic result because it assumes 

that the daily peak remains for the whole day while the hourly load curve is a better 

representation of the system load. Although the use of an hourly load curve drastically 

increases the computation time, this problem can be resolved by using the hourly load 
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duration curve defined in Chapter 2. It is also possible to use the hourly load in the 

PONM method. The increase in the amount of computation together with the previously 

mentioned factors make the LOEE method even more attractive. 

. . Proposed Probabilistic Method 

A new cost allocation method is proposed in this thesis based upon the loss of energ 

e ectation. This procedure is conceptually similar to the probability of negative margin metho 

b it makes use of the expected energy not served due to each possible outage instead of th 

probability of negative margin. 

3. . Loss of energy expectation (LOEE) [10] 

The loss of energy expectation (LOEE) is first calculated for each interval in the study 

pe 'od. The calculated expected energy not served due to each possible outage is weighted by the 

probability of occurrence of the outage which causes this loss of energy. The LOEE is then 

n rmalized in the same way as is in the PONM method to form the weighting factor for each 

'ad. 

n 
LOEE = Ek Pk

k =1 

where Ok = magnitude of the capacity outage, 

Ek = energy curtailed by a capacity outage equal to Ok, 

Pk = probability of a capacity outage equal to Ok, and 

n = number of periods. 
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The weighting factor is then used in the following equation to give the allocation factor fort

a class in a period. The annual allocation factor is then the sum of the period allocation factors. 

Allocation Factor 
for a Class = Weighting x 
in a Period Factor System Load in the Same Period 

Allocation Factor = Sum of Allocation Factors for all period 
for a Class 

Loss Adjusted Class 
Load in the Period 

Unlike the probability of the negative margin method, which generally uses the daily pe 

load, the loss of energy expectation is usually calculated using the hourly loads. 

This method can be used to allocate generation capacity to each rate class on 4 

time-differentiated basis, that is both seasonal and diurnal. The weighting factor in each period 

for each class is determined using the loss of energy expectation (LOEE). Only those periods i4 

which there is a probability of being unable to meet the energy demand are given weight in 

determining the allocation factors. 

This method is responsive to the generating unit sizes and forced outage rates, scheduled 

maintenance of generating units and load characteristics. As in the case of the probability of 

negative margin, it also corresponds more to the system cost behaviour than the conventional 

deterministic methods and is therefore more economically efficient. The major drawback of thi 

method is that it requires a detailed knowledge of each class load for each period considered which 

may be very difficult to realin because of the lack of data. 
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3.7. Conclusion 

This chapter presents an overview of the conventional deterministic methods and the 

existing probabilistic methods. A new probabilistic method using an energy based approach is also 

proposed. Selected conventional methods and the probability of negative margin method ar 

illustrated using a simple load model and the results obtained using these methods and by intuitio 

are discussed and compared. It can be concluded that the probabilistic approach is dearly superio 

to the conventional deterministic methods. It is believed that the LOEE approach briefly presente 

has some significant advantages over the PONM approach. 
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4. HIERARCHICAL LEVEL I (HLI) EVALUATION 

4.1. Introduction 

Probabilistic techniques for system planning have become increasingly popular in electri 

power system utilities. The use of a probabilistic technique in system planning suggests that 

similar probabilistic technique should also be used in the cost of service allocation in order tO 

ensure that the cost of allocation follows the cost behaviour of the system. 

Methods such as loss of load expectation (LOLE), and loss of energy expectation (L0E0 

are currently commonly used by utilities. Two probabilistic methods for cost of service allocation 

have been proposed, namely the probability of negative margin (PONM) and the probability peal( 

[12] methods. The former is similar to the loss of load expectation and the latter is based on 

historical load information. There is, however, an increasing interest in using loss of energy as 4 

planning criterion. 

The use of probabilistic methods in system planning and operation enables system planners 

to consider factors which actually affect the performance of a system. Consideration of factors 

such as generating unit sizes, and forced outage rates, load characteristics and scheduled 

maintenance of generators, will result in different system expansion and operation schemes whici 

dictate the capital to be invested in the system. A similar technique to that used in planning the 

system should therefore be used in allocating capital cost in order that the allocation follows the 

cost behaviour of the system. 

It is suggested that the general rule should be that those factors considered in system 

planning and operation should also be considered in cost allocation and that similar techniqueS, 
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ossible, should be used in both the planning and allocation processes. Figure 4.1 shows 

su ested flow diagram for HLI cost of service allocation. 

The input data requirements differ considerably from one method to another depending 

on the fundamental approach. The data required in a probabilistic approach are the curren 

sy em configuration, the load model and the generation model. The transmission model is no 

co idered in an HLI evaluation. These requirements are shown in Figure 4.1 as boxes 1.1 to 1 

re pectively. The load model is either in the form of actual daily or hourly loads or in the forth 

of a load duration curve. Class contributions at each possible system load or at each load level 

m t also be known. HLI studies do not require information on the locations of load classes and 

in 'vidual generating units. The generating units are considered as one group which is generally 

e pressed in the form of a capacity outage probability table. In the case of the PONM method, 

the index used in both the system adequacy evaluation and the cost of service allocation should 

be the PONM. In the case of the LOEE method, the index in both cases should be the LOEE 

or the expected energy not served (EENS). 

If the risk criterion is not satisfied, the system expansion plan and/or the system operatini 

s eme have to be modified and adequacy evaluation repeated until the adequacy criterion 

sa feed. This new expansion and/or operating scheme is then used in further development of 

th- power system. This procedure requires that new investment, which includes both fixed and 

v. iable costs, be made in the planning period and therefore drives the cost behaviour of the 

sy tern. 
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of HLI Capacity Cost Allocation Procedures. 
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As noted in Chapter 1, the criterion and planning method used, which includes the relevant 

variables utilized in the method, drives the development of the system which further drives thn 

level of future investment on the system. It is therefore highly desirable in the case of cost 4 

service allocation, to use a similar method and criterion and to include the same variables whi 

are considered in system adequacy evaluation. 

Following the method utilized in the planning process, either the PONM method or th 

LOEE technique is used in the cost allocation process to obtain allocation factors for the differe 

classes of customers. The system adequacy evaluation and the cost of service allocation ar 

probably done at different times and possibly done in different departments. The system adequacy 

evaluation is therefore repeated in the cost allocation process to obtain the same reliability indei 

as that used in the system adequacy evaluation. 

One important point that needs to be clearly emphasized is that the evaluation method 

used in the cost of service allocation process and the different variables considered in the evaluation 

should be the same as those used in the system adequacy evaluation which produces the neW 

expansion and/or operating schemes. 

In this chapter, both the probability of negative margin and a newly developed loss 4 

energy expectation method are applied to the RBTS and IEEE-RTS, using the standard load 

databases developed in Chapter 2. Both methods fall into the hierarchical level I (HLI) domain,. 

Many studies have been performed to investigate the impacts of different factors, which affect the 

cost behaviour of the system, on the allocation indices and comparisons with the conventional 

methods are made to demonstrate the superiority of the probabilistic techniques. 
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4.2. Calculation Procedures 

Both deterministic and probabilistic methods require a detailed knowledge of system an, 

class loads. The probabilistic methods also require additional information on the system unde 

study. This information includes generating unit sizes, and forced outage rates. 

The allocation indices for each class using conventional methods are calculated as outline 

in Chapter 3. The required steps for a cost of service allocation using probabilistic methods ar 

as follows. 

1. Preparation of generation and load data, 

2. Generation of capacity outage probability table (COPT), 

3. Consideration of scheduled maintenance of generators, 

4. Calculation of probability of negative margin (PONM), 

5. Calculation of loss of energy expectation (LOEE), and 

6. Allocation of probabilistic indices to each class. 

4.2.1. Preparation of generation and load data 

This step prepares the system load and class load information required in both the 

conventional and probabilistic methods. The input requirements are as follows. 

1. System daily peak loads for PONM and LOEE calculation, 

2. System hourly load duration curve for LOEE calculation, 

3. The class load contributions at each defined load level, 

4. System peak load, and 

5. System generation information including unit sizes and generating unit forced outage 
rates. 
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The load information has already been presented in Chapter 2. Both load models and the 

actual daily peak loads are used in the HLI studies. The LOEE indices are calculated using both 

the daily peak loads and the hourly load duration curve while the PONM indices are calculate 

using only the daily peak load. The distributions of the different classes at each load bus are n 

required for HLI studies. 

The test systems used in this research program are the RBTS and the IEEE-RTS. Th 

RBTS was designed for educational purpose and the IEEE-RTS was designed to provide a 

standard, practical system for comparison and studies. These two systems are described in detail 

in References 16 and 11 respectively. 

4.2.2. Capacity outage probability table (COPT) development 

The generation model required in the calculation is generally known as a capacity outage 

probability table. This table is a simple array of capacity levels and their associated probabilities 

of existence. Generating units are combined using basic probability concepts and this approach can 

be extended to a simple but powerful recursive technique in which units are added sequentially tO 

produce the final model. This technique is shown with detailed illustration in Reference 10. The 

probabilities can be expressed either as individual probabilities or cumulative probabilities. In the 

studies described in this thesis, the individual probabilities were used in the LOEE calculations an4 

the cumulative values in the PONM applications. The capacity outage probability table was 

generated using two methods. 

1. Direct input of COPT from the output of another program, and 

2. Generated CUFF using the Cumulant method [10]. 
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4.2.2.1. Direct input of COPT from the output of another program 

The capacity outage probability table for both RBTS and IEFE-RTS studies were generated 

from a Basic program designed for loss of load expectation calculation. This program was 

developed at the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology. This program was 

modified and run on an IBM microcomputer at the University of Saskatchewan. This program was 

used to provide the capacity outage probability tables for different system configurations. The 

tab:es were stored in files and read in by the digital computer program which performs calculations 

using conventional and probabilistic methods. 

4.2.2.2. COPT development using the cumulant method 

A number of methods have been reported to obtain the equivalent load curve from the 

probabilistic load model and system capacity outages. Some of these methods utili7e, certain)

recursive relationships and often involve lengthy numerical calculations. It is possible to 

approximate the capacity model to a continuous distribution if the system is very large [20,21]. 

Such a distribution approaches the normal distribution as the system size increases. If the 

assumption is made that the distribution of capacity on forced outage is a normal distribution, then* 

the development of the capacity outage probability table is relatively simple. These continuous) 

models may introduce some inaccuracy in the results which depends on the system under 

consideration [22]. A modified representation using the Gram-Charlier expansion of a distribution 

was used to improve the accuracy of the model as the capacity on outage increases. The theory' 

of Cumulants and the Gram-Charlier expansion is described in detail in Reference 23. Application 

of this distribution are described in detail in References 24, 25 and 26. Appendix B shows the 

equations for the calculation of capacity outage probability using a folded normal distribution and 

the Gram-Charlier expansion of a distribution. 
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4 .3. Consideration of scheduled maintenance of generating units 

One of the most basic elements in power system planning is the determination of howl 

mu • generating capacity is required to give a reasonable assurance of satisfying the load demand. 

capacity should be capable of supplying the system requirement under conditions of generat 

uni forced outages and unforeseen variations in the system demand and should contain sufficien 

res rve to permit generating unit preventive maintenance to be scheduled. 

Consideration of preventive maintenance scheduling of generating units is an importan 

asp ct in the development of an optimum generation system expansion scheme. Maintenance 

sch- duling should permit the required work to be accomplished but not create excessive risk to thel 

sys em. The system reliability level and operating costs are directly affected by the maintenance 

out :es of generating facilities. It is also obvious that carefully optimized maintenance schedules 

potentially defer some capital expenditure for new plants in times of tightening reserve margins, 

allow critical maintenance work to be performed which might not otherwise be done. This 

de rence in capital expenditure affects the cost behaviour of the system. It is therefore necessary

nsider preventive maintenance, if possible, in the capacity cost of service allocation. 

The maintenance can be scheduled either to minimize [27] risk or in accordance with 4 

co stant risk criterion. Constraints imposed on the system can be very diverse and often 

un redictable. These demands dictate the need for a fast computational technique not involving 

an time consuming algorithms, and flexible enough to cope with any sudden changes, such as the 

re oval of a generating unit, in operating conditions. The Gram-Charlier expansion of a 

dis ribution gives close results when compared with those obtained using the recursive method ovez 

a r latively wide range of capacity outages [24]. The removal and addition of generating units foi 

tenance can be done very easily by simply subtracting and adding respectively the cumulant4 
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of t e generating units to form a new generation model. The cumulants of the generating units 

are calculated in the initial phase and therefore the calculation required to remove or add 

gene rating units takes very little time. The new capacity outage probability table can then be 

gen rated from the existing model. 

Preventive maintenance was considered in the studies described in this thesis only when the 

-Charlier approximate technique was used to form the generation model. Preventive 

tenance was not considered when direct input of a capacity outage probability table was used, 

be use of the many capacity outage probability tables that need to be created and inserted into 

the digital computer program. 

4.2 4. Calculation of probability of negative margin (PONM) 

The probability at which the generation is unable to meet the load demand is determined 

fro the capacity outage probability table. The daily peak variation load data and the cumulative 

pro s ability is used in the determination. 

The capacity outage probability table is examined for each daily peak load and the capacity 

lev 1 equal to or just below the daily peak load is determined. The cumulative probability at this 

cap city level is the probability of negative margin for this period. The probabilities for each 

interval within the study period are summed and the total probability is used to normalize the 

*dual probability for each interval to form the weighting factor. 

4.2 5. Calculation of loss of energy expectation (LOEE) 

The probability at which the generation is unable to meet the load demand is again 

det rmined from the capacity outage probability table. Both the daily peak load and the hourly 



load duration curve are used. The individual rather than the cumulative probability is used in the 

determination. 

The calculation using the daily peak loads is somewhat different from that using the hourly 

load duration curve. In the daily peak load case, each daily load is used in conjunction with th 

capacity outage probability table. The energy not served at each capacity level which is less th 

or equal to the daily peak is calculated and weighted by the individual probability of occurrence) 

of the capacity level. The expected energy not served or the loss of energy expectation is the s 

of individual capacity state contributions. The expected energies not served for each interval wit 

the study period are summed and the total expected energy not served is used to normali7P the 

expected energy not served for each interval to form the weighting factor. 

The procedure is somewhat different when the hourly load duration curve is used. Since 

the load duration curve represents the system load within the study period, the determination of 

expected energy not served for each individual load is not possible. Each possible generatiotir

state in the capacity outage probability table is examined against the hourly load duration curve 

If the generation at that state is higher than the system peak load, no loss of load occurs and there{ 

is no loss of energy. If the generation at that state is less than the system peak load, loss ot 

energy will be experienced. The energy not served for each load level which is greater than or 

equal to this generation level is calculated. Since the contributions of each load class at each 

loa • level are different, the respective contributions of each load class at each load level equal td 

or above this generation level must be summed and normalized. This procedure is used to allocate 

the expected energy to the different load classes. The energy not served for each generation levei 

is weighted by the individual probability of occurrence of this generation level to form the expected 

energy not served. This procedure is repeated for all the possible generation states and the total 
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energy not served is determined. This total expected energy not served is used to normalize thei 

individual expected energy not served to form the weighting factor for each generation level. 

4.2.6. Allocation of probabilistic indices to each class 

The allocation of capacity cost of service to the load classes using the PONM and th 

LOEE utilizing the daily peak load is relatively simple. The weighting factor calculated for each 

period is shared according to the contribution of each load class at that load level. The tots 

PONM or LOEE contribution for each load class is calculated and normalized to form thC 

allocation factors for each load class. 

The allocation of the capacity cost of service to the load classes using the LOEE which 

utilizes the hourly load duration curve, however, is slightly different. The weighting factor for each 

generation level is shared by load classes according to the normalized contribution of each load 

class at that generation level. The total LOEE contribution for each load class is then calculated 

and normalized to form the allocation factors for each load class. 

4.3. HLI Method Applied to the RBTS 

These studies use the two load models defined in Chapter 2. The cumulant method 

cannot be applied in the case of the RBTS because of the relative small system size and only 

direct input of COPT was used. The following studies were performed: 

1. Base case with load model # 1, 

2. Base case with load model # 1, and FOR of all generators doubled. 

3. Base case with load model # 2, and 

4. Base case with load model # 2, and FOR of all generators doubled. 
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The results of a base case using load model # 1 are discussed in the next section. The 

re ults of the base case using load model # 2 are basically similar and the discussion for load 

model # 1 applies equally well to load model # 2. Other studies are not discussed individually, 

but instead comparative studies were carried out. 

4.3.1. Base case analysis 

It is difficult to perform any intuitive estimation of the cost of service allocation foi 

different classes because of the complexity of the load models. Some observations, however, car 

still be made from the results. The load statistics for load model # 1 are shown in Table 4.1 

The results of the base case using load model # 1 are shown in Table 4.2. 

1. The peak of the Bulk Power class is approximately equal to that of the Seasonal class, 

and the load factor of the Bulk Power class is approximately four times that of th 

Seasonal load. It is expected that the allocation for the Bulk Power should be higher 

that for the Seasonal class. 

i. The Average Demand, PONM and the LOEE methods allocation to the Bulk clas 

is approximately three times higher than that of the Seasonal. The other method 

give unacceptable allocations. 

ii. The allocation for the Seasonal class by the Coincident Peak method is zero 

because it does not contribute to the system peak at all. This is obviously 

unacceptable because the class may require a large capacity off-peak. 
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Table 4.1: Load Statistics for Load Model # 1. 

Class Names Peak Period Sys Pk Ave. L.F. 

System 1.0000 352 1.0000 0.6145 0.6145 
Large Industrial 0.4000 352 0.4000 0.2210 0.5526 
Small Industrial 0.1800 296 0.1764 0.1231 0.6840 
Residential 0.1400 30 0.1334 0.0703 0.5022 
Commercial 0.1400 9 0.1355 0.0845 0.6039 
Bulk Power 0.1000 352 0.1000 0.0585 0.5852 
Rural 0.0500 352 0.0500 0.0284 0.5673 
Street Lights 0.0050 1 0.0050 0.0042 0.8301 
Seasonal 0.1590 156 0.0000 0.0244 0.1533 

Table 4.2: Base Case Allocation Indices for Load Model # 1. 

Conventional Methods Base Case 

PONM LOEE LOEE 
Class Ave Dem CP NCP AED Da. Ld. Da. IA. Hr. IA. 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Large Ind. 0.35976 0.39988 0.34072 0.34435 0.37978 0.38083 0.37912 
Sm all Ind. 0.20037 0.17635 0.15332 0.16231 0.17847 0.17845 0.17825 
Re id. 0.11443 0.13336 0.11925 0.11833 0.12036 0.12094 0.12078 
Com. 0.13760 0.13546 0.11925 0.12276 0.13703 0.13709 0.13678 
Bulk 0.09524 0.09997 0.08518 0.08710 0.09816 0.09835 0.09818 
Rural 0.04617 0.04999 0.04259 0.04327 0.04963 0.04973 0.04961 
Lights 0.00675 0.00500 0.00426 0.00474 0.00559 0.00558 0.00557 
Seasonal 0.03967 0.00000 0.13543 0.11714 0.03098 0.02904 0.03171 

0.35209 1.4136 10.0032 
MW-Day MW-Hr 

Da IA. : Using daily load data, 
Hr. IA. : Using hourly load duration curve. 
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iii. The Non-Coincident Peak method allocates a higher cost allocation to the Seasonal 

load even though the load factor of the Bulk Power is four times higher than 

that of the Seasonal. This is because the peak of the Seasonal class is somewhat 

higher than that of the Bulk Power. It was observed that the peak of the Bulk 

Power class occurs at the same time as the system peak, while the peak of the 

Seasonal class occurs sometime in the summer time. This allocation is obviously 

unjustifiable. 

iv. The Average and Excess Demand method allocates a higher cost allocation to the 

Seasonal load despite the fact that the Bulk Power has a load factor of three times 

that of the Seasonal class. This again shows the insensitivity of the method to 

the load conditions. It is expected that this method should give a better result 

because it is supposed to take the load factor into account. Unfortunately, it only 

takes the system load factor into account rather than the class load factors. The 

allocations are therefore only sensitive to the system load factor but not to the 

individual class load factors. 

2. The Residential and Commercial classes both have the same peak but the load factor o( 

the Commercial class is approximately 20 percent higher than that of the Residential. The 

Residential peak also occurs somewhere other than at the time of the system peak. If 

is therefore expected that the allocation for the Residential class should be lower than that 

of the Commercial class. 

i. The Average Demand, PONM and the LOEE methods yield a higher allocation 

factor, approximately 20 percent, for the Commercial class which is within 

expectations. 
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ii. Both the Coincident Peak and the Average and Excess Demand methods yield 

slightly highly allocation factor, a few percent, to the Commercial class. T 

difference seems to be too small. 

iii. The Non-Coincident Peak method yields the same allocation factors for bo 

classes which is obviously not a good allocation. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The peak of the Large Industrial is twice that of the Small Industrial. The peak of they

Large Industrial also occurs at the system peak while that of the Small Industrial occur 

earlier. Although the load factor of the Small Industrial class is somewhat higher than th 

Large Industrial's, this cannot offset the impact of the large peak contribution of the Larg 

Industrial class to the system peak. It is therefore expected that the Large Industrial 

should be responsible for a higher cost allocation. 

It turns out that all methods allocate to the Large Industrial a portion which is 

approximately twice that of the Small Industrial. 

The Bulk Power has a peak equal to twice that of the Rural class and both classes have 

approximately the same load factor. It is therefore expected that the Bulk Power clas4s 

should be allocated higher responsibility than the Rural class. 

It turns out that all methods allocate twice as much to the Bulk Power class 

to the Rural class. 

The Seasonal class has approximately the same peak as that of the Residential and 

Commercial classes and a load factor of approximately three to four times less that these 

two classes. The Seasonal load also does not contribute to the system peak load, an 
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therefore it is expected that the allocations to the Residential and Commercial classe 

should be higher than the Seasonal allocation. 

i. The Average Demand, PONM and the WEE methods allocate a highe 

responsibility to the Residential and Commercial classes. The Seasonal allocatio 

is approximately 3 to 43 times less. 

ii. Both the Non-Coincident Peak and the Average and Excess Demand Metho 

allocate approximately equal allocation factors to all three classes. 

iii. The Coincident Peak method does not allocate any responsibility to the Season 

class because it has no contribution to the system peak and therefore it enjoys 4 

free ride. 

6. The Seasonal peak is approximately three times that of the Rural peak. The load facto 

of the Rural class is, however, three and half times that of the Seasonal class. The Rural 

peak occurs at the system peak period while the Seasonal peak occurs sometime in th4 

summer. It is therefore expected that the allocation to the Rural class should be somewhat 

higher than that of the Seasonal class even though it has a higher peak. 

i. Both PONM and LOEE allocate a responsibility of approximately 13 times highe 

to the Rural class while the Average Demand allocates only 1.25 times higher. 

ii. Both Non-Coincident Peak and the Average and Excess Demand methods allocate 

a higher responsibility to the Seasonal class rather than to the Rural class. ThiS 

is expected because both methods rely quite heavily on the peak loads of the 

classes for calculation. The peak load for the Seasonal class in this case is threC 

times higher than that of the Rural class, therefore they allocate approximatel 
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three times higher responsibility to the Seasonal class than to the Rural class even 

though the Seasonal class does not contribute anything to the system peak load 

while the Rural class does. 

iii. The Coincident Peak method allocates zero responsibility to the Seasonal clas 

because it does not contribute anything to the system peak and it again enjoy 

free power. 

It can be seen from these observations that each method will yield a somewhat 

unacceptable allocation to some classes under a particular condition except for the PONM and 

LOEE methods. Although it is not obvious for the Average Demand method, it has been pointed 

out in the simple load model study that the Average Demand method is very insensitive to the load 

variation. Any classes which have the same average demand will be charged the same despite their 

peak contribution or load factor . The PONM and LOEE methods appear to be the best choir 

among all the methods considered. The methods are sensitive to a variety of factors and yield

more reasonable allocation factors to different classes. 

43.2. Sensitivity studies 

These studies demonstrate the sensitivities of each method to selected generation and load 

parameters. The following comparisons were performed. 

1. Impact of generation parameters on the indices, 

2. Impact of class load distribution on the indices, and 

3. Effect of the load model on the indices obtained by conventional methods. 
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4.3.2.1. Impact of generator parameters on the indices 

This section demonstrates the sensitivity of various methods to generator parameters. The 

forced outage rates of the generators were varied as these are important factors in HLI studies. 

The results of both base case and base case with all generators having twice their original force 

outage rates and the percentage difference are shown in Table 4.3. 

The interaction of the system load and the system capacity outage probability table have 

significant effects on the indices. These effects can be explained quite easily by examining the c.1 

contributions at different load levels and the distribution of the outage probabilities. The effec 

are summarized in Table 4.4. The generation capacity outage probability table is shown in Table 

4.5 

When the forced outage rates of the generators are doubled, the effect is that it is more 

probable for higher outages to occur and therefore the probability distribution is shifted downward 

toward higher outage levels. It can be seen by examining the class contributions that each class 

contribution is quite unique. For example, the Large Industrial has a contribution of about 40% 

at both ends of the possible load levels but has a contribution of about 34% in the middle levels. 

The effect of doubling the FOR on the Large Industrial load is that it is more likely for the 

middle load levels to occur due to higher FOR. The contribution of the Large Industrial therefore 

decreases. This is seen in the comparison shown in Table 4.4. 
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Table 43: Impact of Generation Parameters on the Allocation Indices. 

Base Case & Double FOR for All Generators, Load Model # 1 

Conventional Methods Base Case Double FOR 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Class Ave Dem CP NCP AED Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Large Ind. 0.35976 0.39988 0.34072 0.34435 0.37978 0.38083 0.37912 0.37355 0.37412 0.37264 
Small Ind. 0.20037 0.17635 0.15332 0.16231 0.17847 0.17845 0.17825 0.18022 0.18014 0.17973 
Resid. 0.11443 0.13336 0.11925 0.11833 0.12036 0.12094 0.12078 0.11949 0.11984 0.11952 
Com. 0.13760 0.13546 0.11925 0.12276 0.13703 0.13709 0.13678 0.13757 0.13761 0.13734 
Bulk 0.09524 0.09997 0.08518 0.08710 0.09816 0.09835 0.09818 0.09785 0.09797 0.09782 
Rural 0.04617 0.04999 0.04259 0.04327 0.04963 0.04973 0.04961 0.04934 0.04941 0.04934 
Lights 0.00675 0.00500 0.00426 0.00474 0.00559 0.00558 0.00557 0.00571 0.00569 0.00568 
Seasonal 0.03967 0.00000 0.13543 0.11714 0.03098 0.02904 0.03171 0.03628 0.03521 0.03794 

0.35209 1.4136 10.0032 2.02505 8.40523 66.3094 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

Percent Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE 
Da.Ld. Da.Ld. Hr.Ld. 

System 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Large Ind. -1.64 -1.76 -1.71 
Small Ind. 0.98 0.95 0.83 
Resid. -0.72 -0.91 -1.04 
Com. 0.39 0.38 0.41 
Bulk -0.32 -0.39 -0.37 
Rural -0.58 -0.64 -0.54 
Lights 2.15 1.97 1.97 
Seasonal 17.11 21.25 19.65 

475.15 494.60 562.88 

Da. Ld. : Using daily load data, 
Hr. Ld. : Using hourly load duration curve. 
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Table 4.4: Effects on Load Classes of Doubling FOR of All Generators. 

Class Names Effects 

Large Industrial Decrease 
Small Industrial Increase 
Residential Decrease 
Commercial Increase 
Bulk Power Decrease 
Rural Decrease 
Street Lights Increase 
Seasonal Increase 

Table 4.5: Capacity Outage Probability Table for RBTS. 

Installed Capacity = 240.00 MW 
Rounding Step Size = 5.00 MW 
Number Of Levels = 33 

Level Cap. In Ind. Prob Cum. Prob Level Cap. In Ind. Prob Cum. Prob 

0 240.00 0.81285959 1.00000000 17 155.00 0.00004043 0.00027199 
1 235.00 0.01642141 0.18714039 18 150.00 0.00004105 0.00023155 
2 230.00 0.01667191 0.17071898 19 145.00 0.00000083 0.00019050 
3 225.00 0.00033513 0.15404707 20 140.00 0.00015945 0.00018968 
4 220.00 0.07035854 0.15371194 21 135.00 0.00000322 0.00003023 
5 215.00 0.00142135 0.08335341 22 130.00 0.00000327 0.00002701 
6 210.00 0.00144303 0.08193205 23 125.00 0.00000007 0.00002374 
7 205.00 0.00002901 0.08048902 24 120.00 0.00002122 0.00002367 
8 200.00 0.06926973 0.08046002 25 115.00 0.00000043 0.00000245 
9 195.00 0.00139938 0.01119028 26 110.00 0.00000044 0.00000202 
10 190.00 0.00142073 0.00979090 27 105.00 0.00000001 0.00000158 
11 185.00 0.00002856 0.00837017 28 100.00 0.00000147 0.00000157 
12 180.00 0.00582845 0.00834161 29 95.00 0.00000003 0.00000010 
13 175.00 0.00011774 0.00251315 30 90.00 0.00000003 0.00000007 
14 170.00 0.00011954 0.00239541 31 85.00 0.00000000 0.00000004 
15 165.00 0.00000240 0.00227587 32 80.00 0.00000004 0.00000004 
16 160.00 0.00200148 0.00227347 33 75.00 0.00000000 0.00000000 
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The effects are the same for both load models except that the magnitude of changes for 

some classes are quite different. The results for load model # 2 are given in Table 4.6. Using 

Tables 43 and 4.6, it can be seen that the Residential load allocation changes by 1.04% for load 

model # 1, but it changes by 0.28% for load model # 2. This can be explained by again 

examining the contribution table. 

The contribution of the Residential class for load model # 1 is higher at the low outage 

levels (about 13.34%) than its contribution for load model # 2 (about 12.56%). The contribution 

of the Residential class at medium loads for load model # 1, however, is lower than that of load 

model # 2. The Residential class, therefore, has a flatter contribution distribution for load model 

# 2 than that of load model # 1. When the FOR of all generators are doubled and hence the 

probability distribution is shifted towards the medium load levels, the effect is that the Residential 

class using load model # 1 changes more than that of the same class using load model # 2. The 

changes in other classes can be similarly analyzed and explained. 

It can be seen from Table 43 that the Seasonal load has the most drastic change which 

can be as much as 20%. This is because the Seasonal Load occurs only in the summer months 

when most of the classes are at their lowest levels. As can be seen from the contribution tables, 

the contribution of the Seasonal Load at the middle load level, e.g. level 30, is almost three times 

that of its contribution at load level 11. This accounts for the dramatic changes in the indices. 
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Table 4.6: Impact of Generation Parameters on the Allocation Indices. 

Base Case & Double FOR for All Generators, Load Model # 2 

Conventional Methods Base Case Double FOR 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Class Ave Dem CP NCP AED Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
L. 'nd. 0.35663 0.40000 0.33755 0.34137 0.37323 0.37428 0.37282 0.36693 0.36746 0.36607 
S. nd. 0.19783 0.18300 0.16878 0.17459 0.18538 0.18537 0.18536 0.18684 0.18680 0.18666 
Res d. 0.11851 0.12550 0.12658 0.12497 0.12223 0.12257 0.12226 0.12205 0.12230 0.12192 
Com 0.14379 0.13650 0.12658 0.13002 0.14113 0.14106 0.14078 0.14197 0.14195 0.14171 
Bulk 0.09392 0.10000 0.08439 0.08630 0.09675 0.09694 0.09676 0.09625 0.09636 0.09618 
Rural 0.04623 0.05000 0.04219 0.04300 0.04887 0.04895 0.04881 0.04854 0.04859 0.04848 
Lights 0.00674 0.00500 0.00422 0.00472 0.00560 0.00558 0.00557 0.00571 0.00570 0.00568 
Season 0.03634 0.00000 0.10970 0.09503 0.02682 0.02523 0.02764 0.03171 0.03084 0.03330 

0.35242 1.4145 9.96341 2.02845 8.42174 66.2539 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE 
Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 0.00 0.00 0.00 
L. Ind. -1.69 -1.82 -1.81 
S. Ind. 0.79 0.77 0.70 
Resid. -0.15 -0.22 -0.28 
Com. 0.60 0.63 0.66 
Bulk -0.52 -0.60 -0.60 
Rural -0.68 -0.74 -0.68 
Lights 1.96 2.15 1.97 
Season 18.23 22.24 20.48 

475.58 495.39 564.97 

4.3.2.2. Impact of class load distribution on the indices 

The indices obtained using both load models are compared and presented in Table 4.7 

The total system load for both load models are basically the same. This can be verified by th 

system indices obtained. The system indices are shown at the bottom of Table 4.7. The larges 
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difference is only 0.4%, and therefore it can be concluded that the system load is basically the 

same for both load models. 

Table 4.7: Impact of Load Class Distribution on Allocation Indices. 

Base Case, Load Models # 1 & # 2 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Large Industrial 0.37978 0.38083 0.37912 0.37323 0.37428 0.37282 -1.72 -1.72 -1.66 
Small Industrial 0.17847 0.17845 0.17825 0.18538 0.18537 0.18536 3.87 3.88 3.99 
Residential 0.12036 0.12094 0.12078 0.12223 0.12257 0.12226 1.55 1.35 1.23 
Commercial 0.13703 0.13709 0.13678 0.14113 0.14106 0.14078 2.99 2.90 2.92 
Bulk Power 0.09816 0.09835 0.09818 0.09675 0.09694 0.09676 -1.44 -1.43 -1.45 
Rural 0.04963 0.04973 0.04961 0.04887 0.04895 0.04881 -1.53 -1.57 -1.61 
Street Lights 0.00559 0.00558 0.00557 0.00560 0.00558 0.00557 0.18 0.00 0.00 
Seasonal 0.03098 0.02904 0.03171 0.02682 0.02523 0.02764 -13.43 -13.12 -12.84 

0.35209 1.4136 10.0032 0.35242 1.4145 9.96341 0.09 0.06 -0.40 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

The changes in allocation factors for all classes are obvious. There is a definite difference 

in the indices when different class load distributions are used. For instance, the contributions froni 

the Small Industrial load are higher for Load Model # 2 than that of load model # 1. The 

allocation indices for Small Industrial load would therefore be higher when load model # 2 is used. 

This was indeed the case. The changes is approximately 4% and is only slightly lower when the 

FOR's are doubled. The same comparison when the forced outage rates are doubled is shown in 

Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.8: Impact of Load Class Distribution on Allocation Indices (Double Generators FOR). 

Double FOR for All Generators, Load Models # 1 & # 2 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Large Industrial 0.37355 0.37412 0.37264 0.36693 0.36746 0.36607 -1.77 -1.78 -1.76 
Sma.l Industrial 0.18022 0.18014 0.17973 0.18684 0.18680 0.18666 3.67 3.70 3.86 
Residential 0.11949 0.11984 0.11952 0.12205 0.12230 0.12192 2.14 2.05 2.01 
Commercial 0.13757 0.13761 0.13734 0.14197 0.14195 0.14171 3.20 3.15 3.18 
Bulk Power 0.09785 0.09797 0.09782 0.09625 0.09636 0.09618 -1.64 -1.64 -1.68 
Rural 0.04934 0.04941 0.04934 0.04854 0.04859 0.04848 -1.62 -1.66 -1.74 
Street Lights 0.00571 0.00569 0.00568 0.00571 0.00570 0.00568 0.00 0.18 0.00 
Seasonal 0.03628 0.03521 0.03794 0.03171 0.03084 0.03330 12.60 -12.41 -12.23 

2.02505 8.40523 66.3094 2.02845 8.42174 66.2539 0.17 0.20 -0.08 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

4.3.2.3. Effect of the load model on the indices obtained by conventional methods 

Table 4.9 shows a comparison of the load statistics for the two load models. A compariso 

of :he allocation indices was made and the results are shown in Table 4.10. Although the indice 

obtained by conventional methods do respond to a change in class load distribution, the response, 

is sometimes not acceptable and is unrealistic. This was discussed in Chapter 3 with respect to 

the RBTS and the simple load model. 

4.4. HLI Method Applied to IEEE-RTS 

The two load models used in the RBTS studies were also used in these studies. Base case 

and many sensitivity studies were performed to study the impacts of different parameters on the 

allocation indices. The results are discussed in the next sections. 
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Table 4.9: Comparison of Load Statistics for Both Load Models. 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 

Class Peak Per Pk Sys Ave. L.F. Peak Per Pk Sys Ave. L.F. 

System 1.0000 352 1.0000 0.6145 0.6145 1.0000 352 1.0000 0.6156 0.6156 
L. lnd. 0.4000 352 0.4000 0.2210 0.5526 0.4000 352 0.4000 0.2195 0.5489 
S. lnd. 0.1800 296 0.1764 0.1231 0.6840 0.2000 296 0.1830 0.1218 0.6089 
Res d. 0.1400 30 0.1334 0.0703 0.5022 0.1500 30 0.1255 0.0730 0.4864 
Com 0.1400 9 0.1355 0.0845 0.6039 0.1500 9 0.1365 0.0885 0.5901 
Bulk 0.1000 352 0.1000 0.0585 0.5852 0.1000 352 0.1000 0.0578 0.5782 
Rural 0.0500 352 0.0500 0.0284 0.5673 0.0500 352 0.0500 0.0285 0.5691 
Lights 0.0050 1 0.0050 0.0042 0.8301 0.0050 1 0.0050 0.0042 0.8301 
Seasonal 0.1590 156 0.0000 0.0244 0.1533 0.1300 156 0.0000 0.0224 0.1721 

Percentage Differences 

Class Names Peak Pk Sys Ave. L.F. 

System 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.179 
Large Industrial 0.000 0.000 -0.679 -0.670 
Small Industrial 11.111 3.741 -1.056 10.980 
Residential 7.143 -5.922 3.841 -3.146 
Commercial 7.143 0.738 4.734 -2.285 
Bulk Power 0.000 0.000 -1.197 -1.196 
Rural 0.000 0.000 0.352 0.317 
Street Lights 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Seasonal -18.239 0.000 -8.197 12.264 
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Table 4.10: Comparison of Conventional Allocation Indices for Both Models. 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 

Class Names Ave Dem CP NCP AED Ave Dem CP NCP AED 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Large Industrial 0.35976 0.39988 0.34072 0.34435 0.35663 0.40000 0.33755 0.34137 
Sma l Industrial 0.20037 0.17635 0.15332 0.16231 0.19783 0.18300 0.16878 0.17459 
Residential 0.11443 0.13336 0.11925 0.11833 0.11851 0.12550 0.12658 0.12497 
Commercial 0.13760 0.13546 0.11925 0.12276 0.14379 0.13650 0.12658 0.13002 
Bulk Power 0.09524 0.09997 0.08518 0.08710 0.09392 0.10000 0.08439 0.08630 
Rural 0.04617 0.04999 0.04259 0.04327 0.04623 0.05000 0.04219 0.04300 
Street Lights 0.00675 0.00500 0.00426 0.00474 0.00674 0.00500 0.00422 0.00472 
Seasonal 0.03967 0.00000 0.13543 0.11714 0.03634 0.00000 0.10970 0.09503 

Percentage Differences 

Class Names Ave Dem CP NCP AED 

System 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Large Industrial -0.87 0.03 -0.93 -0.87 
Small Industrial -1.27 3.77 10.08 7.57 
Residential 3.57 -5.89 6.15 5.61 
Commercial 4.50 0.77 6.15 5.91 
Bulk Power -1.39 0.03 -0.93 -0.92 
Rural 0.13 0.02 -0.94 -0.62 
Street Lights -0.15 0.00 -0.94 -0.42 
Seasonal -8.39 0.00 -19.00 -18.87 
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4.4.1. Base case analysis 

The results obtained for the IEEE-RTS using load model # 1 are shown in Table 4.11. 

The indices obtained using the conventional methods are exactly the same as those obtained for 

the RBTS because the same load model is used. The indices obtained using the PONM and the 

LOEE methods are slightly different from those obtained for the RBTS. The observations, 

however, for the base case are basically the same and are presented in the following section for 

the sake of completeness. 

Table 4.11: Allocation Indices for Load Model # L 

Class Names Ave Dem CP NCP AED PONM LOEE 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Large Industrial 0.35976 0.39988 0.34072 0.34435 0.38256 038199 
Small Industrial 0.20037 0.17635 0.15332 0.16231 0.17755 0.17713 
Residential 0.11443 0.13336 0.11925 0.11833 0.12161 0.12119 
Commercial 0.13760 0.13546 0.11925 0.12276 0.13668 0.13627 
Bulk Power 0.09524 0.09997 0.08518 0.08710 0.09839 0.09820 
Rural 0.04617 0.04999 0.04259 0.04327 0.04979 0.04969 
Street Lights 0.00675 0.00500 0.00426 0.00474 0.00552 0.00550 
Seasonal 0.03967 0.00000 0.13543 0.11714 0.02790 0.03002 

1. The peak of the Bulk Power class is approximately equal to that of the Seasonal class, 

and the load factor of the Bulk Power class is approximately four times that of the 

Seasonal load. It is expected that the allocation for the Bulk Power should be higher than 

that for the Seasonal class. 
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i. The Average Demand, PONM and the LOEE methods allocation to the Bulk class 

is approximately three times higher than that of the Seasonal. The other methods 

give acceptable allocations. 

ii. The allocation for the Seasonal class by the Coincident Peak method is zero 

because it does not contribute to the system peak at all. This is obviously 

unacceptable because the class may require a large capacity off-peak. 

The Non-Coincident Peak method allocates a higher cost allocation to the Seasonal 

load even though the load factor of the Bulk Power is four times higher than that 

of the Seasonal. This is because the peak of the Seasonal class is somewhat 

higher than that of the Bulk Power. It was observed that the peak of the Bulk 

Power class occurs at the same time as the system peak, while the peak of the 

Seasonal class occurs sometime in the summer time. This allocation is obviously 

unjustifiable. 

iv. The Average and Excess Demand method allocates approximately one and half 

times higher to the Seasonal load than to the Bulk Power load despite the fact that 

the Bulk Power has a load factor of four times that of the Seasonal class. Thi.sI 

again shows the insensitivity of the method to the load conditions. It is expecte 

that this method should give a better result because it is supposed to take the loa 

factor into account. Unfortunately, it only takes the system load factor into accound 

rather than the class load factors. The allocations are therefore only sensitive tol 

the system load factor but not to the class load factors. 
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2. 

3. 

The Residential and Commercial classes both have the same peak but the load factor of 

the Commercial class is approximately 20 percent higher than that of the Residential. The 

Residential peak also occurs somewhere other than at the time of the system peak. It 

is therefore expected that the allocation for the Residential class should be lower than that 

of the Commercial class. 

i. The Average Demand, PONM and the LOBE methods yield a higher allocation 

factor, approximately 20 percent, for the Commercial class which is within 

expectations. 

ii. Both the Coincident Peak and the Average and Excess Demand methods yield a 

slightly highly allocation factor, a few percent, to the Commercial class. This 

difference seems to be too small. 

The Non-Coincident Peak method yields the same allocation factors for both 

classes which is obviously unacceptable. 

The peak of the Large Industrial is twice that of the Small Industrial. The peak of the 

Large Industrial also occurs at the system peak while that of the Small Industrial occurs 

earlier. Although the load factor of the Small Industrial class is somewhat higher than the 

Large Industrial's, this cannot offset the impact of the large peak contribution of the Large 

Industrial class to the system peak. It is, therefore, expected that the Large Industrial 

should be responsible for a higher cost allocation. 

It turns out that all methods allocate to the Large Industrial a portion which ix 

approximately twice that of the Small Industrial. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

The Bulk Power has a peak equal to twice that of the Rural class and both classes have 

approximately the same load factor. It is therefore expected that the Bulk Power class 

should be allocated higher responsibility than the Rural class. 

It turns out that all methods allocate twice as much to the Bulk Power class as 

to the Rural class. 

The Seasonal class has approximately the same peak as that of the Residential and 

Commercial classes and a load factor of approximately three to four times less that these 

two classes. The Seasonal load also does not contribute to the system peak load an 

therefore it is expected that the allocations to the Residential and Commercial classeS 

should be higher than the Seasonal allocation. 

i. The Average Demand, PONM and the LOEE methods allocate a higher 

responsibility to the Residential and Commercial classes. The Seasonal allocatio 

is approximately 3 to 3.5 times less. 

Both the Non-Coincident Peak and the Average and Excess Demand Method 

allocate approximately equal allocation factors to all three classes. 

The Coincident Peak method does not allocate any responsibility to the Season! 

class because it has no contribution to the system peak and therefore it enjoys a 

free ride. 

The Seasonal peak is approximately three times that of the Rural peak. The load factor 

of the Rural class is, however, three and half times that of the Seasonal class. The Rural 

peak occurs at the system peak period while the Seasonal peak occurs sometime in the 
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summer. It is therefore expected that the allocation to the Rural class should be somewhat 

higher than that of the Seasonal class even though the latter has a higher peak. 

1. Both PONM and LOEE allocate a responsibility of approximately 13 times higher 

to the Rural class while the Average Demand allocates only 1.25 times higher. 

U. Both Non-Coincident Peak and the Average and Excess Demand methods allocat 

a higher responsibility to the Seasonal class rather than to the Rural class. 

is expected because both methods rely quite heavily on the peak loads of th 

classes for calculation. The peak load for the Seasonal class in this case is thre 

times higher than that of the Rural class. They therefore allocate approximately 

three times higher responsibility to the Seasonal class than to the Rural class even 

though the Seasonal class does not contribute anything to the system peak load 

while the Rural class does. 

iii. The Coincident Peak method allocates zero responsibility to the Seasonal clash 

because it does not contribute anything to the system peak and it again enjoys 

free power. 

It can be seen from these observations that each method will yield a somewhat 

unacceptable allocation to some classes under a particular condition except for the PONM ancI 

LOEE methods. Although it is not obvious for the Average Demand method, it has been pointed 

out in the simple load model study that the Average Demand method is very insensitive to the load 

variation. Any classes which have the same average demand despite their peak contribution or load 

factor will be charged the same. The PONM and LOEE methods appear to be the best choice 

among all the methods considered. The methods are sensitive to a variety of factors and yield 

more acceptable allocation factors to different classes. 
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4.4.2. Sensitivity studies 

Both direct input of capacity outage probability tables and cumulant method are used to 

determine the capacity outage probability tables. Many studies were performed to study the impact 

of different parameters on the allocation indices. These studies are as follows. 

1. Base Case, Load Model # 1, Cumulant Method, 

2. Base Case, Load Model # 1, Double FOR, Cumulant Method, 

3. Base Case, Load Model # 1, Input COPT Table, 

4. Base Case, Load Model # 1, Double FOR, Input COPT Table, 

5. Base Case, Load Model # 2, Cumulant Method, 

6. Base Case, Load Model # 2, Double FOR, Cumulant Method, 

7. Base Case, Load Model # 2, Input COPT Table, and 

8. Base Case, Load Model # 2, Double FOR, Input Cumulant Method. 

As in the case of the RBTS studies, rather than discussing the individual results from th 

studies, comparative studies were performed to demonstrate the effects of different factors on the 

cost of allocation indices. 

4.4.2.1. Impact of generator parameters on the allocation indices 

The effect of generator parameters, in this case the generating unit forced outage rates 

on the allocation indices is the same as that in the RBTS studies. The same explanation can be 

used to illustrate the changes for each class load due to the doubling of generator force outage 

rates. The results are shown in Tables 4.12 to 4.14 for both the direct input of the COPT ani: 

cumulant methods and for both load models. 
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Table 4.12: Impact of FOR on Allocation Indices (Cumulant Method, Load Model # 1). 

Base Case Double FOR 

PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Large Industrial 0.38014 0.38046 0.35652 0.38077 0.37352 0.37376 0.35497 0.37325 
Small Industrial 0.17757 0.17752 0.18958 0.17697 0.17960 0.17956 0.18986 0.17886 
Residential 0.12121 0.12123 0.12028 0.12059 0.11978 0.11984 0.11944 0.11943 
Commercial 0.13671 0.13669 0.14310 0.13622 0.13748 0.13747 0.14283 0.13708 
Bulk Power 0.09815 0.09817 0.10009 0.09800 0.09788 0.09790 0.09971 0.09774 
Rural 0.04969 0.04970 0.04913 0.04963 0.04941 0.04943 0.04900 0.04938 
Street Lights 0.00553 0.00553 0.00601 0.00551 0.00567 0.00567 0.00607 0.00564 
Seasonal 0.03099 0.03069 0.03528 0.03232 0.03665 0.03637 0.03813 0.03863 

9.3791 173.675 318.560 1159.84 81.6495 1537.35 2627.95 11862.9 
MW-Day MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Day MW-Hr 

Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Large Industrial -1.74 -1.76 -0.43 -1.97 
Small Industrial 1.14 1.15 0.15 1.07 
Residential -1.18 -1.15 -0.70 -0.96 
Commercial 0.56 0.57 -0.19 0.63 
Bulk Power -0.28 -0.28 -0.38 -0.27 
Rural -0.56 -0.54 -0.26 -0.50 
Street Lights 2.53 2.53 1.00 2.36 
Seasonal 18.26 18.51 8.08 19.52 

770.55 785.19 724.95 922.80 

m 
Da. 
Hr. 

:= Including generator maintenance, 
Ld. := Using daily load data, 
Ld. := Using hourly load curve. 
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Table 4.13: Impact of FOR on Allocation Indices (Cumulant Method, Load Model # 2). 

Base Case Double FOR 

PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Large Industrial 0.37347 0.37384 0.35336 0.37422 0.36660 0.36694 0.35151 0.36646 
Small Industrial 0.18462 0.18457 0.19758 0.18422 0.18647 0.18642 0.19746 0.18598 
Residential 0.12274 0.12274 0.12188 0.12203 0.12234 0.12235 0.12157 0.12188 
Commercial 0.14093 0.14090 0.14529 0.14040 0.14196 0.14192 0.14531 0.14154 
Bulk Power 0.09687 0.09690 0.09665 0.09672 0.09630 0.09633 0.09631 0.09616 
Rural 0.04895 0.04897 0.04779 0.04887 0.04859 0.04861 0.04766 0.04853 
Street Lights 0.00553 0.00553 0.00602 0.00551 0.00567 0.00567 0.00607 0.00564 
Seasonal 0.02688 0.02655 0.03144 0.02803 0.03206 0.03176 0.03412 0.03382 

9.37036 173.815 320.130 1153.08 81.6541 1541.08 2641.89 11855.1 
MW-Day MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Day MW-Hr 

PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Large Industrial -1.84 -1.85 -0.52 -2.07 
Small Industrial 1.00 1.00 -0.06 0.96 
Residential. -0.33 -0.32 -0.25 -0.12 
Commercial 0.73 0.72 0.01 0.81 
Bulk Power -0.59 -0.59 -0.35 -0.58 
Rural -0.74 -0.74 -0.27 -0.70 
Street Lights 2.53 2.53 0.83 2.36 
Seasonal 19.27 19.62 8.52 20.66 

771.41 786.62 725.26 928.13 
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Tale 4.14: Impact of FOR on Allocation Indices (Direct COPT Input, Load Models # 1 and 2). 

Loa Model # 1 Base Case Double FOR Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Cl ss Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

Sys em 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Lar e Industrial 0.38256 0.38287 0.38199 0.37316 0.37343 0.37333 -2.46 -2.47 -2.27 
Sma l Industrial 0.17755 0.17751 0.17713 0.17952 0.17947 0.17876 1.11 1.10 0.92 
Res dential 0.12161 0.12169 0.12119 0.11965 0.11971 0.11934 -1.61 -1.63 -1.53 
C• rcial 0.13668 0.13667 0.13627 0.13746 0.13744 0.13703 0.57 0.56 0.56 
But Power 0.09839 0.09842 0.09820 0.09782 0.09785 0.09770 -0.58 -0.58 -0.51 
Rur l 0.04979 0.04981 0.04969 0.04940 0.04942 0.04938 -0.78 -0.78 -0.62 
Str -t Lights 0.00552 0.00551 0.00550 0.00567 0.00567 0.00564 2.72 2.90 2.55 
Sea onal 0.02790 0.02752 0.03002 0.03731 0.03701 0.03883 33.73 34.48 29.35 

9.80942 181.392 1191.95 86.3281 1626.37 12578.7 780.05 796.60 955.31 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

Loa' Model # 2 Base Case Double FOR Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Cl ss Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

Sys em 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Lar e Industrial 0.37604 0.37644 0.37570 0.36616 0.36653 0.36651 -2.63 -2.63 -2.45 
Sma l Industrial 0.18461 0.18457 0.18436 0.18639 0.18633 0.18587 0.96 0.95 0.82 
Res dential 0.12280 0.12283 0.12226 0.12232 0.12233 0.12184 -0.39 -0.41 -0.34 
C• rcial 0.14066 0.14061 0.14024 0.14201 0.14197 0.14152 0.96 0.97 0.91 
Bul Power 0.09711 0.09715 0.09693 0.09624 0.09627 0.09614 -0.90 -0.91 -0.82 
Rur 0.04915 0.04907 0.04894 0.04858 0.04860 0.04853 -1.16 -0.96 -0.84 
Str et Lights 0.00552 0.00551 0.00550 0.00568 0.00567 0.00564 2.90 2.90 2.55 
Sea onal 0.02421 0.02381 0.02606 0.03263 0.03230 0.03396 34.78 35.66 30.31 

9.7889 181.51 1185.24 86.345 1630.43 12573.8 782.07 798.26 960.86 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 
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Both the cumulant method and the direct input of the COPT method show the same trend 

in changes. The differences in the changes are the effect of the approximation in the cumulant 

method. The COPT of the system is determined using the cumulants of the generators. The 

approximation of the COPT using the cumulant method for the IEEE-RTS is not particularly good 

at the low outage levels. This creates a greater discrepancy in the results. Further comparison 

of the two methods is discussed in later sections. 

The studies also include an examination of the effect of generating unit preventive 

maintenance. The required maintenance periods for each group of units and the maintenance 

schedule is given in the next section. 

4.4.2.2. Impact of generator maintenance on the allocation indices 

Maintenance of generators is generally performed during low demand periods. In this 

study, the maintenance was scheduled using a risk levelizing technique. This means that the 

contribution of the LOEE indices from the low demand period should be as significant as when 

the demand is high. This situation will cause the same kind of changes to the different load 

classes as in the case of the doubled FOR shown in Table 4.12. As an example, the Large 

Industrial allocation decreases while the Small Industrial allocation increases. However, it is 

interesting to note that further increase in the generator FOR does not increase the indices as 

much. This is due to the fact that the risk level (LOEE) has been levelled out, so shifting the 

probabilities downward will not create as much impact as when the risk level is not levelized. 

Tables 4.15 and 4.16 [28] show the maintenance periods and schedule for the IEEE-RTS generators. 
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Table 4.15: Maintenance Period for IEEE-RTS Generators. 

Group # Size (MW) Unit FOR Main. Period No. of Units 

1 400,00 0.1200 6 Weeks 2 
2 350.00 0.0800 5 Weeks 1 
3 197.00 0.0500 4 Weeks 3 
4 155.00 0.0400 4 Weeks 4 
5 100.00 0.0400 3 Weeks 3 
6 76.00 0.0200 3 Weeks 4 
7 50.00 0.0100 2 Weeks 6 
8 20.00 0.1000 2 Weeks 4 
9 12.00 0.0200 2 Weeks 5 

4.4.23. Impact of different methods of determining COPT on the allocation, 
indices 

As mentioned previously, the cumulant method does not produce an exact capacity outage 

probability table for the system particularly at the low outage end. Comparing the results of 

allocation obtained by the cumulant method and direct input of COPT (20 MW step), the 

difference in the system indices, as observed from the results shown in Tables 4.17, is less than 3% 

for the hourly load calculation, and approximately 5% for the daily load calculation. Although it 

is not an exact match, the difference is certainly acceptable. In the doubled FOR case, the 

dif - rence in the system indices is about 6% which is again acceptable. The results are shown in 

Table 4.18. The results will improve as the system size increases. 
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Table 4.16: Maintenance Schedule for IEEE-RTS Generators. 

Groups Week Week 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Beg End 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 5 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 7 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 9 9 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 10 10 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 12 13 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 15 15 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 16 17 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 20 20 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 21 22 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 25 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 26 26 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 27 27 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 28 28 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 29 29 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 30 30 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 31 32 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 33 33 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 34 34 
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 35 35 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 36 36 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 37 37 
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 38 39 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 40 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 41 42 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 43 43 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 52 
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Table 4.17: Impact of Methods of Determining CON' on the Allocation Indices (Base Case). 

Load Model # 1 Cumulant Method Input COPT Tables Percentage Differences 

Class Names 
PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 

Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 
Large Industrial 
Small Industrial 
Residential 
Commercial 
Bulk Power 
Rural 
Street Lights 
Seasonal 

1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.38014 0.38046 0.38077 0.38256 0.38287 0.38199 
0.17757 0.17752 0.17697 0.17755 0.17751 0.17713 
0.12121 0.12123 0.12059 0.12161 0.12169 0.12119 
0.13671 0.13669 0.13622 0.13668 0.13667 0.13627 
0.09815 0.09817 0.09800 0.09839 0.09842 0.09820 
0.04969 0.04970 0.04963 0.04979 0.04981 0.04969 
0.00553 0.00553 0.00551 0.00552 0.00551 0.00550 
0.03099 0.03069 0.03232 0.02790 0.02752 0.03002 

0.00 
0.64 
-0.01 
0.33 
-0.02 
0.24 
0.20 
-0.18 
-9.97 

0.00 
0.63 
-0.01 
0.38 
-0.01 
0.25 
0.22 
-0.36 
-10.33 

0.00 
0.32 
0.09 
0.50 
0.04 
0.20 
0.12 
-0.18 
-7.12 

9.3791 173.675 1159.84 9.80942 181.392 1191.95 4.59 4.44 2.77 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

Low Model # 2 Cumulant Method Input COPT Tables Percentage Differences 

Class Names 
PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 

Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 
Large Industrial 
Small Industrial 
Residential 
Commercial 
Bulk Power 
Rural 
Street Lights 
Seasonal 

1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.37347 0.37384 0.37422 0.37604 0.37644 0.37570 
0.18462 0.18457 0.18422 0.18461 0.18457 0.18436 
0.12274 0.12274 0.12203 0.12280 0.12283 0.12226 
0.14093 0.14090 0.14040 0.14066 0.14061 0.14024 
0.09687 0.09690 0.09672 0.09711 0.09715 0.09693 
0.04895 0.04897 0.04887 0.04915 0.04907 0.04894 
0.00553 0.00553 0.00551 0.00552 0.00551 0.00550 
0.02688 0.02655 0.02803 0.02421 0.02381 0.02606 

0.00 
0.69 
-0.01 
0.05 
-0.19 
0.25 
0.41 
-0.18 
-9.93 

0.00 
0.70 
0.00 
0.07 
-0.21 
0.26 
0.20 
-0.36 
10.32 

0.00 
0.40 
0.08 
0.19 
-0.11 
0.22 
0.14 
-0.18 
-7.03 

9.37036 173.815 1153.08 9.7889 181.51 1185.24 4.47 4.43 2.79 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 
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Table 4.18: Impact of Methods of Determining COPT on the Allocation Indices (Double FOR). 

Load Model # 1 Cumulant Method Input COPT Tables Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 
Large Industrial 
Small Industrial 
Residential 
Commercial 
Bulk Power 
Rural 
Street Lights 
Seasonal 

1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.37352 0.37376 0.37325 0.37316 0.37343 0.37333 
0.17960 0.17956 0.17886 0.17952 0.17947 0.17876 
0.11978 0.11984 0.11943 0.11965 0.11971 0.11934 
0.13748 0.13747 0.13708 0.13746 0.13744 0.13703 
0.09788 0.09790 0.09774 0.09782 0.09785 0.09770 
0.04941 0.04943 0.04938 0.04940 0.04942 0.04938 
0.00567 0.00567 0.00564 0.00567 0.00567 0.00564 
0.03665 0.03637 0.03863 0.03731 0.03701 0.03883 

0.00 
-0.10 
-0.04 
-0.11 
-0.01 
-0.06 
-0.02 
0.00 
1.80 

0.00 
-0.09 
-0.05 
-0.11 
-0.02 
-0.05 
-0.02 
0.00 
1.76 

0.00 
0.02 
-0.06 
-0.08 
-0.04 
-0.04 
0.00 
0.00 
0.52 

81.6495 1537.35 11862.9 86.3281 1626.37 12578.7 5.73 5.79 6.03 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

Load Model # 2 Cumulant Method Input COPT Tables Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 
Large Industrial 
Small Industrial 
Residential 
Commercial 
Bulk Power 
Rural 
Street Lights 
Seasonal 

1.00000 1.00000 1.00000'1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.36660 0.36694 0.36646 0.36616 0.36653 0.36651 
0.18647 0.18642 0.18598 0.18639 0.18633 0.18587 
0.12234 0.12235 0.12188 0.12232 0.12233 0.12184 
0.14196 0.14192 0.14154 0.14201 0.14197 0.14152 
0.09630 0.09633 0.09616 0.09624 0.09627 0.09614 
0.04859 0.04861 0.04853 0.04858 0.04860 0.04853 
0.00567 0.00567 0.00564 0.00568 0.00567 0.00564 
0.03206 0.03176 0.03382 0.03263 0.03230 0.03396 

0.00 
-0.12 
-0.04 
-0.02 
0.04 
-0.06 
-0.02 
0.18 
1.78 

0.00 
-0.11 
-0.05 
-0.02 
0.04 
-0.06 
-0.02 
0.00 
1.70 

0.00 
0.01 
-0.06 
-0.03 
-0.01 
-0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
0.41 

81.6541 1541.08 11855.1 86.345 1630.43 12573.8 5.74 5.80 6.06 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

4.4.2.4. Impact of different class load distributions on the allocation indices 

A comparison of the results obtained by using the two load models for the base case are 

shown in Tables 4.19 and 4.20 using the direct input of the COPT and the cumulant method.I 

The results are similar to those obtained for the RBTS and therefore are not discussed further. 
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Tale 4.19: Impact of Load Class Distribution on the Allocation Indices (Direct Input of COPT). 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE 
CI ss Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

Sys em 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ler•e Industrial 0.37604 0.37644 0.37570 0.38256 0.38287 0.38199 1.73 1.71 1.67 
Sma l Industrial 0.18461 0.18457 0.18436 0.17755 0.17751 0.17713 -3.82 -3.83 -3.92 
Res dentist 0.12280 0.12283 0.12226 0.12161 0.12169 0.12119 -0.97 -0.93 -0.88 
C• rcial 0.14066 0.14061 0.14024 0.13668 0.13667 0.13627 -2.83 -2.80 -2.83 
Bul Power 0.09711 0.09715 0.09693 0.09839 0.09842 0.09820 1.32 1.31 1.31 
Rur 0.04915 0.04907 0.04894 0.04979 0.04981 0.04969 1.30 1.51 1.53 
Str et Lights 0.00552 0.00551 0.00550 0.00552 0.00551 0.00550 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Sea•onal 0.02421 0.02381 0.02606 0.02790 0.02752 0.03002 15.24 15.58 15.20 

9.7889 181.51 1185.24 9.80942 181.392 1191.95 0.21 -0.06 0.57 
MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Hr 

4.4 .5. Effect of the load model on the indices obtained by conventional methods 

Table 4.21 shows a comparison of the load statistics for the two load models. A 

parison of the allocation indices obtained using both load models is shown in Table 4.22. 

Alt ough the cost allocations by conventional methods do respond to changes in class load 

dis lution, the response sometimes is not acceptable and is unrealistic. This was discussed in the 

stu• y on the RBTS using the simple load model. 
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Table 4.20: Impact of Load Class Distribution on the Allocation Indices (Cumulant Method). 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 

PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE 
Class Names Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

System 
Large Industrial 
Small Industrial 
Residential 
Commercial 
Bulk Power 
Rural 
Street Lights 
Seasonal 

1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
0.37347 0.37384 0.35336 0.37422 0.38014 0.38046 0.35652 0.38077 
0.18462 0.18457 0.19758 0.18422 0.17757 0.17752 0.18958 0.17697 
0.12274 0.12274 0.12188 0.12203 0.12121 0.12123 0.12028 0.12059 
0.14093 0.14090 0.14529 0.14040 0.13671 0.13669 0.14310 0.13622 
0.09687 0.09690 0.09665 0.09672 0.09815 0.09817 0.10009 0.09800 
0.04895 0.04897 0.04779 0.04887 0.04969 0.04970 0.04913 0.04963 
0.00553 0.00553 0.00602 0.00551 0.00553 0.00553 0.00601 0.00551 
0.02688 0.02655 0.03144 0.02803 0.03099 0.03069 0.03528 0.03232 

9.37036 173.815 320.130 1153.08 9.3791 173.675 318.560 1159.84 
MW-Day MW-Day MW-Hr MW-Day MW-Day MW-Hr 

Class Names 

System 
Large Industrial 
Small Industrial 
Residential 
Commercial 
Bulk Power 
Rural 
Street Lights 
Seasonal 

Percentage Differences 

PONM LOEE LOEE(m) LOEE 
Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Da. Ld. Hr. Ld. 

0.00 
1.79 
-3.82 
-1.25 
-2.99 
1.32 
1.51 
0.00 
15.29 

0.00 
1.77 
-3.82 
-1.23 
-2.99 
1.31 
1.49 
0.00 
15.59 

0.00 
0.89 
-4.05 
-1.31 
-1.51 
3.56 
2.80 
-0.17 
12.21 

0.00 
1.75 

-3.94 
-1.18 
-2.98 
1.32 
1.56 
0.00 
15.31 

0.09 -0.08 -0.49 0.59 



Table 4.21: Comparison of Load Statistics for Both Load Models. 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 

Class Peak Per Pk Sys Ave. L.F. Peak Per Pk Sys Ave. L.F. 

System 1.0000 352 1.0000 0.6145 0.6145 1.0000 352 1.0000 0.6156 0.6156 
L. nd. 0.4000 352 0.4000 0.2210 0.5526 0.4000 352 0.4000 0.2195 0.5489 
S. nd. 0.1800 296 0.1764 0.1231 0.6840 0.2000 296 0.1830 0.1218 0.6089 
Res'd. 0.1400 30 0.1334 0.0703 0.5022 0.1500 30 0.1255 0.0730 0.4864 
Com. 0.1400 9 0.1355 0.0845 0.6039 0.1500 9 0.1365 0.0885 0.5901 
Bulk 0.1000 352 0.1000 0.0585 0.5852 0.1000 352 0.1000 0.0578 0.5782 
Rural 0.0500 352 0.0500 0.0284 0.5673 0.0500 352 0.0500 0.0285 0.5691 
Lights 0.0050 1 0.0050 0.0042 0.8301 0.0050 1 0.0050 0.0042 0.8301 
Seasonal 0.1590 156 0.0000 0.0244 0.1533 0.1300 156 0.0000 0.0224 0.1721 

Percentage Differences 

Class Names Peak Pk Sys Ave. L.F. 

System 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.179 
Large Industrial 0.000 0.000 -0.679 -0.670 
Small Industrial 11.111 3.741 -1.056 -10.980 
Residential 7.143 -5.922 3.841 -3.146 
Commercial 7.143 0.738 4.734 -2.285 
Bulk Power 0.000 0.000 -1.197 -1.196 
Rural 0.000 0.000 0.352 0.317 
Street Lights 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Seasonal -18.239 0.000 -8.197 12.264 



Table 4.22: Comparison of Conventional Allocation Indices for Both Models. 

Load Model # 1 Load Model # 2 

Class Names Ave Dem CP NCP AED Ave Dem CP NCP AED 

System 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 
Large Industrial 0.35663 0.40000 0.33755 0.34137 0.35976 0.39988 0.34072 0.34435 
Sma,l Industrial 0.19783 0.18300 0.16878 0.17459 0.20037 0.17635 0.15332 0.16231 
Residential 0.11851 0.12550 0.12658 0.12497 0.11443 0.13336 0.11925 0.11833 
Commercial 0.14379 0.13650 0.12658 0.13002 0.13760 0.13546 0.11925 0.12276 
Bulk Power 0.09392 0.10000 0.08439 0.08630 0.09524 0.09997 0.08518 0.08710 
Rural 0.04623 0.05000 0.04219 0.04300 0.04617 0.04999 0.04259 0.04327 
Street Lights 0.00674 0.00500 0.00422 0.00472 0.00675 0.00500 0.00426 0.00474 
Seasonal 0.03634 0.00000 0.10970 0.09503 0.03967 0.00000 0.13543 0.11714 

Percentage Differences 

Class Names Ave Dem CP NCP AED 

System 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Large Industrial 0.88 -0.03 0.94 0.87 
Small Industrial 1.28 -3.63 -9.16 -7.03 
Residential -3.44 6.26 -5.79 -5.31 
Commercial -4.30 -0.76 -5.79 -5.58 
Bulk Power 1.41 -0.03 0.94 0.93 
Rural -0.13 -0.02 0.95 0.63 
Street Lights 0.15 0.00 0.95 0.42 
Seasonal 9.16 0.00 23.45 23.27 

4.5. Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrates the application of both conventional and probabilistic methods 

in capacity cost of service allocation at hierarchical level I (HLI). This level involves only 

generation and load and does not consider the transmission network. These studies consider the 

effects of different factors on the allocation indices using the conventional methods, the PONM 

method and the developed LOEE method. The probabilistic methods are sensitive to factors such 

as the class load variations, generator unit sizes, force outage rates etc. These techniques 

therefore, provide rational and logical approaches to a justifiable cost of service allocation. 
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The general comparison of the methods clearly indicates that the probability techniques are 

superior in the allocation of capacity costs. As noted previously, limitations of the PONM method 

and the increased interest in an energy based method in system planning and operation make the 

LOEE method more preferable. The PONM can be used only in HLI evaluation because it 

considers only the generation and load of the system. An energy based method such as LOEE 

can be extended for use in HLII studies which consider both generation and transmission. Th 

use of the LOEE technique in capacity cost allocation therefore provide a consistent method whic 

can be used in both HLI and HLII evaluations. 
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5. HIERARCHICAL LEVEL II (HLII) EVALUATION 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter presents the method, assumptions and the results of the cost of servi 

allocation studies at hierarchical level II (HLII) for both the RBTS [16] and the IEEE-RTS [11] 

Reliability assessment of an overall electric power system, as noted in Chapter 1, can 

divided into sub-tasks which utilize the various functional segments of the system. The mos 

sui table functional zones are those associated with generation, transmission and distribution. On 

or more of these zones can be combined to form hierarchical levels. The generation facilitieS 

considered as an entity form hierarchical level I (HLI) and together with the transmission facilities 

form hierarchical level II (HLII). Hierarchical level III is composed of all the three functional 

zones. HLI reliability studies relate to the ability of the total generation system to meet the load 

demand. The generation facilities are treated as being concentrated at a single location and thc 

load at one load point. The transmission facilities are considered to be perfect and are not taken 

into account. HLII reliability studies relate to the ability of the composite generation and 

transmission facilities to satisfy the load demand at all the major load buses in the system. The 

location of the generation facilities, the system configuration and the location of the loads are al 

considered. HLIII studies deal with the system as a whole and relate to the ability of the systeM 

to satisfy the actual customer requirements. Hierarchical level I studies have been presented 

Chapter 4. This chapter is concerned with hierarchical level II studies. 

Figure 5.1 shows the suggested block diagram for capacity cost allocation at HLII 

Composite generation and transmission system evaluation requires extensive input data concerning 

the system configuration, load model, generation model and transmission model. These dat . 
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req ements are shown in Figure 5.1 as boxes 1.1 to 1.4 respectively. HLII evaluation requires 

mo e detailed knowledge of the load model, generation model and transmission model than that 

req ed for HLI studies. In the case of the load model, the daily load or hourly load of the 

cus omer classes are required for HLI studies and the class loads are assumed to be concentrated 

at ne load point. The same class load information, together with the actual location of class load 

at ach load point, are required for HLII studies. In the case of the generation model, HLI 

ev uation requires only the capacity outage probability table which basically assumes that all 

ge rating units are located at one generating point while HLII requires detailed knowledge of 

wh re these generating units are located, their respective sizes and forced outage rates. HLI does 

not consider the transmission topology, but HLII requires a detailed knowledge of the transmission 

ne ork. 

System adequacy evaluation at HLII is still in the development phase and there is 

co 'clerable research going on and remaining to be done in this area. As noted in Chapter 1, 

the e is currently no consensus amongst utilities, research organizations, and universities [91 as to 

ei er the application of a standard solution technique for adequacy studies or the calculation old 

andard set of adequacy indices. All techniques, however, attempt to produce indices which 

be used in general system planning and/or evaluation and can be compared with the system 

g and operating criteria. In the process of system development, if the criterion is not 

sa fied, the system expansion scheme and/or the system operating scheme or both have to be 

mo ied and adequacy evaluation performed again until the criterion is satisfied. 

A new scheme requires new investment, which includes both fixed and variable costs, tO 

be made in the planning period and hence drives the cost behaviour of the system. 
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Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of HLII Capacity Cost Allocation Procedures. 
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As noted in Chapter 1, the criterion and planning method used and the different variable 

considered in the method drive the development of the system which further drives the cost of the 

future investment of this system. It is therefore highly desirable, in the case of cost of service 

allocation, to use a similar method and criterion and to include the same variables which ar 

considered in the system adequacy evaluation. 

In the cost of service allocation process, the system adequacy evaluation conducted in bo 

2.2 of Figure 5.1 is performed using the modified system configuration developed from the syste 

adequacy evaluation shown in box 2.1. The selected index in this research for the cost of servic 

allocation is the expected energy not supplied (EENS) or the loss of energy expectation (LOEE) 

This index is obtained from the digital computer program used in this research. This program ha$ 

been developed by the Reliability Research Group at the University of Saskatchewan and iS 

designated as the COMposite RELiability (COMREL) program. 

5.2. Calculation Procedures 

The HLI cost of service allocation technique using the loss of energy expectation has bee 

modified and extended to HLII. The process of cost of service allocation at HLII can be divided 

into three basic steps, namely, 

1. preparing system and class loads and generation information, 

2. calculating the loss of energy expectation (LOEE) or expected energy not supplied 
(EENS), and 

3. allocating HLII or Composite Cost of Service to different customer classes. 
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5.2.1. Preparation of load and generation data 

This step prepares the system load and class load information to be used by the COMREL 

program for the expected energy not supplied calculation. Some features of this program ar 

described in the next section. The following data are required for this operation: 

1. System load duration curve, 
2. The probabilities of occurrence of each load level, 
3. The class load contributions at each load level, 
4. Number of load points and their bus numbers, and 
5. System peak load. 

Since the original load duration curve is a sixty-seven step load curve, it is necessary to 

refine this load model in order to reduce computation time. The reduced load duration curve haS 

9 load steps. The number of load steps is not chosen arbitrarily but by manually examining the 

characteristics of the original load duration curve. 

The procedure for determining this reduced load model is described in detail in Chapter 

2. Upon examining the original load curve, it was observed that the curve has many linear 

segments and several breakpoints can be determined. The segments between each pair of 

successive breakpoints are almost linear. The total load at each load bus was also examined anti 

it was found that linear segments also exist and most of the breakpoints present in each bus load 

curve coincide with each other. It was also found that the following nine breakpoints give good 

coverage of all the breakpoints present in the original system load and bus load curves. The load 

levels at which these breakpoints occur are levels 1, 10, 15, 27, 34, 45, 54, 61 and 67 which 

correspond to 1.00, 0.91, 0.86, 0.74, 0.67, 0.56, 0.47, 0.40 and 0.34 p.u. of the system peak loa0. 

The individual probability of occurrence of each reduced load step and the class load contributioi 

at each load step were also determined at this point. The next step involves the calculation of the 

total load at each load bus for each load level. This is done by summing all the class load 
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connected to a particular load point. The class load distribution must be known in order to 

calculate these bus loads. This information, which was prepared in Chapter 2, is read in by the 

computer program. 

The scheduled power generation for each load level must be determined accordingly. The 

total load is first calculated by summing all the bus loads and is compared to the system load to 

make sure that they are equal. A fixed percentage of reserve is then added to the total load to 

determine the required system generation. This reserve is necessary to cover the system 

transmission losses. This percentage reserve is arbitrary and is usually the same as that used in 

basic load flow studies. The generation is then allocated to each generation plant in the system. 

The total load at each bus and the scheduled power generation for each generation plant 

at each load level are then used as inputs in the second step to calculate the expected energy not 

supplied. 

5.2.2. Loss of energy expectation (LOEE) or expected energy not supplied 
(EENS) calculation 

The bus loads and scheduled power generation for each generation plant are used td 

determine the expected energy not supplied (EENS) at each load level. The results are the 

expected energy not supplied (EENS) for each load bus and for each load level. This information 

is used by another computer program to calculate the composite cost of service allocation. 

The digital computer program used in this stage is the COMREL program which has been 

developed at the University of Saskatchewan. This program was developed for the purpose 

conducting adequacy assessment studies of medium size systems. The program considerS 

simultaneous independent outages of generating units (up to 4th level) and 
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transformers/transmission lines (up to 2nd level). The program can also consider common-mode 

or common-cause outages of transmission lines/transformers separately and/or in combination with 

other first level independent outages of transmission lines. The program can also consider terminal 

station initiated outages. This program calculates adequacy indices for both the system and for the 

individual load points. The program is equipped with both a fast solution technique using a simple 

linear network flow model or transportation network model of an electric power system and a 

detailed solution approach using a fast decoupled a.c. load flow method. The fast decoupled a.c. 

loan flow method was used in the studies described in this thesis. The fast decoupled a.c. load 

flow method used in COMREL is based on the algorithm developed by Stott & Alsac [291. The 

success/failure criteria to assess the adequacy of a power system includes both the continuity and 

the quality of power supply at a load point when the a.c. load flow method is used. Reference 

10 presents the basic concept of composite system reliability evaluation, Reference 30 provides a 

list of references for the different techniques used in the program. 

This computer program was used in the studies described in this thesis and should be 

replaced by the specific computer program used by an individual utility in its own system planning 

or reliability studies. The program should be capable of providing an energy index such as the 

expected energy not supplied (EENS) or the loss of energy expectation (LOEE). 

5.2.3. HLII or composite cost of service allocation 

The final stage of the process is to allocate the cost of service to different classes using 

the expected energy not supplied (EENS) information obtained from the COMREL program. The 

calculated expected energy not supplied (EENS) for each bus at each load level are read in by the 

cost allocation computer program and stored for further processing. 
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The expected energy not supplied (EENS) obtained from the COMREL program is the 

annualized expected energy not supplied. This energy not supplied is calculated on the basis that 

the particular load level exists for the whole year or period of study. Each load step actually 

includes all the loads that may occur between this load value and the next higher load value. The 

reduced load model is shown in Table 5.1. Load level 3 which is 0.86 p.u. of the system peak, 

for example, actually includes all the load ranging from 0.86 p.u. to 0.91 p.u. (not including 0.91 

p.u, which belongs to load level 2). If the expected energy not supplied at load level 3 (0.86 p.u. 

of system peak) is used to calculate the cost allocation, the results will be too optimistic because 

this approach does not considered the loads above 0.86 p.u. and below 0.91 p.u.. If the expected 

energy not supplied is calculated at the next load level (i.e. load level 2) and related to load level) 

3, the results will be too pessimistic. A compromise can be made by using the average of the two 

expected energy not supplied values. The next step is to calculate the average annualized expected 

energy not served for each bus and for each load level by calculating the average of the EENS foil 

the present load level and the next higher load level. 

Table 5.1: The Reduced 9-Step Load Model. 

Level Load Ind. Prob. L.I. S.I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

1 1.0000 0.00000000 0.4002 0.1829 0.1256 0.1363 0.1000 0.0500 0.0050 0.0000 
2 0.9100 0.00973000 0.4004 0.1828 0.1251 0.1367 0.0998 0.0500 0.0052 0.0000 
3 0.8600 0.03033400 0.3762 0.1831 0.1202 0.1401 0.0963 0.0489 0.0055 0.0297 
4 0.7400 0.18337900 0.3405 0.1894 0.1225 0.1450 0.0942 0.0475 0.0060 0.0550 
5 0.6700 0.13038000 0.3430 0.2096 0.1192 0.1468 0.0965 0.0468 0.0066 0.0314 
6 0.5600 0.24805400 0.3639 0.1983 0.1180 0.1435 0.0936 0.0459 0.0070 0.0298 
7 0.4700 0.22184100 0.3656 0.1952 0.1178 0.1424 0.0927 0.0457 0.0070 0.0336 
8 0.4000 0.14182700 0.3579 0.2046 0.1142 0.1430 0.0927 0.0447 0.0073 0.0357 
9 0.3400 0.03445500 0.3922 0.2041 0.1082 0.1402 0.0896 0.0420 0.0088 0.0148 
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Since each load level has a certain probability of occurrence, the average annualized 

expected energy not supplied is multiplied by the probability of occurrence in order to obtain the 

average expected energy not supplied for each bus and for each load level. The average expected 

energy not supplied at each bus for each load level is then allocated to the classes connected to 

this load bus according to their contributions at this load point. 

The expected energy not supplied allocated to each class at each load level is then summed 

to form the total expected energy not supplied for each class. These values are then normalized 

by dividing their respective expected energy not supplied by the total system expected energy not 

supplied to form the cost of service allocation factors for each class. 

HLII Method Applied to the RBTS 

The procedure steps described in the previous section was applied to the RBTS. Table 

5.2 shows the distribution of the RBTS class loads. The Large Industrial loads are located at bus 

3 only, while both the Rural and Seasonal loads are located only at bus 6. Bulk Power loads are 

present only in buses 2, 3 and 4 and other classes are present in every load point except that there 

is no Small Industrial load at bus 5. This class load locations are shown in Figure 2.27. 

Table 5.2: Class Load Distributions for the RBTS. 

Num. Bus # L.I. S.I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

1 2 0.0000 0.1000 0.1570 0.2168 0.4000 0.0000 0.1100 0.0000 
2 3 1.0000 0.0577 0.1000 0.1000 0.2000 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 
3 4 0.0000 0.6500 0.1755 0.2498 0.4000 0.0000 0.2500 0.0000 
4 5 0.0000 0.0000 0.5305 0.3000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1200 0.0000 
5 6 0.0000 0.1923 0.0370 0.1334 0.0000 1.0000 0.0200 1.0000 
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5.3.1. Generation facilities only 

Although the technique described previously is designed for composite generation and 

transmission facilities, it can be applied to systems containing only generation facilities. This is 

done by assuming that the transmission facilities are completely reliable and do not contribute any 

outage to the system. This analysis is not the same as a conventional HLI assessment, as the 

location of the generation facilities and the transmission capabilities are included in the composite 

approach. • 

5.3 1.1. Comparison of indices obtained by HLII evaluation and HLI 
deterministic methods 

The base case result for the HLII evaluation for the RBTS and those obtained by using 

the HLI deterministic methods are shown in Table 5.3. It is obvious from this table that the 

allocations from the composite HLII studies are quite different from those obtained by using the 

conventional deterministic methods. It must be emphasized again that the indices obtained by the 

deterministic methods do not change as the system configuration changes. This was shown in the 

HLI studies. The allocations for both the RBTS and the IEEE-RTS are exactly the same as long 

as the system load and class load patterns remain the same even when both systems are 

significantly different from each other. 
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Table 53: Allocation Factors for the RBTS Using HLI Deterministic and HLII Methods. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

Ave Dem 0.35663 0.19783 0.11851 0.14379 0.09392 0.04623 0.00674 0.03634 
CP 0.40000 0.18300 0.12550 0.13650 0.10000 0.05000 0.00500 0.00000 
NCP 0.33755 0.16878 0.12658 0.12658 0.08439 0.04219 0.00422 0.10970 
AED 0.34137 0.17459 0.12497 0.13002 0.08630 0.04300 0.00472 0.09503 
TFOR=0 GFOR=8ase 0.60662 0.14603 0.05694 0.08269 0.10116 0.00000 0.00655 0.00000 

TFOR : FOR for the transmission components, 
GFOR : FOR for the generation components. 

It can be observed from Table 53 that both Rural and Seasonal loads are allocated zero 

responsibility. The reason for this is because in the case of the RBTS, some load buses are mainly 

sensitive to generation deficiencies and some are sensitive to transmission deficiencies. In this 

case, bus 6 on which these two loads are located is only sensitive to transmission facility 

deficiencies. The deterministic methods, however, cannot distinguish this fact at all and therefore 

assign some costs to the Rural and Seasonal loads. The load buses for a large power system are 

usually sensitive to both deficiencies but the generation and transmission have different degrees of 

impact on the system. This effect is discussed in a later section. 

5.3.1.2. Comparison of indices obtained by HLII evaluation and HLI probabilistic 
methods 

The base case results of the HLII study are compared to those obtained from the HLI 

studies using the probability of negative margin and the loss of energy expectation methods in Table 

5.4. 
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Ta le 5.4: Allocation Factors for the RBTS Using HLII and HLI Probabilistic Methods. 

itions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

HLI PONM Da. Ld. 0.37323 0.18538 0.12223 0.14113 0.09675 0.04887 0.00560 0.02682 
HLI LOEE Hr. Ld. 0.37282 0.18536 0.12226 0.14078 0.09676 0.04881 0.00557 0.02764 
TF• =0 GFOR=Base 0.60662 0.14603 0.05694 0.08269 0.10116 0.00000 0.00655 0.00000 
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There is again a significant difference between the indices obtained using the HLI 

abilistic methods and those obtained using the HLII composite method. The major differen 

in the fact that the HLI methods do not consider the class load locations and the location o 

generation facilities. It can also be seen that some buses are sensitive to changes in generatioi 

ties, some, to transmission facilities and some to both. Bus 6 is totally insensitive to thd 

ges in the generation facilities because both the Rural and Seasonal loads which reside only 

us 6 have zero allocations. The HLI methods, however, cannot distinguish this fact and 

efore assign some costs to the Rural and Seasonal loads. 

5. .1.3. Impact of generation parameters on the allocation indices 

The effects of the generation outages on the allocation indices are shown in Table 5.5 bY 

do bling the generating unit forced outage rates from their base case values. 

Ta le 5.5: Impact of Generating Unit Forced Outage Rates on the Allocation Indices. 

0 itions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

TFO =0 GFOR=8ase 0.60662 0.14603 0.05694 0.08269 0.10116 0.00000 0.00655 0.00000 
TFO =0 GFOR=2X 0.57846 0.16107 0.05962 0.08801 0.10618 0.00000 0.00665 0.00000 
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The results clearly indicate a change in the allocations as a result of doubling the 

ge erating unit forced outage rates. Bus 6 is insensitive to the generation facilities and therefore 

th change in generation parameters do not change the allocation for both the Rural and Season 

loa which reside only at this bus. 

5 .2. Transmission facilities only 

The HLII techniques are sometimes used to study the system effects of the transmission 

fa es. This is achieved by assuming that the generation facilities are completely reliable and d 

no contribute any outage to the system. The results from this study can be used to compare wi 

the results obtained by the conventional deterministic methods. 

5. .2.1. Comparison of indices obtained by HLII evaluation and 
deterministic methods 

The deterministic methods used for the allocation of cost for the transmission facilities ar 

b. ically the same as those used for the generation facilities. As noted in Chapter 1, transmission 

co is are usually considered as being entirely capacity related. Coincident peak, non-coincident 

pe average and excess demand methods are the most commonly used techniques for the 

de ermination of cost allocation for the transmission facilities. A summary of Canadian electri 

ty cost of service allocation methods [17] for the transmission facilities is shown in Table 5.6. 

The use of these methods is based on the premise that most transmission facilities ar 

de igned to carry system peak loads. As a result, indices obtained from these methods are not 

se itive to the change in transmission parameters such as the transmission line forced outage rates 

vo age violations, and line overloads etc.. 
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Table 5.6: Canadian Utility Cost of Service Allocation Methods for Transmission Facilities. 

Methodology Utilities 

Coincident Peak Alberta Power 
Manitoba Hydro 
West Kootenay 
Hydro Quebec 
Saskatchewan Power 

Non-Coincident Peak Trans-Alta Utilities 
Newfoundland Light & Power 
Maritime Electric 
Ontario Hydro 
Hydro Quebec 

Average & Excess Nova Scotia 

Table 5.7 shows the indices obtained by the deterministic methods used by Canadian 

utilities and those obtained by the composite HUT method. 

Table 5.7: Allocation Indices Obtained by HUT Evaluation and HLI Deterministic Methods. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Can. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

CP 0.40000 0.18300 0.12550 0.13650 0.10000 0.05000 0.00500 0.00000 
NCP 0.33755 0.16878 0.12658 0.12658 0.08439 0.04219 0.00422 0.10970 
AED 0.34137 0.17459 0.12497 0.13002 0.08630 0.04300 0.00472 0.09503 
GFOR=0 TFOR=Base 0.00089 0.26315 0.03096 0.13323 0.00006 0.32086 0.00094 0.24991 

As noted earlier, bus 6 is basically only sensitive to the transmission parameters. This 

phenomenon can be confirmed by noting the allocation to the Rural and Seasonal classes in Table 

5.7. The allocations to these two classes are zero when only the generation parameters are 

considered, while the allocations are relatively high when only transmission parameters are 

considered. It can also be concluded that bus 3 is mainly generation sensitive. The Large 
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Industrial customers reside only at bus 3 and in this case the allocation is very small. This 

confirms the idea that some buses are sensitive only to generation parameters and some, to 

transmission parameters. This fact is not reflected in the results obtained by the conventional 

methods. 

HLI analysis is predicated on the evaluation of a system with generation and load 

concentrated at a single point. There is no transmission facility included in this analysis and 

therefore no comparison of indices obtained by HLI and HLII evaluation for the transmission 

facilities can be made. 

5.3.2.2. Impact of transmission parameters on the allocation indices 

In order to illustrate the effects of transmission element reliabilities, the transmission line 

forced outage rates were doubled and the new cost allocations obtained. These results are shown 

in Table 5.8 together with the base case result. 

Table 5.8: Impact of Transmission Forced Outage Rates on the Cost Allocation Indices. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

GFOR=O TFOR=Base 0.00089 0.26315 0.03096 0.13323 0.00006 0.32086 0.00094 0.24991 
GFOR=0 TFOR=2X 0.00176 0.26272 0.03140 0.13335 0.00012 0.32026 0.00095 0.24944 

This study presents some very interesting results. Doubling the transmission forced outage 

rates changes the allocations to the transmission sensitive buses. The allocations to these buses, 

however, decreases rather than increases. Buses which are sensitive to generation parameters, 

however, see an increase in cost allocation and have the biggest percentage changes. 
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These unusual changes occur because the generation sensitive buses are not completely 

ins nsitive to transmission facilities as can be seen in Table 5.6. Although the allocation due t 

tr ission outages to these buses are small, it is not zero as is in the case of the Rural an 

Se onal loads when only generating facilities are considered. Doubling the transmission force 

ou ge rates increases the contributions of EENS at these buses to the system. On the other hand 

the EENS at the transmission sensitive buses do not increase as fast and therefore, instead o 

in» easing in allocation, the allocations actually decrease. These changes are not reflected in the 

co s ventional methods. 

5 3. Composite facilities 

The results of the base case analysis which includes both the generation and transmission 

ties are shown in Table 5.9. 

Ta le 5.9: Base Case Results for the Composite HLII Cost of Service Allocation. 

itions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

TFO =0 GF0R=Base 0.60662 0.14603 0.05694 0.08269 0.10116 0.00000 0.00655 0.00000 
TFO =Base GFOR=0 0.00089 0.26315 0.03096 0.13323 0.00006 0.32086 0.00094 0.24991 
TFO =Base GFOR=Base 0.07804 0.24823 0.03425 0.12678 0.01290 0.28004 0.00165 0.21811 

The influence of the transmission and generation facilities on the system are not 

in►ependent of each other. The composite cost allocations for each class are not equal to the 

of their respective transmission cost allocations and generation cost allocations. The impact4 

of ransmission and generation facilities on the system are intertwined and should not be considered 

alo ► e unless only one of these facilities is of concern. As noted previously, some buses are 

se itive to transmission parameters such as the transmission forced outage rates, some are sensitive 
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to the generation parameters and some, to both. It is therefore necessary to consider both facilities 

at tae same time in order to consider the whole picture. 

The impacts of the generation and transmission facilities on the system are obviously not 

the same as can be seen from Table 5.9. This phenomenon is further illustrated in Table 5.10 

where it can be seen that both the transmission and generation facilities contribute differently to 

the composite system. 

This phenomenon cannot normally be demonstrated easily. However, in the case of the 

RBTS, the simple system configuration and its distribution of the loads makes this demonstration 

possible. The contributions from the generation facilities and transmission facilities for each class

are shown in Table 5.10. The contributions from these facilities for each bus rather than for each 

class should normally be calculated. Due to the placement of the load, e.g. Large Industrial load 

resides only in bus 3 and Rural and Seasonal loads reside only in bus 6, the contributions of each 

class closely reflect the contributions from each bus. The contributions calculated for each class 

are approximately constant for a particular system condition. 

The results show that for each system condition, the contribution from the generation and 

transmission facilities are different. The composite indices can be calculated from the indices 

obtained by considering the transmission facilities alone and the generation facilities alone given that 

these contribution factors are known. 

Figure 5.10 shows that as the system condition changes, the contribution factors also 

change. These contribution factors therefore are usually unknown. It is easier and faster to 

simply perform the composite HLII studies in which the results automatically contain the impacts 

of both the transmission and generation facilities, without the need to know the actual contribution 

from each of these facilities. 
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Table 5.10: Weighting Factors for the Generation and Transmission Networks. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

TFOR=0 GFOR=Base 0.60662 0.14603 0.05694 0.08269 0.10116 0.00000 0.00655 0.00000 
TFOR=Base GFOR=0 0.00089 0.26315 0.03096 0.13323 0.00006 0.32086 0.00094 0.24991 
TFOR=Base GFOR=Base 0.07804 0.24823 0.03425 0.12678 0.01290 0.28004 0.00165 0.21811 

Generation Weight 0.12737 0.12739 0.12664 0.12762 0.12700 0.12722 0.12656 0.12725 
Transmission Weight 0.87263 0.87261 0.87336 0.87238 0.87300 0.87278 0.87344 0.87275 

TF0R=0 GFOR=2X 0.57846 0.16107 0.05962 0.08801 0.10618 0.00000 0.00665 0.00000 
TFOR=2X GFOR=0 0.00176 0.26272 0.03140 0.13335 0.00012 0.32026 0.00095 0.24944 
TF0R=2X GFOR=2X 0.15903 0.23495 0.03906 0.12096 0.02896 0.23304 0.00250 0.18150 

Generation Weight 0.27271 0.27319 0.27144 0.27327 0.27192 0.27234 0.27193 0.27237 
Transmission Weight 0.72729 0.72681 0.72856 0.72673 0.72808 0.72766 0.72807 0.72763 

TFOR=0 GF0R=Base 0.60662 0.14603 0.05694 0.08269 0.10116 0.00000 0.00655 0.00000 
TFOP=2X GFOR=0 0.00176 0.26272 0.03140 0.13335 0.00012 0.32026 0.00095 0.24944 
TF0R=2X GFOR=Base 0.04210 0.25492 0.03309 0.12996 0.00682 0.29895 0.00132 0.23284 

Generation Weight 0.06669 0.06684 0.06617 0.06692 0.06631 0.06654 0.06607 0.06655 
Transmission Weight 0.93331 0.93316 0.93383 0.93308 0.93369 0.93346 0.93393 0.93345 

TFOR=O GFOR=2X 0.57846 0.16107 0.05962 0.08801 0.10618 0.00000 0.00665 0.00000 
TFO =Base GFOR=0 0.00089 0.26315 0.03096 0.13323 0.00006 0.32086 0.00094 0.24991 
TFO =Base GFOR=2X 0.25186 0.21875 0.04338 0.11356 0.04611 0.18153 0.00342 0.14139 

Generation Weight 0.43453 0.43495 0.43336 0.43498 0.43394 0.43424 0.43433 0.43424 
Transmission Weight 0.56547 0.56505 0.56664 0.56502 0.56606 0.56576 0.56567 0.56576 

53 3.1. Impact of the location of the loads on the composite indices 

HLI adequacy studies or cost of service allocation studies, using either deterministic or 

probabilistic techniques, are not sensitive to the class load locations. HLI studies assume that the 

generation facilities are concentrated at one location, and the load at a single load point. These 

methods do not recognize the effect of shifting the loads from one load point to another and 

therefore yield the same indices for both cases. Composite HLII studies, however, recognize this 

situation and the results reflect the changes. Table 5.11 shows the results of shifting 50 percent 

of both the Rural and Seasonal loads from bus 6 to bus 5. In order to maintain the same bus 
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peak load, 19.9 percent of the Residential loads is transferred from bus 5 to bus 6. Bus 6 is a 

transmission sensitive bus and has the most expected energy not supplied while bus 5 has the least 

expected energy not supplied when compared to other buses. It is expected that the allocations 

for both the Rural and Seasonal loads should drop quite sign scantly and the allocation for the 

Residential load increase significantly. 

Table 5.11: Impact of the Location of Class Loads on the Composite HLII Indices. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

GF0R=8 TFOR=B 0.07804 0.24823 0.03425 0.12678 0.01290 0.28004 0.00165 0.21811 
GFOR=B TFOR=B SL 0.08750 0.27730 0.19782 0.14174 0.01447 0.15673 0.00185 0.12258 

B - Base Case, 
SL - Load Shifted. 

The predicted impacts are verified in Table 5.11. The allocation for the Residential load 

increases from 0.03425 to 0.19782 and the Rural and Seasonal loads drops from 0.28004 to 0.15673 

and from 0.21811 to 0.12258 respectively. Other class allocations are also affected but only to a 

very small degree. 

5.33.2. Impact of generation parameters on the composite HLII indices 

It can be observed from the previous studies that the generation parameters have significant 

impacts on the cost allocation indices. Since generating unit forced outage rate is an important 

factor in system reliability evaluation, it is used to demonstrate the effects of this parameter on the 

cost allocation indices. As generating unit forced outage rates increase, the cost allocations for 

classes situated at the generation sensitive buses such as bus 3 will increase while the cost 

allocations to those classes situated at the transmission sensitive buses will decrease. Table 5.12 
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s the case when the transmission forced outage rates are kept the same while the generating 

uni forced outage rates increase from zero to double their base case values. Table 5.12 also shows 

the results when the transmission forced outage rates are doubled while the generating unit forced 

out ._e rates increase from zero to double their base case values. 

Ta • le 5.12: Impact of Generating Unit Forced Outage Rates on the Composite HLII Indices. 

TFO 
TFO 
TF 

TFO 
TFO 
TFO 

itions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

=Base GFOR=0 0.00089 0.26315 0.03096 0.13323 0.00006 0.32086 0.00094 0.24991 
=Base GFOR=Base 0.07804 0.24823 0.03425 0.12678 0.01290 0.28004 0.00165 0.21811 
=Base GFOR=2X 0.25186 0.21875 0.04338 0.11356 0.04611 0.18153 0.00342 0.14139 

=2X GFOR=0 0.00176 0.26272 0.03140 0.13335 0.00012 0.32026 0.00095 0.24944 
=2X GFOR=Base 0.04210 0.25492 0.03309 0.12996 0.00682 0.29895 0.00132 0.23284 
=2X GF0R=2X 0.15903 0.23495 0.03906 0.12096 0.02896 0.23304 0.00250 0.18150 

The results shown in Table 5.12 validate the prediction. Since bus 3 is a generation 

se itive bus, the allocation for the Large Industrial load increases from 0.00089 to 0.07804 and then 

.25186 when the generating unit FOR increases from zero to the base case value and fusally 

to • ouble its base case value respectively. 

Allocations to classes which are located at more than one bus, such as the Small Industrial 

Re idential and the Commercial, do not change as much because they are located at both 

ge u eration sensitive and transmission sensitive buses. While the allocation due to generatioi 

de ciencies increases at the bus, the allocation due to transmission deficiencies decreases at the 

e bus. These changes cancel each other to some degree. 
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5.3.3.3. Impact of transmission parameters on the composite indices 

The reverse is expected to be true when the generating unit forced outage rates are fixed 

and the transmission forced outage rates increase from zero to double their base case values. The 

allocations to those classes located at the generation sensitive buses are expected to decrease and 

the allocations to those classes located at the transmission sensitive buses are expected to increase. 

Table 5.13 shows the effects of the transmission FOR on the composite HLII indices. 

Table 5.13: Impact of Transmission Line FOR on the Composite HLII Indices. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

GFO =Base TFOR=0 0.60662 0.14603 0.05694 0.08269 0.10116 0.00000 0.00655 0.00000 
GFOR=Base TFOR=8ase 0.07804 0.24823 0.03425 0.12678 0.01290 0.28004 0.00165 0.21811 
GFO =Base TFOR=2X 0.04210 0.25492 0.03309 0.12996 0.00682 0.29895 0.00132 0.23284 

GFOR=2X TFOR=0 0.57846 0.16107 0.05962 0.08801 0.10618 0.00000 0.00665 0.00000 
GFOR=2X TFOR=Base 0.25186 0.21875 0.04338 0.11356 0.04611 0.18153 0.00342 0.14139 
GFOR=2X TF0R=2X 0.15903 0.23495 0.03906 0.12096 0.02896 0.23304 0.00250 0.18150 

The results show that the prediction is again correct. The allocation to the Large Industrial 

load which is located at a generation sensitive bus, i.e. bus 3, is reduced from 0.60662 to 0.07804 

and then to 0.04210 when the transmission line FOR increases from zero to its base case value anti 

to double its base case value respectively. The indices for the classes which are located at the 

transmission sensitive buses, however, approach a saturated value and do not change as fast a..1 

the transmission FOR increases. 
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5.4. HLII Method Applied to the IEEE-RTS 

In order to carry out a composite cost of service allocation study, the distributions of the 

class load in the network must be known. The distribution of the class loads were developed in 

Chapter 2 and are repeated in Table 5.14. 

Table 5.14: Class Load Distributions for the IEEE-RTS. 

Num Bus# L.I. S.I. Resid. Can. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

1 1 0.0000 0.1000 0.0379 0.0500 0.0784 0.0000 0.0379 0.0000 
2 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0501 0.0833 0.1622 0.0000 0.0340 0.0000 
3 3 0.0000 0.1500 0.0974 0.0167 0.1590 0.1000 0.0632 0.1000 
4 4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0264 0.0833 0.1116 0.0000 0.0260 0.0000 
5 5 0.0000 0.0500 0.0380 0.0167 0.0859 0.0000 0.0249 0.0000 
6 6 0.0000 0.1000 0.0698 0.0333 0.1088 0.1000 0.0477 0.1000 
7 7 0.0000 0.1000 0.0496 0.0167 0.0684 0.2000 0.0439 0.2000 
8 8 0.0054 0.0500 0.0971 0.1000 0.2257 0.0000 0.0600 0.0000 
9 9 0.0871 0.0000 0.0424 0.0433 0.0000 0.3000 0.0614 0.3000 
10 10 0.0737 0.1000 0.0836 0.0167 0.0000 0.1500 0.0684 0.1500 
11 13 0.0670 0.1500 0.0823 0.1500 0.0000 0.1500 0.0930 0.1500 
12 14 0.1009 0.1000 0.0649 0.0067 0.0000 0.0000 0.0681 0.0000 
13 15 0.2168 0.0000 0.0566 0.1233 0.0000 0.0000 0.1112 0.0000 
14 16 0.0618 0.0000 0.0267 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0351 0.0000 
15 18 0.1758 0.1000 0.0642 0.1433 0.0000 0.0000 0.1168 0.0000 
16 19 0.1342 0.0000 0.0574 0.0167 0.0000 0.0000 0.0635 0.0000 
17 20 0.0772 0.0000 0.0556 0.0500 0.0000 0.0000 0.0449 0.0000 

The Large Industrial loads are mainly located in the northern part of the system while the 

Bulk Power, Rural and Seasonal Loads are located mainly in the southern part of the system. 

5.4.1. Generation facilities only 

The HLII evaluation was applied to the IEEE-RTS considering only generation outages. 

The impacts of the generation facilities on the allocation indices for the IEEE-RTS are examined 

in this section. The transmission facilities are assumed to be one hundred percent reliable and do 
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not contribute any outages to the system. The results of this study are compared to the results 

obtained using both HLI deterministic and probabilistic methods. 

5.4,1.1. Comparison of indices obtained by HLII evaluation and HLI 
deterministic methods 

The base case results for a HLII evaluation for the IEEE-RTS are compared to the 

results obtained using the HLI deterministic methods. The results are shown in Table 5.15. 

Table 5.15: Allocation Factors for the IEEE-RTS Using HLI Deterministic and HLII Methods. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

Ave Dem 0.35663 0.19783 0.11851 0.14379 0.09392 0.04623 0.00674 0.03634 
CP 0.40000 0.18300 0.12550 0.13650 0.10000 0.05000 0.00500 0.00000 
NCP 0.33755 0.16878 0.12658 0.12658 0.08439 0.04219 0.00422 0.10970 
AED 0.34137 0.17459 0.12497 0.13002 0.08630 0.04300 0.00472 0.09503 
TFOR=0 GF0R=Base 0.50059 0.14650 0.09842 0.17704 0.04258 0.02035 0.00562 0.00890 

The allocations from the HLII studies are quite different from the results obtained using 

the deterministic methods. It must be emphasized again that the indices obtained by the 

deterministic methods do not change as the system configuration changes. The allocation indices 

obtained by deterministic methods are exactly the same as those in the RBTS system because the 

load patterns are the same. 

The IEEE-RTS is a larger system than the RBTS and all load buses are sensitive to both 

generation and transmission deficiencies, though to different degree. None of the classes are 

allocated zero responsibility as in the case of the RBTS. As noted in the RBTS studies, 

deterministic methods cannot recognize this fact. 
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5.4.1.2. Comparison of indices obtained by HLII evaluation and HLI probabilistic 
methods 

The base case result from the HLII studies was compared to those obtained from the HLI 

studies using the probability of negative margin and the loss of energy expectation methods. These

results are shown in Table 5.16. 

Table 5.16: Allocation Factors for the IEEE-RTS Using HLII and HLI Probabilistic Methods. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Can. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

HLI PONM Da. Ld. 0.37604 
HLI LOEE Hr. Ld. 0.37570 
TFOR=0 GFOR=Base 0.50059 

0.18461 0.12280 0.14066 0.09711 0.04915 0.00552 0.02421 
0.18436 0.12226 0.14024 0.09693 0.04894 0.00550 0.02606 
0.14650 0.09842 0.17704 0.04258 0.02035 0.00562 0.00890 

There is a significant difference between the indices obtained by HLI probabilistic methods 

anti those obtained by the HLII composite method. The reason is that the HLI methods do not 

consider the location of the class loads and the generation facilities. This was demonstrated in 

the RBTS studies. 

5.4.1.3. Impact of generation parameters on the allocation indices 

The effects of the generation parameters on the allocation indices are shown in Table 5.17 

The generating unit forced outage rates in this case are double their base case values. 

The results clearly indicate a change in the allocations as a result of doubling the 

generating unit forced outage rates. These results are quite different from those in the RBTS 

studies. Changes can be observed for all classes. The Large Industrial loads are allocated less 

because as the generating unit forced outage rates increase, the expected energy not supplied 
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the southern buses increases faster than in the northern buses. Since the Large Industrial loads 

are located mainly in the northern part of the system, the result is a reduction in the cost 

allocation which is compensated by the classes located in the southern part of the system. 

Table 5.17: Impact of Generating Unit Forced Outage Rates on the Allocation Indices. 

Conditions L. 1. S. 1. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

TFOR=0 GF0R=Base 0.50059 0.14650 0.09842 0.17704 0.04258 0.02035 0.00562 0.00890 
TFOR=0 GFOR=2X 0.47898 0.15078 0.10180 0.17839 0.05221 0.02152 0.00568 0.01065 

5.4.2. Transmission facilities only 

HLII evaluation can be used to study transmission facilities only by assuming perfect 

gen eration facilities. The results from this study can be used to compare to the results obtained 

by the deterministic methods. 

5.4.2.1. Comparison of indices obtained by HLII evaluation and HLI 
deterministic methods 

As noted in the RBTS studies, the deterministic methods most commonly used for the cost 

allocation for the transmission facilities are coincident peak, non-coincident peak, average and excess 

demand methods. Allocation indices obtained by deterministic methods and HLII evaluation are 

shown in Table 5.18. 

In the composite system assessment, the Large Industrial load has a smaller allocation 

than the Small Industrial load. The results obtained from the deterministic methods show just the 

opposite. This is because the conventional methods do not consider the location of the load& 

In the case of the IEEE-RTS, the Large Industrial load is located mainly in the northern part o 
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the system where the contributions of expected energy not supplied is smaller compared to those 

at the southern part of the system. The deterministic studies obviously cannot consider this because 

the premise of these methods is the fact that the transmission within the system is designed for 

the peak loads. 

Table 5.18: Comparison of Allocation Indices Obtained by HLI Deterministic and HLII Methods. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

CP 0.40000 0.18300 0.12550 0.13650 0.10000 0.05000 0.00500 0.00000 
NCP 0.33755 0.16878 0.12658 0.12658 0.08439 0.04219 0.00422 0.10970 
AED 0.34137 0.17459 0.12497 0.13002 0.08630 0.04300 0.00472 0.09503 
GFOR=0 TF0R=Base 0.13862 0.33282 0.14835 0.10303 0.17279 0.05487 0.00646 0.04307 

HLI analysis is predicated on the evaluation of a system with generation and load 

concentrated at a single point. There are no transmission facilities included in this analysis and 

therefore no comparison of indices obtained by HLI and HLII evaluation for the transmission 

facilities can be made. 

5.42.2. Impact of transmission parameters on the allocation indices 

The transmission line forced outage rates can be used to demonstrate the impact of 

transmission parameters on the allocation indices. The base case values of all transmission lines 

were doubled and the new composite cost allocations calculated. The results are shown in Table 

5.19. 

Table 5.19: Impact of Transmission Forced Outage Rates on the Cost Allocation Indices. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

GFOR=0 TFOR=Base 0.13862 0.33282 0.14835 0.10303 0.17279 0.05487 0.00646 0.04307 
GFOR=O TFOR=2X 0.13749 0.33319 0.14845 0.10297 0.17304 0.05513 0.00645 0.04328 
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The results of these studies are quite different from those of the RBTS. The allocation 

indices do not change appreciably for all the classes. One conclusion that can be made from this 

is that the load buses in the system are not very sensitive to the transmission parameters. This 

fact is quite common for a practical system because the outages in such a system are generally 

due to generation insufficiency rather than transmission insufficiency. This observation is verified 

in the composite studies in the next section. This phenomenon is not reflected by the deterministic 

methods. 

5.43. Composite facilities 

The results of the base case of the composite HLII studies are shown in Table 5.20. 

Table 5.20: Base Case Results for the HLII Cost of Service Allocation for the IEEE-RTS. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

GFOR=Base TFOR=0 0.50059 0.14650 0.09842 0.17704 0.04258 0.02035 0.00562 0.00890 
GF0R=0 TF0R=Base 0.13862 0.33282 0.14835 0.10303 0.17279 0.05487 0.00646 0.04307 
GFOR=Base TFOR=8ase 0.50005 0.14664 0.09851 0.17696 0.04270 0.02048 0.00562 0.00904 

It has been noted in the RBTS studies, that the influence of transmission and generation 

facilities on the system are not independent from each other. The composite cost allocations for 

each class are not equal to the sum of their respective transmission and generation cost allocations. 

This was demonstrated in the RBTS studies. It is difficult to observe the same effect for a 

practical system such as the IEEE-RTS because the class loads are usually spread across the whole 

system. A similar observation, however, can still be made by calculating the contributions of each 

class using generation facilities only and transmission facilities only. These results are shown in 

Table 5.21. 
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Table 5.21: Weighting Factors for the Generation and Transmission Networks. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

GFOR=Base TFOR=0 0.50059 0.14650 0.09842 0.17704 0.04258 0.02035 0.00562 0.00890 
GFOR=0 TFOR=Base 0.13862 0.33282 0.14835 0.10303 0.17279 0.05487 0.00646 0.04307 
GFOR=Base TF0R=Base 0.50005 0.14664 0.09851 0.17696 0.04270 0.02048 0.00562 0.00904 

Generation Weight 0.99851 0.99925 0.99820 0.99892 0.99908 0.99623 1.00000 0.99590 
Transmission Weight 0.00149 0.00075 0.00180 0.00108 0.00092 0.00377 0.00000 0.00410 

GFOR=2X TFOR=0 0.47898 0.15078 0.10180 0.17839 0.05221 0.02152 0.00568 0.01065 
GFOR=0 TFOR=2X 0.13749 0.33319 0.14845 0.10297 0.17304 0.05513 0.00645 0.04328 
GFOR=2X TFOR=2X 0.47867 0.15090 0.10184 0.17833 0.05229 0.02158 0.00568 0.01071 

Generation Weight 0.99909 0.99934 0.99914 0.99920 0.99934 0.99821 1.00000 0.99816 
Transmission Weight 0.00091 0.00066 0.00086 0.00080 0.00066 0.00179 0.00000 0.00184 

GFOR=8ase TFOR=0 0.50059 0.14650 0.09842 0.17704 0.04258 0.02035 0.00562 0.00890 
GFOR=0 TFOR=2X 0.13749 0.33319 0.14845 0.10297 0.17304 0.05513 0.00645 0.04328 
GF0R=Base TF0R=2X 0.49912 0.14699 0.09865 0.17678 0.04296 0.02066 0.00562 0.00922 

Generation Weight 0.99595 0.99738 0.99540 0.99649 0.99709 0.99109 1.00000 0.99069 
Transmission Weight 0.00405 0.00262 0.00460 0.00351 0.00291 0.00891 0.00000 0.00931 

GFOR=2X TFOR=0 0.47898 0.15078 0.10180 0.17839 0.05221 0.02152 0.00568 0.01065 
GFOR=0 TFOR=Base 0.13862 0.33282 0.14835 0.10303 0.17279 0.05487 0.00646 0.04307 
GFOR=2X TF0R=Base 0.47887 0.15082 0.10181 0.17837 0.05223 0.02154 0.00568 0.01068 

Generation Weight 0.99968 0.99978 0.99979 0.99973 0.99983 0.99940 1.00000 0.99907 
Transmission Weight 0.00032 0.00022 0.00021 0.00027 0.00017 0.00060 0.00000 0.00093 

The results show that the allocation indices are contributed mainly by the generatioi 

facilities. This confirms the idea that the system is generally generation sensitive, that is, the 

outages are mainly due to generation insufficiency. This further demonstrates that composite system 

studies should be performed instead of only transmission and/or generation studies because thel 

contributions from these two facilities are normally unknown. 

5.4.3.1. Impact of different system configurations on the composite indices 

It has been demonstrated in the previous discussion for both the RBTS and the IEEEH 

RTS that composite HLII studies are sensitive to the system configuration while the conventional 
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methods are not. Although HLI studies are sensitive to the system configuration to some degree, 

they reflect only the changes in these parameters as a group rather than their individual impacts 

on the system. Table 5.22 shows the allocation indices of all of the methods for the RBTS and 

the IEEE-RTS. 

Table 5.22: Impact of Different System Configurations on the Allocation Indices. 

Sys Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Can. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

ALL Ave Dem 0.35663 0.19783 0.11851 0.14379 0.09392 0.04623 0.00674 0.03634 
ALL CP 0.40000 0.18300 0.12550 0.13650 0.10000 0.05000 0.00500 0.00000 
ALL NCP 0.33755 0.16878 0.12658 0.12658 0.08439 0.04219 0.00422 0.10970 
ALL AED 0.34137 0.17459 0.12497 0.13002 0.08630 0.04300 0.00472 0.09503 
RBTS HLI PONM Da. Ld. 0.37323 0.18538 0.12223 0.14113 0.09675 0.04887 0.00560 0.02682 
RBTS HLI LOEE Hr. Ld. 0.37282 0.18536 0.12226 0.14078 0.09676 0.04881 0.00557 0.02764 
RTS HLI PONM Da. Ld. 0.37604 0.18461 0.12280 0.14066 0.09711 0.04915 0.00552 0.02421 
RTS HLI LOEE Hr. Ld. 0.37570 0.18436 0.12226 0.14024 0.09693 0.04894 0.00550 0.02606 
RBTS GFOR=Base TFOR=Base 0.07804 0.24823 0.03425 0.12678 0.01290 0.28004 0.00165 0.21811 
RTS GFOR=Base TFOR=Base 0.50005 0.14664 0.09851 0.17696 0.04270 0.02048 0.00562 0.00904 

These results clearly show that the deterministic methods do not in any way reflect the 

changes in system configuration. The RBTS and IEEE-RTS are two completely different systems 

and yet the deterministic methods yield the same allocations simply because the load patterns for 

both systems are exactly the same. 

The HLI results do reflect some small changes. This is because the HLI methods respond 

to the system parameters such as generating unit forced outage rates. Generation and loads arl 

considered as entities and individual changes are not recognized. The composite HLII evaluations 

clearly show that this approach is sensitive to different system configurations. 
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5.4.3.2. Impact of generation parameters on the composite HLII indices 

Since generating unit forced outage rate is an important factor in system reliability 

evaluation, it is used to demonstrate the effect of this parameter on the cost allocation indices. 

An increase in the generating unit forced outage rates increases the expected energy not supplied 

in the southern buses. Since the Large Industrial load is located only in the northern buses, the 

cost allocation to the Large Industrial loads are therefore reduced. Table 5.23 shows the results 

when the generating unit forced outage rates are doubled. 

Table 5.23: Impact of Generating Unit Forced Outage Rates on the Composite HLII Indices. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

TFOR=Base GFOR=Base 0.50005 0.14664 0.09851 0.17696 0.04270 0.02048 0.00562 0.00904 
TFOR=Base GFOR=2X 0.47887 0.15082 0.10181 0.17837 0.05223 0.02154 0.00568 0.01068 

TFOR=2X GFOR=Base 0.49912 0.14699 0.09865 0.17678 0.04296 0.02066 0.00562 0.00922 
TFOR=2X GFOR=2X 0.47867 0.15090 0.10184 0.17833 0.05229 0.02158 0.00568 0.01071 

The results shown in Table 5.23 validate this prediction. The allocation to the Large 

Industrial loads is reduced from 0.50005 to 0.47887 while the allocations for the other classes are 

increased. 

5.43.3. Impact of transmission parameters on the composite indices 

As noted previously, the IEEE-RTS is basically generation sensitive. It is therefore 

expected that a change in the transmission line forced outage rates will not have a significant effect 

on the allocation indices. Table 5.24 shows the results when the transmission line forced outage 

rates are doubled. 
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Table 5.24: Impact of Transmission Line Forced Outage Rates on the Composite HLII Indices. 

Conditions L. I. S. I. Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Lights Season 

GFOR=Base TFOR=Base 0.50005 0.14664 0.09851 0.17696 0.04270 0.02048 0.00562 0.00904 
GFOR=Base TFOR=2X 0.49912 0.14699 0.09865 0.17678 0.04296 0.02066 0.00562 0.00922 

GFOR=2X TFOR=Base 0.47887 0.15082 0.10181 0.17837 0.05223 0.02154 0.00568 0.01068 
GFOR=2X TFOR=2X 0.47867 0.15090 0.10184 0.17833 0.05229 0.02158 0.00568 0.01071 

The results shown in Table 5.24 confirm the expected effect. These results further confirm 

the point that the system is basically generation sensitive and the transmission facilities are quite 

reliable. 

5.5. Conclusion 

This chapter has presented the methodology for extending the loss of energy expectation 

technique to HLII cost of service allocation. The data requirements and the calculation steps are 

presented in this chapter. The developed technique was applied to both the RBTS and the IEEE-

RTS and the impacts of different parameters on the allocation indices are presented and discussed. 

The results shown in this chapter clearly demonstrate that the composite HLII method is 

a responsive and valid technique for cost of service allocation of generation and transmission 

facilities. Comprehensive HLII evaluation includes all the factors that actually affect the cost 

behaviour of the system. HLI evaluation which utilizes a total generation and load approach 

ignores factors such as the location of the class loads and the transmission configuration. The 

choice of HLI or HLII cost of allocation techniques, as suggested in Chapter 1, depends on the 

methods actually used to plan the system. If HLI evaluation is used in system planning, then 

HLI cost allocation should also be used in the allocation of capacity costs. As noted in Chapter 
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1, i is expected that composite system evaluation will become more and more acceptable as a basiC 

syst em planning tool. It therefore follows that if this is the case, then the best method for cos 

allocation of generation and transmission facilities is the composite HLII approach. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The main objective of the research described in this thesis was to examine the allocation 

of cost of service concepts used for generation and transmission facilities and to develop 

pro abilistic techniques for cost of service allocation which are sensitive to the factors that actually 

aff the cost behaviour of the system. This chapter summarizes the basic contents of the thesis. 

Th basic characteristics of different types of cost of service allocation methods discussed in this 

the are presented and some applications of the newly developed techniques are suggested. 

An important consideration in the process of cost allocation is to ensure that the method 

use s follows the cost behaviour of the system studied. The cost behaviour is basically dependent 

on • e methods and criteria used in system planning and operation. As noted in Chapter 1, all 

C adian utilities now use probabilistic techniques in their generation system planning. The most 

co monly used planning techniques are the loss of load expectation (LOLE) and the loss of 

ene gy expectation (LOEE) methods, which are used for HLI evaluation. There is, however, 

in « easingly greater emphasis on the use of composite system reliability evaluation techniques in 

sys m planning. It is expected that utilities will be using composite system reliability evaluation 

future as their basic system planning technique. It therefore follows that a comprehensive 

cos of service allocation technique which utilizes a similar approach should also be used. It has 

demonstrated in the thesis that the composite HLII studies are sensitive to changes in 

im rtant system parameters and that the cost of service allocation indices obtained do reflect such 

ch. ges. 

Chapter 1 presents a conceptual framework for basic cost of service allocation. This 

for ulation suggests that the system adequacy assessment technique used in system planning and 
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operation should also be used in the cost of service allocation process in order to ensure that the 

allocations follow the cost behaviour of the system. The basic concepts associated with using a 

hierarchical approach to system reliability evaluation are also presented and discussed. Chapter 

2 presents the procedure used to prepare the system and class load databases for this research. 

As noted in Chapter 2, comprehensive system and individual load class data are not usually 

available. It was therefore necessary to create these load databases in order to provide relevant 

data for the models and procedures described in this thesis. The developed system and class load 

databases are a valuable extension to the load data given in the IEEE Reliability Test System. 

Chapter 3 presents an overview of the existing methodologies for the allocation of capacity related 

costs. These methodologies include both deterministic and probabilistic methods. These methods 

are illustrated by a numerical example using the RBTS and a simple load model. This chapter 

clearly demonstrates the superiority of the proposed probabilistic methods over the standard 

deterministic techniques. A new probabilistic method based on the energy index of LOEE is 

proposed in this chapter. Chapter 4 presented the impacts of different parameters on the allocation 

indices using the developed load databases and the RBTS and IEEE-RTS systems described in 

Chapter 1. The superiority of the probabilistic methods over the deterministic methods are again 

clearly demonstrated by these studies. The advantages of the developed LOEE method over the 

PONM method are presented. Chapter 5 presents an extension of the LOEE technique to the 

HLII cost of service allocation process. The studies described in this chapter clearly show the 

sensitivities of this technique to different system parameters. 

The important characteristics of the cost of service allocation methods examined in this 

work are shown in Table 6.1. This table presents a summary of the response of the conventional, 

HLI and HLII methods to various system considerations. The responses described in Table 6.1. 

are supported by the numerical studies described in detail in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
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Ta, le 6.1: Basic Characteristics of Cost of Service Allocation Methods. 

Sensitive To 

Lo • d Pattern 

Lo d Location 

Ge eration 
Re 'ability 

Tr mission 
Re ability 

Co posite System 
Re 'ability 

Cot Behaviour 

Conventional 
Methods 

Fixed for a given 
load pattern. Will 
yield inconsistent 
allocation 

Not sensitive 

Not sensitive 

Not sensitive 

Not available 

Sensitive only if the 
system is totally 
reliable or system 
planning is based on 
load condition only 

HLI Methods 

Sensitive to load 
changes 

Not Sensitive 

Sensitive as a group 

Not sensitive 

Not available 

Sensitive if system 
planning is based on 
PONM or LOEE 
methods, partially 
sensitive if other 
probabilistic 
techniques are used 

HLII Methods 

Sensitive to load 
changes 

Sensitive 

Sensitive to the 
generation topology 
and reliability 

Sensitive to the 
transmission topology 
and reliability 

Sensitive to both 
generation and 
transmission topology 
and reliability 

Sensitive if LOEE 
or EENS 
information is 
available from the 
planning method 
used, partially 
sensitive depending 
on the planning 
method used 

The HLII technique proposed in this thesis can be utilized in a wide variety of studies 

o e possible applications are as follows. 

Allocation of cost of service to different customer classes. 

Allocation of generation cost of service in those cases in which only generation costs are 

considered. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Allocation of transmission cost of service in those cases in which only transmission costs 

are considered. 

Determination of the impact of a particular load on the system in order to provide 

information on possible discount considerations. 

Determination of the impact of load management on the customer costs. 

The allocation indices are sensitive to system parameters such as generating unit and 

transmission line forced outage rates and therefore can be used to provide informatio 

on how the changes in those system parameters will affect the cost attributed to different 

customer classes. This information will assist in: 

a. designing future load distributions i.e. balancing the costs to various customers 

provided that alternatives are available, 

b. designing new facilities considering both system performance and customer costs, 

and 

c. providing information to medium or large customers regarding the impact of thel 

location of their facilities on electricity costs. 

It can be concluded from the studies presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 that the probabilistic 

techniques proposed in this thesis are vastly superior to the standard deterministic techniques used 

for cost of service allocation. The standard methods are inferior as they are dependent on only 

the class and system loads and do not respond to other system considerations such as generating

unit parameters or the actual location of loads in the network. As noted in Chapter 1, ad 

Canadian utilities now use probabilistic techniques in their system planning. Deterministic methods, 

II
as presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, sometimes yield inconsistent and unrealistic results and argil 
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therefore not recommended for use in cost of service allocation. It is suggested throughout this) 

thesis that consistent probabilistic methods be used in both system planning and operation and cos 

of service allocation. Chapters 4 and 5 illustrates the benefits of using probabilistic techniques an 

the sensitivities of these techniques to different parameters. These studies clearly demonstrate that 

the HLII method is the best overall technique as it responds to many variables that are n(1 

considered by HLI methods. It is recommended, therefore, that the following strategy should be 

used in selecting the appropriate method for cost of service allocation. 

If a utility is using deterministic methods in system planning and operation, it i. 

recommended that the utility seriously consider changing to probabilistic methods such as HLI or 

HLII evaluation techniques and that the utility should also use the same technique in determining 

customer allocation factors. 

If a utility is using HLI probabilistic techniques in system planning, it is recommended 

that the same technique should be used in their cost of service allocations. As noted in Chapter 

1, there is an increasing utility interest in the use of energy based techniques, such as loss (-4 

energy expectation, in system planning. Energy based methods such as loss of energy expectation 

inc.ude the impact of capacity curtailment rather than the single cut-off used in the probability o 

negative margin. The use of an energy based method allows a consistent technique to be used in 

both HLI and HLII evaluations. 

If a utility is in the process of selecting a technique to be used in system planning, it is 

suggested that composite or HLII evaluation techniques should be used as these techniques allow 

the consideration of many variables which are otherwise ignored in HLI evaluation. The same 

composite HLII technique should also be used in the cost of service allocation. 
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Transmission costs are currently allocated separately using deterministic methods such as 

the coincident peak, non-coincident peak and average and excess demand methods. The use of 

these methods assumes that the transmission facilities are designed to carry the peak loads. These 

techniques, however, do not include such parameters as transmission line forced outage rates, 

transmission topology and location of the loads. HLI techniques do not consider transmission 

facilities and therefore composite HLII techniques are recommended in the allocation of 

transmission costs. 

This thesis presents the methodology, assumptions and results of research on capacity cost 

of service allocation. It has been clearly demonstrated that the composite HLII technique is the 

best overall method as it is sensitive to the important factors which actually affect the cost 

behaviour of the system. Composite system reliability evaluation is not currently used extensively 

in system planning. It is expected that in the future, composite system reliability evaluation 

techniques will be used as one of the basic system planning tools in the same manner that HLI 

methods such as the loss of load expectation and the loss of energy expectation methods are now 

utiLzed. It therefore follows that a comprehensive cost of service allocation technique which utilizes 

a similar approach should also be used in order to ensure that the system cost behaviour is 

followed. 
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Appendix A. Preparation of System and Class Load Databases 

Appendix A.1. IEEE-RTS Daily Load Patterns 

System Peak ■ 2850.0 

Day Elapsed 1 2 

Days in the Week 

3 4 5 6 7 

Day 0 2285 2457 2408 2358 2309 1892 1843 
Day 7 2385 2565 2514 2462 2411 1975 1924 
Day 14 2327 2502 2452 2402 2352 1927 1877 
Day 21 2211 2377 2329 2282 2234 1830 1783 
Day 28 2332 2508 2458 2408 2358 1931 1881 
Day 35 2229 2397 2349 2301 2253 1846 1798 
Day 42 2205 2371 2324 2276 2229 1826 1778 
Day 49 2136 2297 2251 2205 2159 1769 1723 
Day 56 1961 2109 2067 2025 1982 1624 1582 
Day 63 1953 2100 2058 2016 1974 1617 1575 
Day 70 1895 2038 1997 1956 1915 1569 1528 
Day 77 1927 2072 2031 1989 1948 1595 1554 
Day 84 1866 2006 1966 1926 1886 1545 1505 
Day 91 1988 2137 2095 2052 2009 1646 1603 
Day 98 1911 2055 2014 1973 1932 1582 1541 
Day 105 2120 2280 2234 2189 2143 1756 1710 
Day 112 1998 2149 2106 2063 2020 1655 1612 
Day 119 2218 2385 2338 2290 2242 1837 1789 
Day 126 2306 2479 2430 2380 2331 1909 1860 
Day 133 2332 2508 2458 2408 2358 1931 1881 
Day 140 2269 2440 2391 2342 2293 1878 1830 
Day 147 2150 2311 2265 2219 2173 1780 1734 
Day 154 2385 2565 2514 2462 2411 1975 1924 
Day 161 2351 2528 2477 2427 2376 1947 1896 
Day 168 2375 2554 2503 2451 2400 1966 1915 
Day 175 2282 2454 2405 2356 2307 1889 1840 
Day 182 2001 2152 2109 2066 2023 1657 1614 
Day 189 2163 2326 2279 2233 2186 1791 1744 
Day 196 2123 2283 2237 2192 2146 1758 1712 
Day 203 2332 2508 2458 2408 2358 1931 1881 
Day 210 1914 2058 2017 1975 1934 1584 1543 
Day 217 2057 2212 2167 2123 2079 1703 1639 
Day 224 2120 2280 2234 2189 2143 1756 1710 
Day 231 1908 2052 2011 1970 1929 1580 1539 
Day 238 1924 2069 2028 1986 1945 1593 1552 
Day 245 1869 2009 1969 1929 1889 1547 1507 
Day 252 2067 2223 2179 2134 2090 1712 1667 
Day 259 1842 1981 1941 1902 1862 1525 1486 
Day 266 1919 2063 2022 1981 1940 1589 1548 
Day 273 1919 2063 2022 1981 1940 1589 1548 
Day 280 1969 2118 2075 2033 1990 1631 1588 
Day 287 1972 2120 2078 2036 1993 1633 1590 
Day 294 2120 2280 2234 2189 2143 1756 1710 
Day 301 2335 2511 2461 2410 2360 1933 1883 
Day 308 2346 2522 2472 2421 2371 1942 1892 
Day 315 2409 2591 2539 2487 2435 1995 1943 
Day 322 2491 2679 2625 2572 2518 2063 2009 
Day 329 2359 2536 2486 2435 2384 1953 1902 
Day 336 2497 2685 2631 2577 2524 2067 2014 
Day 343 2571 2764 2709 2654 2599 2129 2073 
Day 350 2650 2850 2793 2736 2679 2194 2137 
Day 357 2523 2713 2659 2605 2550 2089 2035 
Day 364 2285 
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Ap s endix ALI IEEE-RTS Daily Load Patterns Sorted in Descending 
Order 

Days in the Week 

Day Elapsed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Day 0 2850 2793 2764 2736 2713 2709 2685 System Peak = 2850.0 

Day 7 2679 2679 2659 2654 2650 2631 2625 
Day 14 2605 2599 2591 2577 2572 2571 2565 
Day 21 2565 2554 2550 2539 2536 2528 2524 
Day 28 2523 2522 2518 2514 2514 2511 2508 
Day 35 2508 2508 2503 2502 2497 2491 2487 
Day 42 2486 2479 2477 2472 2462 2462 2461 
Day 49 2458 2458 2458 2457 2454 2452 2451 
Day 56 2440 2435 2435 2430 2427 2421 2411 
Day 63 2411 2410 2409 2408 2408 2408 2408 
Day 70 2405 2402 2400 2397 2391 2385 2385 
Day 77 2385 2384 2380 2377 2376 2375 2371 
Day 84 2371 2360 2359 2358 2358 2358 2358 
Day 91 2356 2352 2351 2349 2346 2342 2338 
Day 98 2335 2332 2332 2332 2331 2329 2327 
Day 105 2326 2324 2311 2309 2307 2306 2301 
Day 112 2297 2293 2290 128 2285 2283 2282 
,Day 119 2282 2280 2280 2280 2279 2276 2269 
Day 126 2265 2253 2251 2242 2237 2234 2234 
Day 133 2234 2234 2233 2229 2229 2223 2219 
Day 140 2218 2212 2211 2205 2205 2194 2192 
Day 147 2189 2189 2189 2186 2179 2173 2167 
Day 154 2163 2159 2152 2150 2149 2146 2143 
Day 161 2143 2143 2137 2137 2136 2134 2129 
Day 168 2123 2123 2120 2120 2120 2120 2118 
Day 175 2109 2109 2106 2100 2095 2090 2089 
Day 182 2079 2078 2075 2073 2072 2069 2067 
Day 189 2067 2067 2066 2063 2063 2063 2063 
Day 196 2058 2058 2057 2055 2052 2052 2038 
Day 203 2036 2035 2033 2031 2028 2025 2023 
Day 210 2022 2022 2020 2017 2016 2014 2014 
Day 217 2011 2009 2009 2009 2006 2001 1998 
Day 224 1997 1995 1993 1990 1989 1988 1986 
Day 231 1982 1981 1981 1981 1975 1975 1975 
Day 238 1974 1973 1972 1970 1969 1969 1966 
Day 245 1966 1961 1956 1953 1953 1948 1947 
Day 252 1945 1943 1942 1941 1940 1940 1934 
Day 259 1933 1932 1931 1931 1931 1929 1929 
Day 266 1927 1927 1926 1924 1924 1924 1919 
Day 273 1919 1915 1915 1914 1911 1909 1908 
Day 280 1902 1902 1896 1895 1892 1892 1889 
Day 287 1889 1886 1883 1881 1881 1881 1878 
Day 294 1877 1869 1866 1862 1860 1846 1843 
Day 301 1842 1840 1837 1830 1830 1826 1798 
Day 308 1791 1789 1783 1780 1778 1769 1758 
Day 315 1756 1756 1756 1744 1734 1723 1712 
Day 322 1712 1710 1710 1710 1703 1667 1659 
Day 329 1657 1655 1646 1633 1631 1624 1617 
Day 336 1614 1612 1603 1595 1593 1590 1589 
Day 343 1589 1588 1584 1582 1582 1580 1575 
Day 350 1569 1554 1552 1548 1548 1547 1545 
Day 357 1543 1541 1539 1528 1525 1507 1505 
Day 364 1486 
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Appendix A.3. IEEE-RTS Daily Load Duration Curve Data 

Day Elapsed 1 2 

Days in the Week 

3 4 5 6 7 

Day 0 1.0000 0.9800 0.9700 0.9600 0.9520 0.9506 0.9420 
Day 7 0.9400 0.9400 0.9330 0.9312 0.9300 0.9232 0.9212 
Day 14 0.9139 0.9118 0.9090 0.9043 0.9024 0.9021 0.9000 
Day 21 0.9000 0.8960 0.8949 0.8908 0.8900 0.8870 0.8855 
Day 28 0.8854 0.8850 0.8836 0.8820 0.8820 0.8810 0.8800 
Day 35 0.8800 0.8800 0.8781 0.8780 0.8761 0.8742 0.8726 
Day 42 0.8722 0.8700 0.8693 0.8673 0.8640 0.8640 0.8634 
Day 49 0.8624 0.8624 0.8624 0.8620 0.8610 0.8604 0.8602 
Day 56 0.8560 0.8545 0.8544 0.8526 0.8515 0.8496 0.8460 
Day 63 0.8460 0.8458 0.8454 0.8448 0.8448 0.8448 0.8448 
Day 70 0.8438 0.8429 0.8422 0.8410 0.8389 0.8370 0.8370 
Day 77 0.8370 0.8366 0.8352 0.8340 0.8338 0.8333 0.8320 
Day 84 0.8319 0.8281 0.8277 0.8275 0.8272 0.8272 0.8272 
Day 91 0.8266 0.8253 0.8249 0.8242 0.8230 0.8218 0.8203 
Day 98 0.8193 0.8184 0.8184 0.8184 0.8178 0.8173 0.8165 
Day 105 0.8160 0.8154 0.8110 0.8103 0.8093 0.8091 0.8074 
Day 112 0.8060 0.8046 0.8035 0.8017 0.8017 0.8010 0.8007 
Day 119 0.8006 0.8000 0.8000 0.8000 0.7997 0.7987 0.7961 
Day 126 0.7948 0.7905 0.7899 0.7868 0.7850 0.7840 0.7840 
Day 133 0.7840 0.7840 0.7834 0.7821 0.7821 0.7800 0.7786 
Day 140 0.7784 0.7760 0.7756 0.7738 0.7738 0.7700 0.7690 
Day 147 0.7680 0.7680 0.7680 0.7670 0.7644 0.7623 0.7605 
Day 154 0.7589 0.7576 0.7550 0.7542 0.7540 0.7529 0.7520 
Day 161 0.7520 0.7520 0.7500 0.7500 0.7496 0.7488 0.7469 
Day 168 0.7450 0.7449 0.7440 0.7440 0.7440 0.7440 0.7430 
Day 175 0.7400 0.7399 0.7389 0.7370 0.7350 0.7332 0.7330 
Day 182 0.7294 0.7291 0.7281 0.7275 0.7270 0.7260 0.7254 
Day 189 0.7253 0.7248 0.7240 0.7240 0.7238 0.7238 0.7252 
Day 196 0.7223 0.7220 0.7217 0.7210 0.7200 0.7200 0.7150 
Day 203 0.7142 0.7140 0.7133 0.7125 0.7115 0.7104 0.7097 
Day 210 0.7095 0.7095 0.7088 0.7076 0.7075 0.7066 0.7065 
Day 217 0.7056 0.7050 0.7050 0.7050 0.7040 0.7021 0.7012 
Day 224 0.7007 0.6999 0.6994 0.6984 0.6979 0.6975 0.6970 
Day 231 0.6956 0.6950 0.6950 0.6950 0.6931 0.6930 0.6930 
Day 238 0.6928 0.6922 0.6919 0.6912 0.6910 0.6909 0.6899 
Day 245 0.6899 0.6882 0.6864 0.6854 0.6853 0.6834 0.6830 
Day 252 0.6824 0.6817 0.6814 0.6811 0.6806 0.6806 0.6787 
Day 259 0.6784 0.6777 0.6776 0.6776 0.6776 0.6768 0.6768 
Day 266 0.6761 0.6761 0.6758 0.6752 0.6750 0.6750 0.6733 
Day 273 0.6733 0.6721 0.6720 0.6715 0.6705 0.6699 0.6696 
Day 280 0.6675 0.6672 0.6652 0.6649 0.6637 0.6637 0.6630 
Day 287 0.6627 0.6618 0.6607 0.6600 0.6600 0.6600 0.6591 
Day 294 0.6585 0.6556 0.6547 0.6533 0.6525 0.6476 0.6465 
Day 301 0.6463 0.6457 0.6445 0.6422 0.6420 0.6406 0.6307 
Day 308 0.6283 0.6277 0.6255 0.6245 0.6240 0.6206 0.6168 
Day 315 0.6160 0.6160 0.6160 0.6120 0.6082 0.6045 0.6007 
Day 322 0.6006 0.6000 0.6000 0.6000 0.5975 0.5850 0.5820 
Day 329 0.5813 0.5806 0.5775 0.5729 0.5721 0.5698 0.5675 
Day 336 0.5662 0.5655 0.5625 0.5598 0.5590 0.5580 0.5575 
Day 343 0.5575 0.5572 0.5559 0.5552 0.5550 0.5544 0.5527 
Day 350 0.5505 0.5452 0.5445 0.5430 0.5430 0.5428 0.5421 
Day 357 0.5415 0.5407 0.5400 0.5362 0.5351 0.5287 0.5280 
Day 364 0.5212 
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Ap s endix A.4. Worksheet for Combining Different Load Classes 

Clas es Division January February March April May June July August September October November December Remrks 

g211S8 tial Energy 212525.600 198710.60 170298.60 7976.50 125291.10 129809.20 117558.10 121641.80 129896.00 154832.60 151096.50 184200,40 MCP 
Ave. Dem. 285.653 295.700 228.996 191.634 168.402 180.291 158.008 163.497 180.411 208.108 209.856 247.581 MW 
Normal. .96602 1.00000 .77408 .64807 .56950 .60971 .53435 .55291 .61011 .70378 .70969 .83727 

Rural Rur Ener, 32074.400 29989.40 25701.50 0823.40 18908.90 19590.80 17741.90 18358.20 19603.90 23367.40 22803.50 27799.60 
Rur Ave. 43.111 44.627 34.545 28.921 25.415 27.209 23.847 24.675 27.228 31.408 31.672 37.365 

Farms 34.616 33.526 32.110 29.877 28.297 36.304 40.335 28.434 23.286 33.799 45.483 43.441 MW 

Rur Total 77.727 78.153 66.655 58.798 53.712 63.513 64.182 53.109 50.514 65.207 77.155 80.806 MW 
Normal. .96189 .96717 .82488 .72765 .66471 .78600 .79427 .65724 .62512 .80695 .95481 1.00000 

c.RIPIE 141 RtU Ener. 49552.500 46480.20 40137,60 4686.80 33497.50 33398.40 32803.80 35182,30 35975.10 37560.80 42416.90 42119.60 00.0 
Ave. Dec 66.603 69.167 53.948 48.176 45,024 46.387 44.091 47.288 49.965 50.485 58.912 56.612 MW I 

66 Non Oem 270 Revenue 36057 33818 29201 25248 24374 24302 23873 25604 26177 27333 30867 30648 $ at 1.85/1006 
(0-506 A) 270 Demand 1.949 1.828 1.578 1.365 1.318 1.314 1.290 1.384130

1430 
1.415 1.477 1.668 1.657 MW 

4 *272-u it 274 Revenue 1430 1430 1430 1430 1430 1430 1430 1430 1430 1430 S at 0.5 .1106 
charg s 274 Demand .026 .026 .026 .026 .026 .026 .026 .026 .026 .026 .026 

6511 Total 68.578 71.021 55.553 49.567 46.367 47.726 45.408 48.698 51.406 51.988 60.607 58:022965 : 

GS 340 GS 300-320 226.715 212.570 213.379 181.857 181.857 185.898 189.535 191.152 200.042 180.644 213.783 209.741 MW 

- sea •nal Total 295.293 283.59! 268.932 231.424 228.224 233.624 234.943 239.850 251.448 232.632 274.390 268.036 MW 

Normal. 1.00000 .96037 .91073 .78371 .77287 .79116 .79563 .81224 .85152 .78780 .92921 .90770 
S,:ing st, GS IV 292.865 243.404 293.841 267.809 249.261 234.618 275.293 228.435 276.270 301.326 241.451 280.499 MR 

GS 590-583 62.177 46.073 59.675 56.366 52.568 54.774 67.517 54.406 64.332 71.683 56.979 58.490 MW 

GS Dem nd Oil Fields 29.502 32.337 33.410 34.866 29.808 31.341 31.571 32.720 27.279 31.341 32.720 35.094 MW 

(50-2010) Total 384.54 321.81 386.93 359.04 331.64 320.73 374.38 315.56 367.88 404.35 331.15 374.08 NW 

Normal. .95102 .79588 .95691 .88795 .82017 .79321 .92588 .78042 .90981 1.00000 .81897 .92515 

L__-Ind gt, GS 561-563 69.385 53.388 55.335 55.335 55.335 55.335 55.335 55.335 55.335 55.335 55.335 65.272 MW 

GS VI 589.995 437.419 434.680 436.913 433.782 432.016 425.41! 410.768 421.222 432.891 433.279 618.394 MW 

Pover Total 659.380 490.807 490.015 492.248 489,117 487.351 480.746 466.103 476.557 488.226 488.614 682.666 MW 
1)2000 VA) Normal. .96448 .71790 .71675 .72001 .71543 .71285 .70319 .68177 .69706 .71413 .71470 lir.: 

Stsegt ight Total 11.840 11.850 11.820 11.820 11.820 11.890 11.900 11.920 11.920 11.930 11.850 MW

Normal. .99246 .99329 .99078 .99078 .99078 .99665 .99749 .99916 .99916 1.00000 .99329 .99246 

RETAIL Total 1714.44 1481.92 1453.24 1344.97 1282.91 1297.40 1324.16 1250.04 1238.73 1410.45 1393.01 1666.01
.97176 

MW

Normal. 1.00000 .86437 .84765 .78449 .74830 .75675 .77236 .72913 .78086 .82269 .81252
Bolt Saskatoon 170.815 149.637 152.012 133.406 134.396 137.563 146.866 149.637 136.573 145.678 158.148 174.574 MW 

Normal. .97847 .85716 .87076 .76418 .76985 .78799 .84128 .85716 .78232 .83448 .90591 1.00000 

Total 214.444 186.333 187.356 166.981 166.987 168.457 177.046 179.596 168.427 180.580 198.532 221.424 MW 

Normal. .96848 .84152 .84614 .75412 .75415 .76079 .79958 .81110 .76065 .81554 .89661 1.00000 

Syste Total 1928.88 1668.25 1640.60 1511.95 1449.90 1465.86 1501.21 1429.64 1507.16 1591.03 1591.55 1887.44 MW 

Normal. 1.00000 .86488 .85055 .78385 .75168 .75995 .77828 .74117 .78136 .82485 .82511 .97951 

Resid= tial .96602 1.00000 .77408 .64807 .56950 .60971 .53435 .55291 .61011 .70378 .70969 .83727 

Rural .96189 .96717 .82488 .72765 .66471 .78600 .79427 .65724 .62512 .80695 .95481 1.00000 

Comore cial 1.00000 .96037 .91073 .78371 .77287 .79116 .79563 .81224 .85152 .78780 .92921 .90770 

Small Industrial .95102 .79588 .95691 .88795 .82017 .79321 .92588 .78042 .90981 1.00000 .81897 .92515 

Large Industrial .96448 .71790 .71675 .72001 .71543 .71285 .70319 .68177 .69706 .71413 .71470 1.00000 

Stree light .99246 .99329 .99078 .99078 .99078 .99665 .99749 .99916 .99916 1.00000 .99329 .99246 

Retail 1.00000 .86437 .84765 .78449 .74830 .75675 .77236 .72913 .78086 .82269 .81252 .97176 

Bulk Saskatoon .17847 .85716 .87076 .76418 .76985 .78799 .84129 .85716 .78232 .83448 .90591 1.00000 

Bulk Total .96848 .84152 .84614 .75412 .75415 .76079 .79958 .81110 .76065 .81554 .89661 0.00000 

Syste 1.00000 .86488 .85055 .78385 .75168 .75995 .77828 .74117 .78136 .82485 .82511 .97851 
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Ap endix A.5. Load Patterns of Different Customer Classes (Determined from 

SPC Load Forecast Data) 

Mon Beek IEEE Sys Dif L.I. 5.1. Res Coe Bulk Rural Light 

(1100 Veight) 1.053 .388 .200 .150 .150 .110 .050 .005 

Jan 1 .862 .998 .14 .940 .942 .923 .969 .979 .975 1.000 Mon - Month of the Year 
2 * .900 .986 .09 .880 .951 .966 1.000 .968 .962 1.000 Beek - Meek in the Year 
3 .878 .948 .07 .820 .899 .977 .990 .926 .964 1.1100 IEEE - IEEE RTS System Total 
4 .834 .910 .08 .760 .848 .989 .980 .883 .965 1.000 Sys - Calculated System Total 

Feb- 5 * .880 .872 -.01 .700 .7% 1.000 .970 .841 .967 1.000 Dif - Difference 
6 .841 .868 .03 .700 .836 .944 .955 .842 .932 1.000 L.I. - Large Industrial 

.832 .864 .03 .700 .877 .887 .941 .844 .896 1.000 S.I. - Seall Industrial 
8 .806 .859 .05 .700 .917 .831 .926 .845 .861 1.000 Res - Residence 

Mar- 9 * .740 .855 .12 .700 .957 .774 .911 .846 .825 1.000 Coe - Comicial 
10 .737 .846 .11 .700 .947 .756 .893 .833 .811 1.000 Sulk - Bulk Pove► Sale 
11 .715 .836 .12 .700 .937 .738 .875 .820 .797 1.000 Rural - Rural 
12 .727 .826 .10 .700 .927 .720 .857 .807 .783 1.000 Light - Street Lights 
13 .704 .817 .11 .700 .918 .702 .838 .793 .770 1.000 

Apr 14 .750 .807 .06 .700 .908 .684 .820 .780 .756 1.000 
15 .721 .798 .08 .700 .898 .666 .802 .767 .742 1.000 
16 * .800 .788 -.01 .700 .888 .648 .784 .754 .728 1.000 
17 .754 .781 .03 .700 .871 .629 .781 .754 .712 1.000 

May 18 .837 .773 -.06 .700 .854 .609 .779 .754 .697 1.000 
19 .870 .766 -.10 .700 .837 .590 .776 .754 .681 1.000 
20 * .880 .758 -.12 .700 .820 .570 .773 .754 .665 1.000 
21 .856 .762 -.09 .700 .811 .583 .779 .756 .705 1.000 

Jun- 22 .811 .765 -.05 .700 .802 .597 .785 .759 .746 1.000 
23 a .900 .768 -.13 .700 .793 .610 .791 .761 .786 1.000 
24 .887 .111 -.12 .700 .812 .599 .792 .767 .787 1.000 
25 .8% .774 -.12 .700 .831 .588 .792 .772 .788 1.000 
26 .861 .777 -.08 .700 .850 .577 .793 .778 .789 1.000 

Jul 27 .755 .780 .03 .700 .869 .567 .794 .783 .791 1.000 
28 .816 .783 -.03 .700 .888 .556 .795 .789 .792 1.000 
29 .801 .786 -.01 .700 .907 .545 .795 .794 .793 1.000 
30 * .880 .789 -.09 .700 .926 .534 .796 .800 .794 1.000 

Aug- 31 .722 .779 .06 .700 .877 .540 .801 .803 .748 1.000 
32 .776 .769 -.01 .700 .829 .347 .807 .807 .703 1.000 
33 a .800 .759 -.04 .700 .780 .553 .812 .810 .657 1.000 
34 .729 .768 .04 .700 .813 .567 .822 .798 .649 1.000 

Sep- 35 .726 .776 .05 .700 .845 .582 .832 .785 .641 1.000 
36 .105 .784 .08 .700 .878 .5% .842 .773 .633 1.000 
37 * .780 .793 .01 .700 .910 .610 .852 .760 .625 1.000 
38 .695 .799 .10 .700 .925 .626 .841 .769 .653 1.000 
39 .724 .805 .08 .700 .940 .641 .831 .779 .686 1.000 

Oct 40 .724 .812 .09 .700 .955 .657 .820 .788 .716 1.000 
41 .743 .818 .07 .700 .970 .673 .809 .797 .746 1.000 
42 .744 .824 .08 .700 .985 .688 .199 .807 .777 1.000 
43 a .800 .831 .03 .700 1.000 .704 .788 .816 .807 1.000 

Nov- 44 .881 .831 -.05 .700 .955 .706 .823 .836 .844 1.000 
45 .885 .832 -.05 .700 .910 .707 .859 .857 .881 1.000 
46 .909 .832 -.08 .700 .864 .709 .894 .877 .918 1.000 
47 .940 .833 -.01 .100 .819 .710 .929 .897 .955 1.000 

Dec- 48 .890 .874 -.02 .775 .846 .142 .924 .923 .966 1.000 
49 .942 .916 -.03 .850 .872 .774 .919 .949 .978 1.000 
50 .970 .958 -.01 .925 .899 .805 .913 .974 .989 1.000 
51-* 1.000 1.000 -.00 1.000 .925 .837 .908 1.000 1.000 1.000 
52 .952 .995 .04 .960 .934 .880 .939 .989 .987 1.000 
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Ap endix A.6. Adjusted Load Patterns of Each Customer Class (Adjusted to 
Match the IEEE-RTS Load Pattern) 

Non Reek System Sys Calc !if L. IN Walk Resid. Rural Comer. S. Ind. Light 

(NCP Weight) 1.04 .3650 .1148 .1533 .0419 .1531 .20% .0062 

Jan 1 .8620 .8650 .00 .7800 .8800 .8160 .9747 .8500 .8443 1.0000 
2 * .9000 .8985 -.00 .3500 .8750 .9000 .9620 1.0000 .7900 1.0000 
3 .8780 .8793 .00 .7900 .8733 .8667 .9637 .9700 .7767 1.0000 
4 .8340 .8374 .00 .6600 .8600 .9600 .9653 .9400 .7633 1.0000 

Feb- 5 .8800 .8775 -.00 .7700 .8700 1.0000 .9670 .9100 .7500 1.0000 
6 .8410 .8446 .00 .7300 .7925 .9250 .9315 .8825 .7875 1.0000 
7 .8320 .8300 -.00 .7400 .7150 .8500 .8960 .8550 .8250 1.0000 
8 .8060 .8045 -.00 .7200 .6375 .7750 .8605 .8275 .8625 1.0000 

Mar- 9 4 .7400 .7425 .00 .6000 .5600 .7000 .8250 .8000 .9000 1.0000 

10 .1370 .7403 .00 .6100 .5600 .6857 .8111 .7900 .8129 1.0000 
11 .7150 .7182 .00 .5700 .5450 .6714 .7973 .7800 .8857 1.0000 
12 .1270 .7283 .00 .6150 .5400 .6571 .7834 .7700 .8786 1.0000 
13 .7040 .7085 .00 .5800 .5300 .6429 .76% .1600 .8714 1.0000 

Apr 14 .7500 .7511 .00 .7000 .5700 .6286 .7557 .7500 .8643 1.0000 
15 .7210 .7209 -.00 .6300 .5800 .6143 .7419 .7400 .8571 1.0000 
16 * .8000 .7954 -.00 .8200 .6750 .6000 .7280 .7300 .8500 1.0000 
17 .7540 .7570 .00 .7000 .6800 .6250 .7185 .7525 .8400 1.0000 

May 18 .8370 .8355 -.00 .8500 .8000 .6500 .7090 .7750 .8550 1.0000 
19 .8700 .8677 -.00 .8950 .8600 .6750 .6900 .8100 .8575 1.0000 
20 4 .8800 .8777 -.00 .9000 0 .7000 .6900 .8200 .8600 1.0000 

21 .8560 .8570 .00 .8300 .8600 .7333 .7220 .8103 .8700 1.0000 

Jun- 22 .8110 .8150 .00 .7000 .8550 .7667 .7300 .8007 .8800 1.0000 

23 4 .9000 .8961 -.00 .9000 .8550 .8000 .7860 .7910 .8900 1.0000 

24 .8870 .8918 .00 .1900 .8471 .7829 .7871 .7980 .1986 1.0000 

25 .8960 .8955 -.00 .9000 .8400 .7657 .7883 .8050 .9100 1.0000 

26 .8610 .8612 .00 .8100 .8300 .7416 .7894 .8120 .9157 1.0000 

Jul 27 .7550 .7598 .00 .5550 .8150 .7000 .7895 .8150 .9175 1.0000 
28 .8160 .8200 .00 .1000 .8157 .7143 .7917 .8260 .9329 1.0000 

29 .8010 .8048 .00 .6600 .8079 .6971 .7929 .8330 .9414 1.0000 

30 4 .8800 .8772 -.00 .8600 .8000 .6800 .7940 .8400 .9500 1.0000 
Aug- 31 .7220 .7247 .00 .5000 .7900 .6700 .7483 .8417 .8700 1.0000 

32 .7760 .7745 -.00 .6600 .7800 .6600 .7027 .8433 .8500 1.0000 
33 4 .8000 .7955 -.00 .1550 .7800 .6500 .6570 .8450 .8000 1.0000 

34 .1290 .1311 .00 .6000 .7800 .6400 .6490 .8468 .7700 1.0000 

Sep- 35 .7260 .7291 .00 .6050 .7700 .6300 .6410 .8485 .7650 1.0000 

36 .7050 .7083 .00 .5700 .7600 .6200 .6330 .8503 .7400 1.0000 
37 4 .7800 .7801 .00 .7250 .1600 .6100 .6250 .8520 .8200 1.0000 

38 .6950 .6971 .00 .5150 .7610 .6150 .6300 .7900 .8300 1.0000 
39 .7240 .7201 -.00 .5300 .7733 .6413 .6857 .7847 .8800 1.0000 

Oct 40 .7240 .7220 -.00 .3300 .7800 .6570 .7160 .7510 .8925 1.0000 
41 .7430 .7409 -.00 .5100 .7867 .6727 .7463 .7173 .9167 1.0000 
42 .1440 .7453 .00 .5700 .7933 .6883 .7767 .6837 .9408 1.0000 
43 4 .8000 .7971 -.00 .7000 .8000 .7040 .8070 .6500 .9650 1.0000 

Nov- 44 .8810 .8774 -.00 .8500 .8850 .7155 .8440 .7198 .9738 1.0000 
45 .8850 .8847 -.00 .8250 .8900 .7270 .8810 .7895 .9825 1.0000 
46 .9090 .9070 -.00 .8400 .8990 .7385 .9180 .8593 .9913 1.0000 
47 .8400 .8445 .00 .6250 .9000 .7500 .9550 .9290 1.0000 1.0000 

Dec- 48 .8900 .8880 -.00 .7300 .9300 .7145 .9663 .9293 .9883 1.0000 
49 .8420 .8443 .00 .6200 .9300 .7800 .9675 .9295 .9665 1.0000 

50 .9700 .9697 -.00 .9250 .9900 .8235 .9888 .9298 .9648 1.0000 
51 4 1.0000 1.0000 .00 1.0000 1.0000 .8480 1.0000 .9300 .9530 1.0000 
52 .9520 .9559 .00 .1400 .9000 .8320 .9873 .9533 .8987 1.0000 

Mon - Month of the Year 
Week - Week in the Year 
IEEE - IEEE RTS Systen Total 
Sys - Calculated System Tokal 
Dif - Difference 
L.I. - Large Industrial 
S.I. - Small Industrial 
Res - Residence 
Cos - Commercial 
Bulk - Bulk Pover Sale 
Rural - Rural 
Light - Street Lights 
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Appendix A.7. Adjusted Load Patterns of Each Customer Class (Adjusted to 
Match IEEE-RTS Load Pattern Using Linear Interpolation) 

Mon Week IEEE Sys hit Sea L.1. 5.1. Res Coe Sulk Rural Light 

(NCP Weight) 0.159 0.400 0.180 0.140 0.140 0.100 0.050 0.005 
Jan 1 0.862 0.862 -0.000 0.000 0.740 0.120 0.870 0.930 0.950 0.960 1.000 Mon - Month of the Year 

2 10.900 0.900 0.000 0.000 0.749 0.165 0.975 1.000 0.970 0.370 1.000 Week - Week in the Year 
3 0.878 0.878 0.000 0.000 0.720 0.940 0.977 0.990 0.926 0.964 1.000 IEEE - IEEE RTS Systea Total 
4 0.834 0.834 0.000 0.000 0.672 0.830 0.978 0.977 0.890 0.365 1.000 Sys - Calculated Systes Total 

Feb- 5 +0.880 0.880 0.000 0.000 0.725 0.945 1.000 0.990 O. 0.970 1.000 Diff - Difference 
6 0.841 0.841 0.000 0.000 0.694 0.900 0.944 0.955 0.842 0.132 1.000 Sea - Seasonal 
7 0.832 0.832 0.000 0.000 0.689 0.925 0.887 0.941 0.844 0.896 1.000 L.I. - Large Industrial 
8 0.806 0.806 -0.000 0.000 0.650 0.930 0.831 0.926 0.845 0.861 1.000 S.I. - Seall Industrial 

Mar- 9 40.740 0.740 0.000 0.000 0.528 0.935 0.750 0.900 0.838 0.820 1.000 Res - Residential 
10 0.737 0.737 -0.000 0.000 0.520 0.940 0.756 0.893 0.833 0.811 1.000 Coe - Coseercial 
11 0.115 0.715 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.910 0.730 0.875 0.820 0.797 1.000 Bulk - Bulk Power Sale 
12 0.727 0.727 0.000 0.000 0.537 0.927 0.720 0.857 0.807 0.783 1.000 Rural - Rural 

13 0.704 0.704 0.000 0.000 0.510 0.900 0.702 0.838 0.793 0.770 1.000 Light Street Lights 
Apr 14 0.750 0.750 0.000 0.000 0.639 0.908 0.684 0.820 0.780 0.756 1.000 

15 0.721 0.721 -0.000 0.000 0.595 0.880 0.666 0.802 0.767 0.742 1.000 
16 *0.800 0.800 -0.000 0.415 0.650 0.870 0.648 0.784 0.754 0.722 1.000 
17 0.754 0.754 -0.000 0.240 0.620 0.857 0.629 0.781 0.754 0.712 1.000 

May 18 0.837 0.837 0.000 0.590 0.700 0.854 0.609 0.779 0.754 0.697 1.000 
19 0.870 0.870 -0.000 0.840 0.700 0.837 0.590 0.776 0.754 0.681 1.000 
20 +0.880 0.880 0.000 0.150 0.700 0.820 0.570 0.773 0.154 0.665 1.000 
21 0.856 0.856 -0.000 0.775 0.700 0.811 0.583 0.779 0.756 0.705 1.000 

Jun- 22 0.811 0.811 -0.000 0.470 0.700 0.802 0.597 0.785 0.759 0.746 1.000 
23 +0.900 0.900 0.000 1.000 0.700 0.800 0.615 0.791 0.761 0.786 1.000 
24 0.887 0.887 -0.000 0.910 0.700 0.812 0.599 0.792 0.767 0.787 1.000 
25 0.896 0.896 0.000 0.955 0.700 0.831 0.588 0.792 0.772 0.788 1.000 
26 0.861 0.861 0.000 0.770 0.680 0.350 0.577 0.793 0.778 0.789 1.000 

Jul 27 0.755 0.755 0.000 0.175 0.650 0.855 0.567 0.794 0.783 0.791 1.000 
28 0.816 0.816 -0.000 0.575 0.630 0.888 0.556 0.795 0.789 0.792 1.000 
29 0.801 0.801 -0.000 0.490 0.620 0.907 0.545 0.795 0.794 0.793 1.000 
30 10.880 0.880 0.000 0.830 0.670 0.940 0.334 0.716 0.800 0.714 1.000 

Aug- 31 0.722 0.722 0.000 0.205 0.570 0.840 0.540 0.801 0.803 0.748 1.000 
32 0.776 0.176 0.000 0.355 0.650 0.829 0.541 0.807 0.807 0.703 1.000 
33 40.800 0.800 -0.000 0.340 0.725 0.810 0.553 0.812 0.810 0.657 1.000 
34 0.729 0.729 0.000 0.000 0.690 0.800 0.356 0.822 0.790 0.649 1.000 

Sep- 35 0.726 0.726 -0.000 0.000 0.680 0.710 0.582 0.832 0.785 0.641 1.000 
36 0.705 0.705 0.000 0.000 0.623 0.790 0.585 0.842 0.773 0.633 1.000 
37 10.780 0.780 0.000 0.000 0.700 0.960 0.630 0.900 0.760 0.640 1.000 
38 0.695 0.695 0.000 0.000 0.555 0.840 0.631 0.860 0.762 0.645 1.000 
39 0.724 0.724 0.000 0.000 0.597 0.900 0.641 0.831 0.779 0.686 1.000 

Oct 40 0.124 0.724 0.000 0.000 0.585 0.110 0.657 0.820 0.788 0.716 1.000 
41 0.743 0.143 0.000 0.000 0.610 0.942 0.673 0.209 0.797 0.746 1.000 
42 0.744 0.744 -0.000 0.000 0.600 0.950 0.688 0.799 0.807 0.777 1.000 
43 *0.800 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.703 1.000 0.704 0.800 0.825 0.820 1.000 

Nov- 44 0.881 0.881 0.000 0.000 0.913 0.930 0.706 0.840 0.840 0.860 1.000 
45 0.885 0.885 0.000 0.000 0.930 0.885 0.707 0.859 0.857 0.881 1.000 
46 0.309 0.909 0.000 0.000 0.960 0.900 0.709 0.894 0.877 0.118 1.000 
47 4.940 0.940 0.000 0.000 0.980 0.940 0.730 0.950 0.910 0.955 1.000 

Dec- 48 6.890 0.890 0.000 0.000 0.900 0.846 0.735 0.924 0.923 0.966 1.000 
49 0.942 0.942 0.000 0.000 0.990 0.890 0.774 0.919 0.949 0.978 1.000 
50 0.970 0.970 -0.000 0.000 0.990 0.945 0.885 0.913 0.974 0.989 1.000 
51 11.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.380 0.953 0.968 1.000 1.000 1.000 
52 0.952 0.952 0.000 0.000 0.947 0.920 0.880 0.939 0.989 0.987 1.000 
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Ap pendix A.S. Adjusted Load Patterns of Each Customer Class (Adjusted to 
Match the IEEE-RTS Load Pattern Using Formula Shown) 

Mon Week IEEE Sys Dif Sea L.I. S.I. Res Coe Sulk Rural Light 

0 1.055 .130 .400 .200 .150 .150 .100 .050 .005 
Jan 1 .862 .862 .00 .000 .670 .840 .925 .458 .927 .921 1.000 Mon - Month of the Year 

2 * .900 .900 .00 .000 .700 .877 .966 1.000 .968 .962 1.000 leek - Week in the Year 
3 .878 .878 .00 .000 .683 .856 .442 .976 .944 .938 1.000 IEEE - IEEE RTS Systee Total 
4 .834 .835 .00 .000 .649 .813 .895 .927 .897 .891 1.000 Sys - Calculated Systes Tota 

Feb- 5 * .880 .880 .00 .000 .700 .836 1.000 .970 .841 .967 1.000 Dif - Difference 
6 .841 .841 .00 .000 .669 .798 .956 .927 .804 .924 1.000 Sea - Seasonal 
7 .832 .832 .00 .000 .662 .190 .945 .917 .795 .914 1.000 L.I. - Large Industrial 
8 .806 .806 .00 .000 .641 .765 .916 .888 .770 .886 1.000 S.I. - Seall Industrial 

Mar- 9 4 .740 .740 .00 .000 .580 .822 .670 .800 .170 .825 1.000 Res - Residence 
10 .737 .737 .00 .000 .578 .819 .667 .797 .767 .822 1.000 Co. - Coasercial 
11 .715 .715 .00 .000 .560 .794 .647 .773 .744 .797 1.000 Bulk - Bulk Power Sale 
12 .727 .727 .00 .000 .570 .808 .658 .786 .756 .811. 1.000 Rural - Rural 
13 .704 .704 .00 .000 .552 .182 .637 .761 .733 .785 1.000 Light - Street Lights 

Apr 14 .750 .750 -.00 .000 .656 .881 .608 .735 .707 .683 1.000 
15 .721 .721 .00 .000 .631 .847 .584 .707 .680 .656 1.000 
16 * .800 .800 -.00 .000 .700 .940 .648 .784 .754 .728 1.000 Class Load in between Monthly Peak 

17 .754 .754 -.00 .000 .660 .886 .611 .739 .711 .686 1.000 
May 18 .837 .837 .00 .885 .666 .780 .542 .735 .717 .633 1.000 

19 .870 .870 .00 .919 .692 .811 .564 .764 .745 .657 1.000 
20 * .880 .880 0 .930 .700 .120 .570 .773 .754 .665 1.000 
21 .856 .856 .00 .905 .681 .798 .554 .752 .733 .647 1.000 

Jun- 22 .811 .812 .00 .901 .631 .719 .550 .713 .686 .708 1.000 
23 * .100 .900 .00 1.000 .700 .798 .610 .791 .761 .786 1.000 
24 .887 .887 .00 .486 .690 .786 .601 .780 .750 .775 1.000 
25 .896 .896 .00 .996 .697 .794 .607 .787 .758 .783 1.000 
26 .861 .861 .00 .957 ,670 .763 .584 .757 .728 .752 1.000 

Jul 27 .755 .755 .00 .596 .601 .794 .458 .683 .686 .681 1.000 
28 .816 .816 .00 .644 .649 .859 .495 .738 .742 .736 1.000 
29 .801 .801 .00 .633 .637 .843 .486 .725 .728 .723 1.000 
30 * .880 .880 -.00 .675 .700 .926 .534 .796 .800 .794 1.000 

Aug- 31 .722 .723 .00 .282 .632 .704 .419 .733 .731 .593 1.000 
32 .776 .776 .00 .304 .679 .757 .536 .788 .716 .637 1.000 
33 4 .800 .800 .00 .313 .700 .780 .553 .812 .810 .657 1.000 
34 .729 .730 .00 .285 .638 .711 .504 .740 .738 .599 1.000 

Sep- 35 .726 .727 .00 .000 .621 .847 .568 .713 .707 .582 1.000 
36 .705 .706 .00 .000 .603 .123 .551 .770 .687 .565 1.000 
37 * .780 .780 .00 .000 .667 .110 .610 .852 .760 .625 1.000 
38 .695 .6% .00 .000 .594 .111 .544 .759 .677 .557 1.000 
39 .724 .725 .00 .000 .619 .845 .566 .791 .705 .580 1.000 

Oct 40 .724 .725 .00 .000 .606 .905 .588 .652 .738 .730 1.000 
41 .743 .744 .00 .000 .622 .929 .604 .669 .758 .750 1.000 
42 .744 .745 .00 .000 .623 .930 .605 .670 .759 .751 1.000 

43 * .800 .800 .00 .000 .670 1.000 .650 .720 .816 .807 1.000 
Roy- 44 .881 .881 .00 .000 .895 .797 .665 .871 .840 .895 1.000 

45 .885 .885 .00 .000 .899 .800 .668 .875 .844 .899 1.000 

46 .909 .909 .00 .000 .923 .822 .686 .899 .867 .923 1.000 
47 * .940 .940 .00 .000 .155 .850 .710 .929 .897 .955 1.000 

Dec- 48 .890 .890 .00 .000 .890 .813 .745 .808 .890 .890 1.000 

49 .942 .942 .00 .000 .942 .861 .7 .855 .942 .942 1.000 

50 .970 .970 -.00 .000 .970 .887 .812 .881 .970 .970 1.000 

51 * 1.000 1.000 -.00 .000 1.000 .914 .837 .908 1.000 1.000 1.000 

52 .952 .952 -.00 .000 .952 .870 .797 .864 .952 .952 1.000 

IEEE Weekly Peak 
Class Monthly Peak I  

IEEE Monthly Peak 
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Appendix A.9. Adjusted Daily Load Pattern of Each Customer Class (Adjusted 
to Match the IEEE-RTS Load Pattern) 

Week Lay IEEE Sys Dif X Sea L.I. S.I. Res Cos Bulk Rural Light 

(NCPWeigh) 1.19 .130 .400 .200 .150 .150 .100 .050 .005 

1 1 .802 .802 .00 .93 .000 .623 .781 .860 .891 .862 .857 1.000 
2 * .862 .862 .00 1.00 .000 .670 .840 .925 .958 .927 .921 1.000 
3 .845 .845 .00 .98 .000 .657 .823 .907 .939 .908 .903 1.000 Week - Week in the Yeat 
4 .828 .828 .00 .96 .000 .643 .806 .888 .920 .890 .884 1.000 Day - Day in the Week 
5 .810 .811 .00 .94 .000 .630 .790 .870 .901 .871 .866 1.000 IEEE - Ieee RTS System Total 
6 .664 .664 -.00 .70 .000 .623 .584 .643 .666 .644 .640 1.000 Sys - Calculated Syst s Total 
7 .647 .647 .00 .67 .000 .623 .559 .616 .638 .617 .613 1.000 Dif - Difference 

X - Percent of Weekly Peak 
2 1 .837 .838 .00 .93 .000 .651 .816 .898 .930 .900 .895 1.000 Sea - Seasonal 

2 * .900 .900 .00 1.00 .000 .700 .877 .966 1.000 .968 .962 1.000 L.I. - Large Industrial 
3 .882 .882 .00 .98 .000 .686 .859 .947 .980 .949 .943 1.000 S.I. - Small Industrial 
4 .864 .864 .00 .96 .000 .672 .842 .927 .960 .929 .924 1.000 Res - Residential 
5 .846 .846 .00 .94 .000 .658 .824 .908 .940 .910 .904 1.000 Co. - Commercial 
6 .693 .696 .00 .70 .000 .651 .614 .676 .700 .678 .673 1.000 Bulk - Bulk Power Sale 
7 .675 .675 .00 .67 .000 .651 .584 .643 .666 .645 .641 1.000 Rural - Rural 

Light - Streetlights 
3 1 

2* 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

.817 

.878 

.860 

.843 

.825 

.676 

.659 

.817 
.878 
.861 
.843 
.826 
.676 
.659 

.00 .93 

.00 1.00 

.00 .98 

.00 .96 

.00 .94 

.00 .70 

.00 .67 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.635 

.683 

.669 

.656 

.642 

.635 

.635 

.796 

.856 

.839 

.822 

.805 

.595 

.570 

.876 

.942 

.923 

.904 

.885 

.655 

.627 

.908 

.976 

.956 

.937 

.917 

.678 

.650 

.878 

.944 

.925 

.906 

.887 

.656 

.629 

.872 1.000 

.938 1.000 Daily Peak in Percent of 

.919 1.000 Peak is obtained from 

.900 1.000 RTS Data with modifica 

.882 1.000 the Weekend. 

.652 1.000 

.625 1.000 Day 1 93.0% 
Day 2 100.0X 

Weekly 
he IEEE 
ion for 

4 1 .776 .777 .00 .93 .000 .604 .756 .832 .862 .834 .829 1.000 Day 3 98.01 

2 * .834 .835 .00 1.00 .000 .649 .813 .895 .927 .897 .891 1.000 Day 4 96.0X 

3 .817 .818 .00 .98 .000 .636 .797 .877 .908 .879 .873 1.000 Day 5 94.01 

4 .801 .802 .00 .96 .000 .623 .780 .859 .890 .861 .855 1.000 Day 6 70.0% (exclude 

5 .784 .785 .00 .94 .000 .610 .764 .841 .871 .843 .838 1.000 Day 7 67.01 (exclude L.I.) 

6 .642 .643 .00 .70 .000 .604 .566 .623 .645 .624 .620 1.000 
7 .626 .626 .00 .67 .000 .604 .541 .596 .617 .597 .593 1.000 For L.I. 

Day 6,7 93.0X (Week 1-30) 

5 1 .818 .819 .00 .93 .000 .651 .777 .930 .902 .782 .899 1.000 91.01 (Week 31-43) 

2 * .880 .880 .00 1.00 .000 .700 .836 1.000 .970 ,841 .967 1.000 87.51 (Week 44-52) 

3 .862 .863 .00 .98 .000 .686 .819 .980 .951 .824 .948 1.000 

4 .845 .845 .00 .96 .000 .672 .803 .960 .931 .807 .928 1.000 

5 .827 .828 .00 .94 .000 .658 .786 .940 .912 .791 .909 1.000 

6 .678 .680 .00 .70 .000 .651 .582 .696 .675 .585 .673 1.000 

7 .660 .662 .00 .67 .000 .651 .557 .666 .646 .560 .644 1.000 
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Appendix A.9. (cont.) 

Week Day IEEE Sys Dif X Sea L.I. S.I. Res Cos Bulk Rural Light 

(NCP Weigh) 1.19 .130 .400 .200 .150 .150 .100 .050 .005 

6 1 .782 .783 .00 
2 ' .841 .841 .00 
3 .824 .825 .00 
4 .807 .808 .00 
5 .791 .791 .00 
6 .648 .652 .00 
7 .631 .635 .00 

.93 
1.00 
.98 
.96 
.94 
.70 
.67 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.622 

.669 

.656 

.642 

.629 

.622 

.622 

.742 

.798 

.782 

.766 

.750 

.559 

.535 

.889 

.956 

.937 

.918 

.899 

.669 

.641 

.862 

.927 

.908 

.890 

.871 

.649 

.621 

.748 

.804 

.788 

.772 

.756 

.563 

.539 

.859 

.924 

.906 

.887 
.869 
.647 
.619 

1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 Week - Week in the Year 

Day - Day in the Week 

7 1 .774 .774 .00 .93 .000 .616 .735 .879 .853 .739 .850 1.000 IEEE - Ieee RTS System Total 

2 * .832 .832 .00 1.00 .000 .662 .790 .945 .917 .795 .914 1.000 Sys - Calculated Syst!m Total 

3 .815 .816 .00 .98 .000 .649 .774 .926 .899 .779 .896 1.000 Dif - Difference 

4 .799 .799 .00 .96 .000 .636 .758 .907 .880 .763 .877 1.000 X - Percent of Weekly Peak 

5 .782 .783 .00 .94 .000 .622 .743 .888 .862 .747 .859 1.000 Sea - Seasonal 

6 .641 .643 .00 .70 .000 .616 .550 .658 .638 .553 .636 1.000 L.I. - Large Industrial 

7 .624 .627 .00 .67 .000 .616 .528 .631 .613 .531 .611 1.000 S.I. - Small Industrial 
Res - Residential 

18 1 .778 .779 .00 .93 .823 .619 .725 .504 .684 .667 .589 1.000 Cos - Commercial 
2 * .837 .837 .00 1.00 .885 .666 .780 .542 .735 .717 .633 1.000 Bulk - Bulk Power Sale 
3 .820 .821 .00 .98 .867 .653 .764 .531 .720 .703 .620 1.000 Rural - Rural 
4 .804 .804 .00 .96 .850 .639 .749 .520 .706 .688 .608 1.000 Light - Streetlights 
5 .787 .787 .00 .94 .832 .626 .733 .509 .691 .674 .595 1.000 
6 .644 .647 .00 .70 .616 .619 .543 .377 .512 .499 .441 1.000 Daily Peak in Percent of Weekly 
7 .628 .631 .00 .67 .591 .619 .521 .362 .491 .479 .423 1.000 Peak is obtained from the IEEE 

RTS Data with modification for 

23 1 .837 .837 .00 .93 .930 .651 .742 .567 .736 .708 .731 1.000 the Weekend. 

2 * .900 .900 .00 1.00 1.000 .700 .798 .610 .791 .761 .786 1.000 
3 .882 .882 .00 .98 .980 .686 .782 .598 .775 .746 .770 1.000 Day 1 93.0% 

4 .864 .864 .00 .96 .960 .672 .766 .586 .759 .731 .755 1.000 Day 2 100.0X 

5 .846 .846 .00 .94 .940 .658 .750 .573 .744 .715 .739 1.000 Day 3 98.0% 

6 .693 .694 .00 .70 .696 .651 .555 .425 .551 .530 .547 1.000 Day 4 96.0% 

7 .675 .676 .00 .67 .668 .651 .533 .407 .528 .508 .525 1.000 Day 5 94.0% 
Day 6 70.0X (exclude L.I.) 

27 1 .702 .703 .00 .93 .554 .559 .738 .426 .635 .638 .633 1.000 Day 7 67.0% (exclude L.I.) 

2 * .755 .755 .00 1.00 .596 .601 .794 .458 .683 .686 .681 1.000 

3 .740 .740 .00 .98 .584 .589 .778 .449 .669 .672 .667 1.000 For L.I. 

4 .725 .725 .00 .96 .572 .577 .762 .440 .656 .659 .654 1.000 Day 6,7 93.0% (Week 1-3 ) 

5 .710 .710 .00 .94 .560 .565 .746 .431 .642 .645 .640 1.000 91.0% (Week 31-4 ) 

6 .581 .584 .00 .70 .415 .559 .553 .319 .475 .477 .474 1.000 87.5X (Week 44-52) 

7 .566 .569 .00 .67 .398 .559 .530 .306 .456 .458 .455 1.000 
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Ap 

Week D y IEEE Sys Dif % Sea L.I. S.I. Res Co. Bulk Rural Light 

(MCP W igh) 1.19 .130 .400 .200 .150 .150 .100 .050 .005 

31 .671 .673 .00 .93 .262 .588 .655 .464 .682 .680 .551 1.000 
* .722 .723 .00 1.00 .282 .632 .704 .499 .733 .731 .593 1.000 
.708 .708 .00 .98 .276 .619 .690 .489 .718 .716 .581 1.000 
.693 .694 .00 .96 .271 .607 .676 .479 .704 .702 .569 1.000 
.679 .680 .00 .94 .265 .594 .662 .469 .689 .687 .557 1.000 
.556 .559 .00 .70 .196 .575 .490 .347 .510 .509 .413 1.000 
.542 .546 .00 .67 .188 .575 .470 .333 .490 .488 .396 1.000 Week - Week in the Year 

Day - Day in the Week 
35 .675 .676 .00 .93 .000 .578 .788 .528 .737 .658 .541 1.000 IEEE - Ieee RTS System Total 

* .726 .727 .00 1.00 .000 .621 .847 .568 .793 .707 .582 1.000 Sys - Calculated Syst m Total 
.711 .712 .00 .98 .000 .609 .830 .557 .777 .693 .570 1.000 Dif - Difference 
.697 .698 .00 .96 .000 .596 .813 .545 .761 .679 .559 1.000 2 - Percent of Weekly Peak 
.682 .681 -.00 .94 .000 .578 .796 .534 .745 .665 .547 1.000 Sea - Seasonal 
.559 .560 .00 .70 .000 .565 .590 .395 .552 .492 .405 1.000 L.I. - Large Industrial 
.545 .547 .00 .67 .000 .565 .566 .379 .530 .472 .389 1.000 S.I. - Small Industrial 

Res - Residential 
40 .673 .674 .00 .93 .000 .564 .842 .547 .606 .686 .679 1.000 Co. - Commercial 

* .724 .725 .00 1.00 .000 .606 .905 .588 .652 .738 .730 1.000 Bulk - Bulk Power Sale 
.710 .710 .00 .98 .000 .594 .887 .576 .639 .723 .715 1.000 Rural - Rural 
.695 .696 .00 .96 .000 .582 .869 :564 .626 .708 .701 1.000 Light - Streetlights 
.681 .682 .00 .94 .000 .570 .851 .553 .613 .694 .686 1.000 
.557 .558 .00 .70 .000 .551 .630 .409 .454 .514 .508 1.000 Daily Peak in Percent of Weekly 
.543 .544 .00 .67 .000 .551 .605 .393 .436 .493 .488 1.000 Peak is obtained from the IEEE 

RTS Data with modification for 
44 .819 .820 .00 .93 .000 .832 .741 .618 .810 .781 .832 1.000 the Weekend. 

* .881 .882 .00 1.00 .000 .895 .797 .665 .871 .840 .895 1.000 
.863 .864 .00 .98 .000 .877 .781 .652 .854 .823 .877 1.000 Day 1 93.0% 
.846 .846 .00 .96 .000 .859 .765 .638 .836 .806 .859 1.000 Day 2 100.0% 
.828 .829 .00 .94 .000 .84i .749 .625 .819 .790 .841 1.000 Day 3 98.0% 
.678 .679 .00 .70 .000 .783 .555 .463 .606 .585 .623 1.000 Day 4 96.0% 
.661 .665 .00 .67 .000 .783 .532 .444 .582 .561 .598 1.000 Day 5 94.0% 

Day 6 70.0% (exclude L.I.) 
50 .902 .902 .00 .93 .000 .902 .825 .755 .819 .902 .902 1.000 Day 7 67.0% (exclude L.I.) 

* .970 .970 -.00 1.00 .000 .970 .887 .812 .881 .970 .970 1.000 
.951 .951 -.00 .98 .000 .951 .869 .796 .863 .951 .951 1.000 For L.I. 
.931 .931 .00 .96 .000 .931 .852 .780 .846 .931 .931 1.000 Day 6,7 93.0% (Week 1-30) 
.912 .912 .00 .94 .000 .912 .834 .763 .828 .912 .912 1.000 91.0% (Week 31-41) 
.747 .746 -.00 .70 .000 .849 .617 .565 .613 .675 .675 1.000 87.5% (Week 44-50 
.728 .730 .00 .67 .000 .849 .593 .542 .589 .648 .648 1.000 

52 .885 .885 .00 .93 .000 .885 .809 .741 .804 .885 .885 1.000 
* .952 .952 -.00 1.00 .000 .952 .870 .797 .864 .952 .952 1.000 
.933 .933 -.00 .98 .000 .933 .853 .781 .847 .933 .933 1.000 
.914 .914 -.00 .96 .000 .914 .835 .765 .829 .914 .914 1.000 
.895 .895 .00 .94 .000 .895 .818 .749 .812 .895 .895 1.000 
.733 .732 -.00 .70 .000 .833 .606 .555 .601 .663 .663 1.000 
.714 .716 .00 .67 .000 .833 .581 .532 .577 .636 .636 1.000 
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Appendix A.10. Contributions of Each Class at Each Load Level: Load Model 
Using Linear Interpolation 

Total Number of Load Levels = 68 

Lev System L. Ind S. Ind Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Light Season 

1 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2 0.9900 0.3999 0.1763 0.1334 0.1355 0.1000 0.0500 0.0050 0.0000 
3 0.9800 0.3998 0.1763 0.1334 0.1355 0.1000 0.0500 0.0051 0.0000 
4 0.9700 0.3998 0.1763 0.1334 0.1355 0.1000 0.0500 0.0051 0.0000 
5 0.9600 0.4041 0.1759 0.1306 0.1336 0.1002 0.0505 0.0052 0.0000 
6 0.9500 0.4022 0.1755 0.1307 0.1348 0.1010 0.0507 0.0052 0.0000 
7 0.9400 0.4051 0.1757 0.1272 0.1363 0.0999 0.0505 0.0052 0.0000 

8 0.9300 0.4048 0.1755 0.1282 0.1351 0.1005 0.0507 0.0052 0.0000 
9 0.9200 0.4061 0.1757 0.1269 0.1354 0.1001 0.0507 0.0053 0.0000 
10 0.9100 0.4041 0.1752 0.1281 0.1353 0.1011 0.0510 0.0053 0.0000 
11 0.9000 0.3970 0.1750 0.1219 0.1362 0.0993 0.0506 0.0054 0.0146 
12 0.8900 0.3949 0.1744 0.1199 0.1359 0.0987 0.0503 0.0054 0.0204 
13 0.8800 0.3797 0.1759 0.1163 0.1351 0.0971 0.0493 0.0055 0.0412 
14 0.8700 0.3842 0.1755 0.1147 0.1361 0.0970 0.0497 0.0056 0.0372 
15 0.8600 0.3613 0.1761 0.1135 0.1345 0.0955 0.0483 0.0056 0.0652 
16 0.8500 0.3731 0.1752 0.1133 0.1354 0.0966 0.0489 0.0056 0.0518 
17 0.8400 0.3680 0.1782 0.1165 0.1373 0.0968 0.0493 0.0057 0.0482 
18 0.8300 0.3561 0.1778 0.1140 0.1369 0.0952 0.0484 0.0058 0.0659 
19 0.8200 0.3598 0.1787 0.1151 0.1375 0.0959 0.0489 0.0058 0.0583 
20 0.8100 0.3471 0.1813 0.1160 0.1380 0.0958 0.0484 0.0059 0.0674 
21 0.8000 0.3400 0.1814 0.1159 0.1380 0.0957 0.0482 0.0059 0.0748 
22 0.7900 0.3465 0.1830 0.1183 0.1404 0.0966 0.0490 0.0060 0.0602 
23 0.7800 0.3439 0.1845 0.1210 0.1412 0.0970 0.0492 0.0060 0.0571 
24 0.7700 0.3405 0.1844 0.1178 0.1400 0.0960 0.0481 0.0061 0.0671 
25 0.7600 0.3370 0.1871 0.1163 0.1407 0.0974 0.0485 0.0061 0.0668 
26 0.7500 0.3351 0.1898 0.1187 0.1430 0.0976 0.0489 0.0062 0.0606 
27 0.7400 0.3388 0.1927 0.1192 0.1434 0.0978 0.0483 0.0063 0.0536 
28 0.7300 0.3401 0.1945 0.1149 0.1427 0.0986 0.0485 0.0064 0.0544 
29 0.7200 0.3442 0.1988 0.1165 0.1435 0.0994 0.0481 0.0065 0.0430 
30 0.7100 0.3384 0.2003 0.1186 0.1471 0.1006 0.0482 0.0065 0.0403 
31 0.7000 0.3466 0.2026 0.1168 0.1458 0.1008 0.0483 0.0066 0.0325 
32 0.6900 0.3409 0.2063 0.1183 0.1479 0.1024 0.0485 0.0067 0.0291 
33 0.6800 0.3451 0.2081 0.1205 0.1495 0.1027 0.0488 0.0068 0.0185 
34 0.6700 0.3512 0.2072 0.1196 0.1471 0.1012 0.0477 0.0069 0.0190 
35 0.6600 0.3430 0.2095 0.1205 0.1496 0.1027 0.0485 0.0069 0.0194 
36 0.6500 0.3530 0.2074 0.1183 0.1456 0.1004 0.0475 0.0069 0.0210 
37 0.6400 0.3560 0.2054 0.1167 0.1434 0.0986 0.0469 0.0070 0.0260 
38 0.6300 0.3562 0.2041 0.1145 0.1403 0.0968 0.0461 0.0069 0.0351 
39 0.6200 0.3600 0.2047 0.1129 0.1377 0.0947 0.0449 0.0070 0.0381 
40 0.6100 0.3671 0.2032 0.1121 0.1352 0.0934 0.0447 0.0070 0.0373 
41 0.6000 0.3641 0.2032 0.1118 0.1340 0.0923 0.0443 0.0071 0.0432 
42 0.5900 0.3809 0.2015 0.1122 0.1311 0.0911 0.0441 0.0070 0.0321 
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Appendix A.10. (cont.) 

v System L. Ind S. Ind Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Light Season 

43 0.5800 0.3817 0.2030 0.1126 0.1297 0.0900 0.0438 0.0070 0.0319 
44 0.5700 0.3763 0.2021 0.1140 0.1311 0.0914 0.0448 0.0069 0.0334 
45 0.5600 0.3808 0.2011 0.1111 0.1289 0.0900 0.0442 0.0069 0.0369 
46 0.5500 0.3799 0.2007 0.1113 0.1306 0.0912 0.0447 0.0068 0.0347 
47 0.5400 0.3810 0.2037 0.1113 0.1297 0.0901 0.0438 0.0070 0.0333 
48 0.5300 0.3806 0.2001 0.1094 0.1302 0.0914 0.0447 0.0069 0.0367 

49 0.5200 0.3747 0.2044 0.1117 0.1317 0.0915 0.0445 0.0070 0.0346 
50 0.5100 0.3693 0.2065 0.1118 0.1324 0.0913 0.0443 0.0071 0.0372 
51 0.5000 0.3632 0.2070 0.1136 0.1341 0.0925 0.0447 0.0071 0.0377 
52 0.4900 0.3642 0.2065 0.1141 0.1343 0.0923 0.0447 0.0071 0.0367 
53 0.4800 0.3556 0.2063 0.1132 0.1356 0.0934 0.0450 0.0071 0.0437 
54 0.4700 0.3596 0.2072 0.1104 0.1341 0.0923 0.0439 0.0072 0.0453 
55 0.4600 0.3592 0.2057 0.1097 0.1337 0.0920 0.0440 0.0071 0.0485 
56 0.4500 0.3545 0.2065 0.1103 0.1372 0.0943 0.0444 0.0071 0.0457 
57 0.4400 0.3583 0.2103 0.1108 0.1364 0.0938 0.0444 0.0072 0.0389 
58 0.4300 0.3565 0.2114 0.1106 0.1370 0.0946 0.0445 0.0072 0.0381 
59 0.4200 0.3537 0.2135 0.1122 0.1388 0.0951 0.0448 0.0074 0.0346 
60 0.4100 0.3542 0.2193 0.1137 0.1391 0.0952 0.0445 0.0076 0.0264 
61 0.4000 0.3620 0.2222 0.1099 0.1362 0.0934 0.0430 0.0079 0.0255 
62 0.3900 0.3647 0.2244 0.1096 0.1373 0.0936 0.0426 0.0080 0.0197 
63 0.3800 0.3811 0.2300 0.1032 0.1268 0.0868 0.0394 0.0084 0.0243 
64 0.3700 0.3906 0.2379 0.1011 0.1202 0.0838 0.0384 0.0088 0.0193 
65 0.3600 0.3951 0.2435 0.1027 0.1209 0.0838 0.0380 0.0090 0.0071 
66 0.3500 0.3982 0.2440 0.1014 0.1212 0.0839 0.0371 0.0092 0.0049 
67 0.3400 0.3910 0.2466 0.1053 0.1257 0.0850 0.0369 0.0094 0.0000 
68 0.3300 0.3980 0.2464 0.1017 0.1270 0.0832 0.0340 0.0096 0.0000 
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Appendix A.11. Contributions of Each Class at Each Load Level: Load Model 
Using RTS Load as Key 

Total Number of Load Levels = 67 

Lev System L. Ind S. Ind Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Light Season 

1 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 0.9900 0.4002 0.1829 0.1256 0.1363 0.1000 0.0500 0.0050 0.0000 

3 0.9800 0.4002 0.1829 0.1256 0.1363 0.1000 0.0500 0.0050 0.0000 
4 0.9700 0.4001 0.1829 0.1256 0.1362 0.1000 0.0500 0.0051 0.0000 

5 0.9600 0.4001 0.1829 0.1256 0.1363 0.1000 0.0500 0.0051 0.0000 
6 0.9500 0.4001 0.1829 0.1256 0.1362 0.1000 0.0500 0.0052 0.0000 

7 0.9400 0.4010 0.1826 0.1237 0.1380 0.0993 0.0501 0.0052 0.0000 

8 0.9300 0.4004 0.1827 0.1249 0.1369 0.0998 0.0501 0.0052 0.0000 

9 0.9200 0.4007 0.1826 0.1242 0.1375 0.0995 0.0501 0.0053 0.0000 
10 0.9100 0.4004 0.1827 0.1249 0.1369 0.0998 0.0500 0.0053 0.0000 

11 0.9000 0.3894 0.1826 0.1228 0.1401 0.0981 0.0498 0.0054 0.0116 

12 0.8900 0.3881 0.1821 0.1214 0.1385 0.0975 0.0495 0.0054 0.0175 

13 0.8800 0.3804 0.1822 0.1222 0.1405 0.0966 0.0495 0.0e55 0.0230 

14 0.8700 0.3679 0.1849 0.1156 0.1399 0.0947 0.0477 0.0056 0.0438 

15 0.8600 0.3549 0.1838 0.1192 0.1414 0.0945 0.0480 0.0056 0.0526 

16 0.8500 0.3658 0.1838 0.1183 0.1401 0.0952 0.0479 0.0056 0.0432 

17 0.8400 0.3583 0.1850 0.1217 0.1438 0.0951 0.0485 0.0057 0.0418 

18 0.8300 0.3500 0.1846 0.1196 0.1436 0.0937 0.0476 0.0058 0.0550 

19 0.8200 0.3488 0.1849 0.1207 0.1443 0.0941 0.0478 0.0058 0.0535 

20 0.8100 0.3354 0.1880 0.1216 0.1449 0.0937 0.0473 0.0059 0.0632 

21 0.8000 0.3330 0.1875 0.1223 0.1449 0.0938 0.0472 0.0059 0.0654 

22 0.7900 0.3381 0.1898 0.1261 0.1468 0.0943 0.0481 0.0060 0.0508 

23 0.7800 0.3359 0.1905 0.1262 0.1472 0.0946 0.0479 0.0060 0.0517 

24 0.7700 0.3308 0.1894 0.1245 0.1460 0.0937 0.0472 0.0061 0.0624 

25 0.7600 0.3292 0.1956 0.1208 0.1454 0.0942 0.0467 0.0061 0.0619 

26 0.7500 0.3288 0.1953 0.1255 0.1470 0.0935 0.0476 0.0062 0.0560 

27 0.7400 0.3313 0.1985 0.1222 0.1464 0.0941 0.0466 0.0063 0.0547 

28 0.7300 0.3362 0.2033 0.1190 0.1452 0.0951 0.0469 0.0064 0.0479 
29 0.7200 0.3388 0.2054 0.1212 0.1467 0.0958 0.0471 0.0064 0.0385 

30 0.7100 0.3379 0.2097 0.1188 0.1471 0.0960 0.0463 0.0065 0.0377 

31 0.7000 0.3463 0.2087 0.1175 0.1460 0.0965 0.0468 0.0066 0.0317 

32 0.6900 0.3425 0.2154 0.1180 0.1470 0.0971 0.0466 0.0067 0.0268 

33 0.6800 0.3498 0.2118 0.1192 0.1477 0.0973 0.0471 0.0068 0.0203 

34 0.6700 0.3496 0.2130 0.1209 0.1482 0.0978 0.0469 0.0069 0.0166 

35 0.6600 0.3537 0.2116 0.1192 0.1474 0.0964 0.0467 0.0069 0.0182 

36 0.6500 0.3524 0.2094 0.1192 0.1478 0.0972 0.0468 0.0069 0.0205 

37 0.6400 0.3545 0.2063 0.1185 0.1460 0.0950 0.0463 0.0070 0.0265 

38 0.6300 0.3635 0.1999 0.1149 0.1427 0.0936 0.0457 0.0069 0.0329 
39 0.6200 0.3577 0.2024 0.1175 0.1445 0.0938 0.0455 0.0070 0.0316 

40 0.6100 0.3671 0.1944 0.1162 0.1427 0.0927 0.0452 0.0070 0.0348 

41 0.6000 0.3638 0.1940 0.1173 0.1428 0.0922 0.0453 0.0071 0.0375 

42 0.5900 0.3717 0.1915 0.1202 0.1424 0.0928 0.0461 0.0069 0.0283 
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Ap endix A.11. (cont.) 

v System L. Ind S. Ind Resid. Com. Bulk Rural Light Season 

43 0.5800 0.3765 0.1891 0.1182 0.1407 0.0922 0.0457 0.0070 0.0306 
44 0.5700 0.3701 0.1912 0.1179 0.1402 0.0915 0.0456 0.0070 0.0365 
45 0.5600 0.3719 0.1913 0.1192 0.1413 0.0926 0.0462 0.0068 0.0306 
46 0.5500 0.3762 0.1912 0.1172 0.1405 0.0925 0.0461 0.0068 0.0295 
47 0.5400 0.3733 0.1919 0.1180 0.1416 0.0926 0.0456 0.0070 0.0300 
48 0.5300 0.3769 0.1915 0.1143 0.1398 0.0920 0.0454 0.0070 0.0331 
49 0.5200 0.3682 0.1949 0.1194 0.1429 0.0937 0.0463 0.0069 0.0276 
50 0.5100 0.3670 0.1959 0.1169 0.1415 0.0922 0.0455 0.0071 0.0339 
51 0.5000 0.3609 0.1972 0.1194 0.1437 0.0928 0.0457 0.0072 0.0331 
52 0.4900 0.3601 0.1959 0.1200 0.1441 0.0930 0.0461 0.0070 0.0337 
53 0.4800 0.3537 0.1980 0.1187 0.1438 0.0930 0.0457 0.0070 0.0402 
54 0.4700 0.3537 0.2000 0.1167 0.1434 0.0924 0.0451 0.0071 0.0417 
55 0.4600 0.3570 0.1983 0.1156 0.1419 0.0919 0.0448 0.0071 0.0435 
56 0.4500 0.3562 0.2008 0.1140 0.1424 0.0921 0.0444 0.0071 0.0432 
57 0.4400 0.3559 0.2044 0.1142 0.1433 0.0931 0.0450 0.0071 0.0370 
58 0.4300 0.3564 0.2058 0.1135 0.1424 0.0929 0.0449 0.0072 0.0369 
59 0.4200 0.3550 0.2073 0.1137 0.1437 0.0932 0.0448 0.0074 0.0350 
60 0.4100 0.3591 0.2074 0.1159 0.1441 0.0931 0.0451 0.0076 0.0277 
61 0.4000 0.3656 0.2083 0.1124 0.1430 0.0926 0.0438 0.0078 0.0264 
62 0.3900 0.3670 0.2091 0.1110 0.1441 0.0929 0.0438 0.0080 0.0241 
63 0.3800 0.3860 0.2049 0.1078 0.1399 0.0896 0.0422 0.0085 0.0212 
64 0.3700 0.3964 0.2026 0.1070 0.1358 0.0883 0.0426 0.0088 0.0185 
65 0.3600 0.3996 0.2023 0.1071 0.1368 0.0895 0.0424 0.0090 0.0132 
66 0.3500 0.4004 0.2001 0.1079 0.1390 0.0892 0.0423 0.0091 0.0120 
67 0.3400 0.4040 0.2058 0.1082 0.1456 0.0881 0.0388 0.0094 0.0000 
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Appendix A.12. Cumulative Probability for Load Model # 1 

Level Cum. Prob. Level Cum. Prob. 

1 0.00000000 40 0.49919900 
2 0.00022900 41 0.52174900 
3 0.00057200 42 0.54235300 
4 0.00068700 43 0.56147000 
5 0.00114500 44 0.57898400 
6 0.00217500 45 0.59821400 
7 0.00389200 46 0.61870400 
8 0.00560900 47 0.63988100 
9 0.00766900 48 0.65968400 
10 0.00973000 49 0.68601200 
11 0.01373600 50 0.71062300 
12 0.01842900 51 0.73740800 
13 0.02472500 52 0.76785700 
14 0.03079200 53 0.79613100 
15 0.04006400 54 0.82188600 
16 0.04945100 55 0.84592500 
17 0.06147000 56 0.86572800 
18 0.07451900 57 0.88621800 
19 0.09031600 58 0.90716600 
20 0.10645600 59 0.92777000 
21 0.12454200 60 0.94642900 
22 0.14148400 61 0.96337000 
23 0.15728000 62 0.97458800 
24 0.17353500 63 0.98179900 
25 0.19116300 64 0.98798100 
26 0.20764700 65 0.99416200 
27 0.22264200 66 0.99851200 
28 0.23717900 67 0.99977100 
29 0.25389200 68 1.00000000 
30 0.27117700 
31 0.28995000 
32 0.31055400 
33 0.32886900 
34 0.35141900 
35 0.37545800 
36 0.40018300 
37 0.42445100 
38 0.44803100 
39 0.47527500 
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Appendix A.13. Cumulative Probability for Load Model # 2 

Level Cum. Prob. Level Cum. Prob. 

1 0.00000000 40 0.50400600 
2 0.00022900 41 0.52587000 
3 0.00034300 42 0.54578800 
4 0.00057200 43 0.56501800 
5 0.00103000 44 0.58367700 
6 0.00217500 45 0.60187700 
7 0.00366300 46 0.62248200 
8 0.00560900 47 0.64377300 
9 0.00766900 48 0.66483500 
10 0.00973000 49 0.68990400 
11 0.01385100 50 0.71485800 
12 0.01842900 51 0.74301700 
13 0.02403800 52 0.77232100 
14 0.03113600 53 0.79945100 
15 0.04006400 54 0.82371800 
16 0.04967900 55 0.84741300 
17 0.06135500 56 0.86962000 
18 0.07497700 57 0.88885100 
19 0.09077400 58 0.90957000 
20 0.10737200 59 0.93063200 
21 0.12511400 60 0.94940500 
22 0.14159800 61 0.96554500 
23 0.15739500 62 0.97664800 
24 0.17456500 63 0.98386000 
25 0.19173500 64 0.99015600 
26 0.20787500 65 0.99542100 
27 0.22344300 66 0.99897000 
28 0.23878200 67 1.00000000 
29 0.25515100 
30 0.27209200 
31 0.29120900 
32 0.31055400 
33 0.33035700 
34 0.35382300 
35 0.37809100 
36 0.40281600 
37 0.42708300 
38 0.45215200 
39 0.47893800 
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Appendix A.14. Load Statistics for Each Class of Load for Load Model # 1 

Class Name Peak Period Pk Sys Period Ave. L.F. 

System 1.0000 352 1.0000 352 0.6145 0.6145 
Large Industrial 0.4000 352 0.4000 352 0.2210 0.5526 
Small Industrial 0.1800 296 0.1764 352 0.1231 0.6840 
Residential 0.1400 30 0.1334 352 0.0703 0.5022 
Commercial 0.1400 9 0.1355 352 0.0845 0.6039 
Bulk Power 0.1000 352 0.1000 352 0.0585 0.5852 
Rural 0.0500 352 0.0500 352 0.0284 0.5673 
Street Lights 0.0050 1 0.0050 352 0.0042 0.8301 
Seasonal 0.1590 156 0.0000 352 0.0244 0.1533 

Appendix A.15. Load Statistics for Each Class of Load for Load Model # 2 

Class Name Peak Period Pk Sys Period Ave. L.F. 

System 1.0000 352 1.0000 352 0.6156 0.6156 
Large Industrial 0.4000 352 0.4000 352 0.2195 0.5489 
Small Industrial 0.2000 296 0.1830 352 0.1218 0.6089 
Residential 0.1500 30 0.1255 352 0.0730 0.4864 
Commercial 0.1500 9 0.1365 352 0.0885 0.5901 
Bulk Power 0.1000 352 0.1000 352 0.0578 0.5782 
Rural 0.0500 352 0.0500 352 0.0285 0.5691 
Street Lights 0.0050 1 0.0050 352 0.0042 0.8301 
Seasonal 0.1300 156 0.0000 352 0.0224 0.1721 
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Appendix B. Calculation of Capacity Outage Probability Using a Folded Normal 
Distribution and the Gram-Charlier Expansion of a Distribution 

The pdf of a folded normally distributed random variable x is given by 

f(x) = (1/0/Facr){exp(-(x-)1)2/2c?) + exp(-(x+p)2/2432)}, x > = 0 

with p and cr representing parameters of the distribution. 

The cumulative probability for any desired capacity outage of X MW is given by 

CO CO 

Prob.[Capacity outage > = X] = f(z)dz +11 f(z)dz 
z2 

= Area 1 + Area 2 

where z1 - )1)/a, 

z2 + p)/Q, and 

Area 1 and Area 2 can be easily obtained from tables for the standard normal density 

function f(z). 

When the Gram-Charlier expansion of a distribution is used to approximate the discrete 

distribution of the system capacity outages, the cumulative probability of a capacity outage of X 

MW or more is given by 

Prob.[Capacity outage > = X] = Area 1 + Area 2 + C1 + C2 

where 

C1 = (1(3/6) N(2)(;) - (K4/24) N(3)(z) + (105/120) N(4)(;) 

C2 = (1(3/6) N(2)(z2) (K4/24) N(3)(72) + (K5/120) WV) --, 

N(z) = (1/Nintr exp(-z2/2), and 

Ki are the jth cumulants of the generators as described in Reference 23, and 

Nci)(z) is the jth derivative of N(z). 
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